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The rst direct detection of gravitational waves last year was the beginning of a new eld
of astronomy. While we have already learned a great deal from the signals sensed by the
LIGO interferometers in their rst observation run, research is already underway to im-
prove upon the sensitivity of the state of the art detectors. Novel mirror designs, new
interferometer topologies and larger, more advanced detectors are all being considered as
future improvements, and these topics form the focus of this thesis.
A reduction in the thermal noise arising from the mirrors within gravitational wave detec-
tors will enhance sensitivity near their most sensitive frequencies, and this can potentially
be achieved through the use of waveguide mirrors employing gratings. It has been shown
that the thermal noise is reduced in waveguide mirrors compared to standard dielectric
mirrors whilst retaining the required reectivity, but an open question regarding their suit-
ability remains due to the potential for increased technical noise coupling created by the
substructure. We place an upper limit on this coupling with a suspended cavity experiment,
showing that this approach to the design of grating mirrors has promise.
While the use of higher classical laser input initially increases interferometer sensitivity,
eventually the Michelson interferometer topology employed in existing detectors reaches
the standard quantum limit preventing further enhancement. Eorts are being made to test
the suitability of so-called quantum non-demolition (QND) technologies able to surpass this
limit, one of which involves the use of a new interferometer topology altogether. An experi-
ment to demonstrate a reduction in quantum radiation pressure noise in a QND-compatible
Sagnac speed meter topology is underway in Glasgow, and we introduce novel techniques
to control this suspended, audio-band interferometer to inform the technical design of fu-
ture detectors wishing to measure beyond the standard quantum limit. In particular, the
problem of controlling the interferometer at low frequencies is discussed. Due to the na-
ture of the speed meter topology, the response of the interferometer vanishes towards zero
frequency, while the interferometer’s noise does not. This creates a control problem at low
frequencies where test mass perturbations arising from, for example, seismic and electronic
noise, can lead to loss of interferometer sensitivity over the course of minutes to hours. We
present a solution involving the blending of signals from dierent readout ports of the in-
terferometer, facilitating measurements with almost arbitrary integration times.
The longer, larger Einstein Telescope facility planned as part of the next generation of de-
tectors will push the Michelson interferometer topology to the limit. The low frequency
interferometer will utilise optomechanical interactions to enhance its sensitivity at low
frequencies, and the control problems associated with this technique have not been inves-
tigated in detail. Following the approach taken in the current generation of detectors we
show that the interferometer can be controlled without adversely aecting its sensitivity
to gravitational waves, paving the way for a future technical design.
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Chapter 1
Gravitational waves
1.1 Event GW150914
Around 1.3 billion years ago a pair of black holes, one with 36 solar masses and the other
with 29 solar masses, merged into a single black hole with 62 solar masses [1]. The missing
energy equivalent to 3 solar masses was radiated away in the form of gravitational waves.
At 09:50:45 UTC on 14th September 2015, gravitational waves from the event reached the
LIGO Livingston detector, perturbing the mirrors by 10−18 m and creating a signal large
enough for the electronics controlling the interferometer to detect the ripple in spacetime
more than 23 times above the background noise. Seven milliseconds later, the same wave-
front passed the LIGO Hanford detector and moved the mirrors in the opposite direction.
Meanwhile, computerised data analysis pipelines searching for coincident signals in each
detector were running, and identied the event within a few minutes. Subsequent oine
analysis using template banks representing waveforms produced by sources with dierent
parameters were matched to the signal to calculate the most probable values. Given the
signicance of the signal above the detector’s noise, and its t to the templates, it was clear
that the rst detection of gravitational waves had been made.
The waveforms for event GW150914, as it has become known, are consistent with a binary
black hole merger in that they were swept up in frequency before creating a loud “chirp”
signal as shown in gure 1.1. The signal was only above each detector’s background noise
for the last few ms of this process, but it was consistent enough with theory that the col-
laboration could report a false alarm rate of less than 1 in 200 000. Not only did LIGO make
the rst observation of a gravitational wave, it also made the rst detection of a binary
black hole system and found the missing experimental proof of Einstein’s theory of general
relativity. The eld opening up due to LIGO and the worldwide network of detectors in
operation and under assembly, GEO 600, Virgo and KAGRA, represents an opportunity to
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Figure 1.1: Measured strain from the LIGO Hanford and Livingston detectors around the time of
event GW150914. Fast data pipelines work to nd the best tting template for the calibrated detec-
tor measurements from precomputed banks representing the various combinations of the system’s
parameters. Beyond this initial identication, computationally intensive analysis of the data around
the time of the candidate event is processed using a variety of techniques to identify the most likely
source parameters, and these can later be matched to numerical relativity models. The numerical
relativity models best tting the analysed data are shown for each site in the lower panel. These
curves were originally presented in ref. [1], and they have been passed through a 35 to 350 Hz band-
pass lter to remove higher and lower frequency background noise unrelated to the signals.
study the universe in a completely new way.
1.2 Scientific outcomes from the first joint observation
run
The rst detection was made shortly before a science run in which the two LIGO detectors
were kept at their most sensitive operating conditions as often as possible for a period of
three months. In that time a second detection was made of a separate binary black hole
merger, GW151226 [2], and taken alongside the rst detection and another signal with
lower signicance it was possible for the LIGO Scientic Collaboration and Virgo collab-
oration to make some important scientic discoveries. Among the outcomes from the ob-
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servation run were that the rst experimental tests of strong gravitational elds present
during the events were still consistent with general relativity [3]; that “heavy” black holes
exist in nature and that they probably formed in an environment with low metallicity [4];
and that the rate at which binary black holes merge in the known universe is constrained
given the observations to between 9 and 240 per cubic gigaparsec per year [5], suggesting
that the advanced detectors might see dozens more in subsequent science runs.
Beyond the detection of binary black hole mergers, other sources such as compact neutron
star binaries have yet to be found but are predicted to exist producing signals within the
sensitivity of the detector networks for future science runs [6]. Subsequent observations
will hope to probe for new sources of gravitational waves, and with longer integration time
it will be possible to set improved limits on the population of some of these astrophysical
objects in our universe.
The long term goal of researchers in the eld is to assemble a worldwide network of grav-
itational wave detectors to compliment the existing network of electromagnetic (EM) tele-
scopes to facilitate multi-messenger astronomy. Such a network would be able to localise
the sky position of incident gravitational waves well enough to allow for EM follow-up [6,
7], whereby the data from both optical telescopes and gravitational wave detectors can be
combined to probe the astrophysics of the events in unprecedented detail and to identify
and learn more about the nature and origin of their host galaxies.
1.3 General relativity and gravitational waves
A consequence of Einstein’s theory of general relativity, gravitational waves are produced
by changes in the quadrupole moment of mass distributions such as the presence of non-
spherical asymmetries in spinning objects or pairs of objects coalescing with elliptical or-
bits. The eect a gravitational wave has on spacetime as it propagates is to stretch it in one
direction whilst contracting it in another. This strain can be expressed as a linear combi-
nation of “plus” and “cross” polarisation terms, shown for an initially circular ring of test
particles on a 2D plane as a function of phase angle in gure 1.2.
Although in principle gravitational waves can be produced by all massive bodies, gravita-
tional waves from Earth-bound objects, including the Earth itself, are not even remotely
detectable. The strain in spacetime produced by such objects is so weak that there is no
hope for us to make such a detection with any known technology. A good estimate for the
strain, ℎ0, produced by a pair of rotating objects is given by [8]
ℎ0 ≲
2퐺
(
푀푣2
)
nonspherical
푐4푟
, (1.1)
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Figure 1.2: Plus and cross polarisations of a propagating gravitational wave. As the wave travels,
shown in this depiction perpendicularly to the plane of this page, it stretches spacetime in one
direction whilst contracting it in the other in an elliptic behaviour. A gravitational wave can be
described as a linear combination of the two polarisations.
where퐺 is the gravitational constant,
(
푀푣2
)
nonspherical is the kinetic energy associated with
the non-spherical parts of the source required for the creation of gravitational waves, 푐 is
the speed of light and 푟 is the distance between the source and the detector. To get an idea
of what the strain would be for man-made sources, we can consider as in ref. [8] the case
of two cars of mass 푀 = 103 kg attached to opposite ends of a rod of length 푑 = 10m,
spinning about its centre in a centrifuge at a frequency of 푓 = 10Hz. The tangential
velocity of the cars will be around 2휋푓푑 ≈ 600m s−1, about as fast as a modern ghter jet.
Placing the detector one wavelength away, and using equation (1.1), the strain turns out to
be around 4 × 10−43. To be able to detect such a strain the current most sensitive detectors,
Advanced LIGO, would require an improvement in sensitivity of 20 orders of magnitude,
which is clearly ludicrous.
A pair of solar-mass objects orbiting each other at 100 Hz within 50 Mly produces a strain
of only one part in 1021, which is an amount only now detectable after decades of detector
development. It is only the waves produced by the most violent redistribution of matter in
the heaviest, most compact systems in the universe which we have any chance of detecting:
binary black holes, compact binary neutron stars and core-collapse supernovae amongst
others. Even then, gravitational radiation is only produced by the presence of a changing
quadrupole moment and so only a subset of sources that happen to be in coalescence or
contain surface asymmetries produce waves we have the ability to detect.
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1.4 Development of the gravitational wave detector
Using the local Lorenz gauge an incident gravitational wave can be described as a change
in the distance separating two reference points in spacetime, and so a measurement of the
length between pairs of test masses placed at the dierent points on the edges of the ellipses
shown in gure 1.2 can be made to infer the presence of passing gravitational waves. Given
the behaviour of the propagating waves, the primary degree of freedom they excite in such
an apparatus is the dierential mode of the distance separating the test masses, 퐿(−), which
can be dened in terms of the position of the test masses 푥A and 푥B as
퐿(−) =
푥A − 푥B
2
. (1.2)
The strain of an incident gravitational wave, ℎ0, can be determined from the measured dif-
ferential change in length between the test masses given the distance nominally separating
the test masses, 퐿:
ℎ0 =
퐿(−)
퐿
. (1.3)
1.4.1 Resonant bars
The rst attempts to detect gravitational waves began with Joseph Weber’s studies in the
1960s with his Weber bar [9]. This was a device developed to act as a direct strain meter,
with incident gravitational waves exciting the separation of the material along the length
of the bar. Piezoelectric sensors placed on the surface of an aluminium cylinder convert
changes in length into electrical signals. While the expected change in length of such a
cylinder from gravitational radiation would in most cases be tiny, the resonant frequency
of the cylinder, typically in the kilohertz range, acts to enhance the amplitude of the length
change at nearby frequencies. The sensitivity of such a bar as a function of frequency is
determined in part by its quality factor (푄), with a necessary trade-o being made between
peak sensitivity (high 푄) and detection bandwidth (low 푄). As sources of gravitational
radiation are almost universally weak, the only reasonable hope of making such a detection
is to choose a high 푄 material and hope for a signal at a favourable frequency.
Despite improvements over the following decades, the peak sensitivity of state-of-the-art
resonant bar detectors was surpassed by interferometric gravitational wave detectors in
2003 [10] after it was shown that second generation detectors improving upon the initial
designs would oer superior sensitivity across a much wider bandwidth [11]. The inter-
ferometer was rst suggested as a means for gravitational wave detection shortly after the
introduction of the Weber bar [12], but eorts to build prototypes and understand the sig-
nicant sources of noise only gained momentum in the 1970s [13, 14].
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1.4.2 The gravitational wave interferometer
The eect the strain shown in equation (1.3) has on the round trip time 휏 measured by light
travelling between two test masses is, taking for example the plus polarisation component
ℎ+,
휏 ≈ 2퐿
푐0
− 1
2 ∫
푡
푡− 2퐿푐0
ℎ+ (푡) 푑푡. (1.4)
Given constant speed of light, 푐0, and that the gravitational wave ℎ0 is a sinusoidal function
with angular frequency 휔푔 , this leads to a phase change 훿휙GW as seen by the light with
angular frequency 휔0:
훿휙GW (푡) ≈ ℎ0
휔0
휔푔
sin
(
휔푔
휏
2
)
cos
(
휔푔
(
푡 − 휏
2
))
. (1.5)
This shows that the measurement of length between test masses with light oers the pos-
sibility to detect gravitational waves as phase uctuations at the frequency of the signal.
Gravitational wave induced phase modulation can also be described with the transverse
traceless gauge as a change in the refractive index of the space between xed test masses.
The eect is equivalent [15], and so a change in length between the test masses can there-
fore be represented as a change in the frequency of the light, Δ휔, with respect to the light’s
nominal frequency:
ℎ0 =
퐿(−)
퐿
= Δ휔
휔0
. (1.6)
From equation (1.5) the gravitational wave’s modulation depth (see appendix A.3) can be
approximated to
ℎ0
휔0
휔푔
sin
(휔푔퐿
푐0
)
, (1.7)
showing that, in principle, the longer the distance separating the test masses the more
modulation an incident wave will impart to the light and the stronger the signal will be.
This is true up until the point at which the sine wave is maximum, 휋
2
(or, as with the design
of radio antennae, the point at which the length is one quarter of the incident wavelength),
and so to be optimally sensitive to a 100 Hz gravitational wave the distance between the test
masses must be around 750 km which is clearly impractical for ground-based experiments.
In section 2.3 we will discuss techniques to avoid the need for such long baselines.
Figure 1.3 shows the Michelson interferometer topology that all current detectors are based
on. Coherent light from a laser is incident at the input to a beam splitter whereupon it is
coupled into two arms with highly reective mirrors at each end. Perpendicular arms are
most sensitive to the dierential change in length in spacetime created by gravitational
waves as shown in gure 1.2. The light recombining at the beam splitter contains phase
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Figure 1.3: The simple Michelson interferometer used since the famous Michelson and Morley ex-
periments of the 1880s. This version uses a laser as a source of monochromatic input light.
uctuations from the motion of each test mass with respect to the beam splitter. If the arm
lengths are arranged in such a way as to cancel the round-trip phase accumulation at the
beam splitter in the absence of gravitational wave signal, the phase change between the
arms due to a signal will appear at the beam splitter’s output port where it can be measured
by a photodetector.
Although this simple picture provides the foundation for the behaviour of the Michelson
interferometer as a gravitational wave detector, the operation of a real detector is more
complex and requires its own discussion. Chapter 2 will introduce the sensitivity improve-
ments made to the Michelson interferometer and the research into the main sources of noise
aecting its sensitivity over the course of the last 40 years of development.
1.5 Current and future interferometric detectors
As of the time of writing the Advanced LIGO detectors in the USA are online and commis-
sioners are working towards reaching the design sensitivity. Advanced Virgo, situated in
Italy, is due to begin science operations towards the end of 2016, with the KAGRA detector
in Japan due to follow in 2019—these are the second generation detectors. GEO 600 in Ger-
many has been operational in the years since the initial detectors stopped for upgrades, and
is now transitioning into a detector-scale prototype facility. Planning is also under way to
build an Advanced LIGO detector in India. The eventual network of detectors is shown in
gure 1.41.
Beyond this generation, plans are afoot to build facilities which will push the sensitivity
1LIGO India’s exact location is yet to be decided.
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Figure 1.4: Worldwide interferometric gravitational wave detector network. GEO 600, LIGO Hanford
and LIGO Livingston are operational, while Virgo and KAGRA are being commissioned and LIGO
India is under construction. The locations of the Einstein Telescope and LIGO Cosmic Explorer are
as yet undecided. The long baselines between sites assists with sky localisation.
of the ground-based gravitational wave detector to the limit, with the so-called third gen-
eration detectors. A European collaboration is working towards the Einstein Telescope [16]
and the LIGO Scientic Collaboration is working towards LIGO Cosmic Explorer [17, 18].
Eorts are also under way to complement these detectors with a space-based counterpart
with signicantly enhanced low frequency sensitivity, eLISA [19]. Together, the network
of ground- and space-based detectors will have unprecedented sensitivity from frequencies
of mHz to kHz, providing an ability to study the universe in unparalleled delity.
1.6 Thesis structure
This thesis outlines work conducted with the goal of improving the sensitivity of future
ground-based gravitational wave detectors.
Chapter 2 introduces some theoretical foundations and motivation for the work presented
in the rest of this thesis. Chapter 3 presents an investigation into waveguide mirrors which
oer a large potential improvement in Brownian thermal noise over conventional dielectric
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mirrors used in existing detectors. One downside is the potential presence of a coupling
eect between transverse motion and reection phase. This chapter presents an experi-
ment conducted to measure this coupling in order to give a clearer picture of this mirror’s
potential use in future gravitational wave facilities.
Chapters 4 to 6 present experimental research into a new type of gravitational wave inter-
ferometer: the Sagnac speed meter. Chapter 4 introduces the concept in more detail and
presents an overview of an ongoing proof-of-principle experiment taking place in Glasgow.
Chapter 5 highlights an important technical problem with the Sagnac speed meter cong-
uration which is not present with current detectors: that the controller cannot determine
the displacement of the cavity mirrors at low frequencies, leading to loss of sensitivity. A
solution to the problem is presented through the modelling of the complete control system
using knowledge of the response and noise of the apparatus as well as estimates for noise
in the experiment as fully assembled, backed by numerical simulations. Finally, chapter 6
outlines the architecture and construction of experimental apparatus to test a new actua-
tor design to be used in the Sagnac speed meter experiment: a plate capacitor electrostatic
drive. Designs and tests of a high-voltage amplier to create the required test mass actua-
tion are presented.
The main body of the work concludes with chapter 7 where the current state of the sensing
and control design for the low frequency interferometer as part of the planned Einstein Tele-
scope facility is presented. This interferometer is to be primarily sensitive to frequencies
below 10 Hz where existing detectors are dominated by seismic noise. Here, the sensing,
controls and actuators found in the current generation of detectors are revisited through
the use of numerical simulations.
Finally, the appendices provide additional information for the enthusiastic reader to support
the main work. Appendix A provides a mathematical description of a basic interferometer
and derives some useful gures of merit used throughout the work to describe interferom-
eters. Appendix B discusses some aspects of controls to complement the main text. Ap-
pendix C discusses the dierences between the two main numerical simulation tools used
for the presented work in chapters 4, 5 and 7. A conclusion is provided in chapter 8.
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Chapter 2
Sensitivity and noise in gravitational
wave interferometers
To achieve maximum sensitivity in an interferometric gravitational wave detector to a par-
ticular type of signal the parameters of the optics, arm lengths and light elds must be
considered alongside the characteristics of the signals and noise and the controllability and
robustness of the resultant design. This chapter describes some of the considerations to be
made in the design of detectors to provide the basis on which the rest of this thesis will
build. Section 2.1 details the state in which an interferometer must be brought in order to
be sensitive to gravitational waves and the means of keeping it there; section 2.2 introduces
the limiting noise sources in ground-based gravitational wave detectors and the physical
processes at play; section 2.3 discusses ways to improve the sensitivity of interferometers
in the frequency bands of interest; and section 2.4 introduces concepts in order to reduce
the most challenging noise source arising from the quantum nature of light.
2.1 Interferometer foundations
The eect that the output light from an interferometer has on a sensor (e.g. a photodetector)
as some variable is modulated is termed its response. As discussed in chapter 1 the most
important response to consider in gravitational wave interferometry from an astrophysical
perspective is that of the dierential motion of the arms (DARM) to the sensor at the output
port. The response has a dependence on the input light power but it varies as a function
of frequency due to the presence of additional cavities used to enhance or suppress the
response in a given frequency band.
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2.1.1 Measurement of interferometer length fluctuations
The complex-valued electric eld amplitude of an electromagnetic wave propagating in
time and space, 퐸, can be expressed as
퐸 = 퐸0ei(휔푡−푘푥), (2.1)
where 푖 is the imaginary unit, 휔 is the wave’s angular frequency, 푡 is time, 푘 = 2휋
휆
is the
wave number and 푥 is the coordinate in the direction in which퐸 is measured. An arbitrary
phase oset dened with respect to some point is contained within the complex-valued
maximum eld amplitude, 퐸0.
Typically the underlying amplitude of a particular interferometer signal can only be in-
ferred from the light power measured by a sensor. A simple example is the measurement of
mirror displacement in a Michelson interferometer via the photocurrent output of a pho-
todetector. The measured power 푃 in this case would be
푃 = 퐸∗퐸, (2.2)
where ∗ denotes the complex conjugate.
Equation (2.1) can be simplied to a sinusoidal function with real maximum eld amplitude
퐸′0 and phase oset 휙:
퐸′ = 퐸′0 cos (휔푡 − 푘푥 + 휙) , (2.3)
and in this way we can express the measured power as the square of the real eld amplitude,
i.e. 푃 = 퐸′2.
Assuming that laser light with amplitude described by equation (2.3) is incident upon the
beam splitter shown in the Michelson interferometer in gure 1.3, the light returning to the
beam splitter having reected from the north and east arms, 푛 and 푒, respectively, would be
퐸′푛 = −
퐸′0√
2
cos
(
휔푡 − 2푘퐿푛
)
(2.4)
퐸′푒 =
퐸′0√
2
cos
(
휔푡 − 2푘퐿푒
)
, (2.5)
where 퐿푛 and 퐿푒 are the two arm lengths. We employ a particular reection phase con-
vention such that a negative coecient is gained on the light reected from one side of the
beam splitter, to conserve energy (see appendix C.2.1.1). We can also express 퐿푛 and 퐿푒 in
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terms of the average arm length 퐿 = 퐿푛+퐿푒
2
and dierential length 훿퐿 = 퐿푛 − 퐿푒:
퐸′푛 = −
퐸′0√
2
cos
(
휔푡 − 2푘
(
퐿 + 훿퐿
2
))
(2.6)
퐸′푒 =
퐸′0√
2
cos
(
휔푡 − 2푘
(
퐿 − 훿퐿
2
))
. (2.7)
The superpositions of the light from the arms leaving the beam splitter towards the input
laser, 퐸′in, and the light leaving at the output port, 퐸
′
out, are then
퐸′in =
퐸′푒 − 퐸
′
푛√
2
= 퐸′0 cos (휔푡 − 2푘퐿) cos (푘훿퐿)
(2.8)
퐸′out =
퐸′푒 + 퐸
′
푛√
2
= −퐸′0 sin (휔푡 − 2푘퐿) sin (푘훿퐿) .
(2.9)
A real photodetector is not quick enough to measure changes in intensity at the frequency
of the light. Instead, it sees the time averaged square of the eld. The photodetector power
at the output as a function of 훿퐿, 푃out, is
푃out (훿퐿) =
푃0
2
(1 − cos (2푘훿퐿)) , (2.10)
where 푃0 is the power of the incident laser light, showing that the signal from the dier-
ential arm length is encoded in the power of the light present at the output port. Note
that implicit in this derivation is the assumption that the arms are both perfectly reec-
tive. When the optics within the interferometer have dierent reectivity, the calculation
becomes more complicated and it is sometimes more practical to use a simulation tool, as
discussed in appendix C.
2.1.2 Optimal operating point
The phase change created by the dierence in the lengths of the arms shown in equa-
tion (2.10) as 푘훿퐿 can be expressed as a combination of a static tuning 훼 and the phase
change created by incident gravitational waves, 훿휙GW, i.e.
푘훿퐿 = 훼 + 훿휙GW. (2.11)
The static tuning 훼 is the dierential arm phase at which the interferometer is nominally
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held. In experiments where sensitivity can be sacriced for simplicity, often it is practical to
keep the interferometer in the state commonly referred to as “half way up the fringe”. Here,
the interferometer’s arms are nominally tuned 45° out of phase such that the output signal
oscillates about the midpoint between crest and trough of the superposition waveform at
the output. As the gradient is steepest at this point, any small changes to the relative arm
length of the Michelson interferometer result in a signicant dierence in power at the
photodetector. This operating point, however, is not optimal in terms of sensitivity to arm
length uctuations. The static light power at this operating point contributes signicant
shot noise at the output. Its power spectral density is dened as [20]
푆shot = 2ℎ푓0푃out, (2.12)
where ℎ is Planck’s constant and 푓0 is the light frequency. The optimally sensitive operating
point is therefore not simply one which maximises the signal gradient, but rather one which
maximises the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). It turns out that the reduced signal in the case
of the operating point close to the dark fringe, where light from the two arms interferes
destructively, is more than compensated for by the lack of shot noise such that the overall
sensitivity is better. Interferometer operation near the dark fringe is the basis of dc readout,
described in section 2.1.3.2, which is the standard measurement technique for all current
generation detectors.
2.1.3 Readout
Note that the light power at the output shown in equation (2.10) as a sinusoidal function of
the change in arm length is symmetrical and so displacements ±훿퐿 yield identical changes
in light power. As the interferometer must be held at the dark fringe in order to maximise
sensitivity, the controller requires a bipolar error signal providing a dierent response for
motion in dierent directions. The purpose of the readout technique is to facilitate a bipo-
lar error signal. Another benet certain types of readout can provide is access to the dis-
placement information in a particular quadrature of the output light. Signal (and noise)
can in general be encoded in both the amplitude and phase of the light, representing the
light’s quadratures. When the ratio between optical power and mirror mass is high this
information is primarily contained within the phase quadrature, and when signicant op-
tomechanical interactions are present either with lighter mirrors or higher laser power the
information can be encoded as a linear combination of the phase and amplitude quadra-
tures. Some readout techniques facilitate arbitrary readout quadratures where the signal
can be maximised with respect to the noise, while others have a quadrature xed by the
interferometer parameters.
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There are two common types of readout technique. Heterodyne readout involves the use
of a second light frequency used as a local oscillator for the primary light frequency that is
resonant within the interferometer. This was one of the rst techniques used to control laser
interferometric gravitational wave detectors [21], but due to the presence of cyclostationary
noise [22] and challenges related to the creation of a stable local oscillator frequency this has
largely been superseded by homodyne techniques as the DARM sensor. Homodyne readout
involves the use of the carrier as both a signal eld and local oscillator, and this leads to some
cancellation of noise sources common to the carrier at the expense of additional technical
complexity. These techniques are discussed in greater detail in the following subsections.
2.1.3.1 Heterodyne readout
When light with multiple frequency components is incident upon a photodetector the re-
sulting electrical signal shows the beat signal between the two components. Assuming
that a photodetector has an incident electric eld amplitude composed of two frequency
components, we get [23]
퐸′ = 퐸′0 cos
(
휔1푡
)
+ 퐸′0 cos
(
휔2푡
)
, (2.13)
where 휔1 and 휔2 are the two frequencies and 푡 is time. The photodetector measures the
power of the eld, 푃 :
푃 = 퐸′2 = 퐸′20
(
cos2
(
휔1푡
)
+ cos2
(
휔2푡
)
+ cos
((
휔1 + 휔2
)
푡
)
+ cos
((
휔1 − 휔2
)
푡
))
. (2.14)
If the dierence frequency 휔1 − 휔2 in equation (2.14) is small, it can be measured by the
photodetector. Most heterodyne techniques involve the phase modulation of a single carrier
which creates a series of sidebands oset in frequency (see gure A.4) from the carrier
that beat together at the photodetector. Dierent resonant conditions for the sidebands
with respect to the carrier allow some to act as phase discriminants for others, and with
suitable demodulation at the photodetector these can be used to sense displacement in the
interferometer arms.
2.1.3.2 Homodyne readout
One way in which to picture homodyne readout is as a heterodyne readout with 휔1 = 휔2.
It is possible to create a homodyne local oscillator by using a second laser with identical
frequency to the rst, though it is usually benecial to use the same laser to benet from
coherent noise cancellation.
The rst large scale application of homodyne readout in gravitational wave detectors was dc
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readout [24], where a detuning (dc oset) is intentionally created within the interferometer’s
arms to allow for some of the carrier light to appear at the output port where it acts as a
local oscillator to the rest of the carrier that contains the gravitational wave signal. This
technique has the benet that the local oscillator is ltered by the interferometer which
suppresses certain types of noise, but it involves the intentional introduction of a classical
light eld at the output port. Another homodyne technique, balanced homodyne detection,
involves the picking o of a fraction of the interferometer’s input for use as a local oscillator.
In this case, signal encoded in the light leaving the interferometer can be mixed with the
local oscillator without the need for a dc oset. The dc readout technique is used in current
generation detectors but for future interferometers it is possible that balanced homodyne
detection will become the norm [25].
The technical implementation of dc readout is discussed in more detail in chapter 7, and
balanced homodyne readout forms the basis for the experiment introduced in chapter 4.
2.1.4 Control
In order for the interferometer to be kept at its operating point the readout signal rep-
resenting the positions of the mirrors (test masses) must be fed back to actuators. These
actuators typically take the form of voice coils, piezoelectric stacks and other mechani-
cal transducers. The ubiquitous technique for the control of the positions of mirrors is
linear negative feedback, where the readout signal is passed through a servo which applies
frequency-dependent ltering to enhance or suppress particular components and invert the
signal before it is sent to the actuators. If the control system is designed to react quickly
to test mass motion, the interferometer can be held almost exactly at the operating point
where the error signal from the readout is nulled. Equation (2.10) shows that small arm
displacements lead to linear changes in the output power, as is the case for other read-
out techniques. Eective control of the interferometer holds it within this linear region to
ensure that the readout is maximally sensitive to the displacement of the arms.
Control strategies are discussed in greater detail in chapters 3, 5 and 7. Appendix B also
introduces some background concepts useful for the understanding of the control strategies
presented in these chapters.
2.2 Measurement noise in interferometers
The “signal” in an interferometer is the collection of electrical oscillations representing the
particular variable of interest which, in most cases, represents the motion of the test masses
in the arms. “Noise”, on the other hand, refers to the unwanted oscillations that appear in
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the measurement independent of such a variable. The sensitivity of an interferometer is
represented by the magnitude of the signal with respect to the noise, the SNR, introduced
in the context of the operating point in section 2.1.2.
Gravitational wave interferometers are limited by a plethora of noise sources across the
spectrum. The knowledge of the limiting noise sources gained from the science runs un-
dertaken by the initial generation of interferometric detectors (LIGO, Virgo, GEO 600 and
TAMA300) has fed in to the design of the current second generation.
The creation of noise budgets from theoretical descriptions and measurements of sources is
a useful way to examine how noise inuences the sensitivity of an experiment. The noise
budget for Advanced LIGO’s design conguration is shown in gure 2.1. At its most sensi-
tive frequencies, Advanced LIGO is limited by quantum and thermal noise, while at lower
frequencies the motion of the ground from seismic sources sets the limit. Careful design
involving specially selected materials and techniques has reduced thermal noise arising
from the mirror coatings and suspensions and technical noise associated with electronics
and facilities. Quantum noise sets the fundamental limit given the available light power
and mirror masses utilised in the detectors. In order to improve the sensitivity beyond the
limit set by quantum noise, approaches that involve changing the nature of the quantum
interactions within the interferometer have to be implemented. Important noise sources
useful for the rest of this thesis are discussed throughout this section.
2.2.1 Noise arising from loss and uncertainty
Quantum theory showed that the universe contains a continuous spectrum of quantum
uctuations at all frequencies. Virtual photons are constantly created and annihilated in
all space, albeit with an average energy of zero, producing the measurement uncertainty
predicted by quantum mechanics. Collections of mirrors within interferometers create local
lters of this quantum spectrum which allow a subset of vacuum modes to circulate. Virtual
photons are able to enter the interferometer via its loss points, where light can escape the
interferometer, just as virtual photons created within the interferometer are allowed to
leave. As the vacuum uctuations are uncorrelated with the motion of the test masses, non-
unity reectivity of optics, scattering and other photon loss eects within an interferometer
lead to the intrusion of vacuum noise.
In lasers, a pumped electromagnetic eld creates a state which can be used as the input
light for an interferometer. This typically involves pumping the eld into the coherent state
in which the average laser amplitude and phase quadratures are matched, and noise arises
from the presence of virtual photons with arbitrary amplitude and phase in the pumped
eld leading to an uncertainty in the number of photons output from the laser.
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Figure 2.1: Advanced LIGO noise budget calculated with GWINC [26]. Greater sensitivity to grav-
itational waves is achieved by having lower residual strain noise. The incoherent sum of the noise
sources leads to the overall sensitivity of the interferometer, and this is shown in black. All of
the noise sources shown have some frequency dependence, and optimal sensitivity in a detector is
reached by designing the experiment in such a way as to minimise the noise sources in the frequency
band of interest. The creation of budgets like this from theoretical descriptions of noise sources is a
useful way in which to understand how they aect the sensitivity.
Noise in interferometers does not arise solely from the quantum vacuum, however. In gen-
eral, noise was shown by Callen and Welton to arise from loss processes quantied by their
uctuation dissipation theorem developed in the early 20th century [27], which showed that
the noise power spectral density created due to uctuations,
푆uc ∝
푇
푄
, (2.15)
is related not only to the energy quantied by the temperature 푇 , but also to the quality
factor 푄 related to the lossiness of the material.
The eect of noise on the interferometer can be calculated by quantifying the magnitude of
noise entering at a loss point and propagating this noise to the signal detection point where
it can potentially mask the signal. The noise at a photodetector is then the sum of noise
propagated from each point of loss to the readout point. The way in which some forms of
noise can enter a Michelson interferometer and propagate to the output port is shown in
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Figure 2.2: Some entry points for noise in a Michelson interferometer.
gure 2.2.
2.2.2 Thermal noise
Thermal noise arises from loss in materials used to reect and focus light and to suspend
test masses, where photons given a phase change due to thermal excitations are able to
propagate to the sensors.
Thermal noise is quantied by a material’s loss angle, which is the imaginary part of the
Young’s modulus relating applied stress to the corresponding strain of the material. Ma-
terial with a high loss angle results in an applied stress creating an associated strain at a
dierent time, and during this time the incident light can accumulate noise via thermal
uctuations of the material. The most signicant thermal noise contributions in current
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generation gravitational wave detectors arise from the test mass optical coatings and sus-
pensions.
2.2.2.1 Coating thermal noise
In the conceptual design for the rst generation of gravitational wave detectors such as
GEO-600 [21] the designers were not aware that thermal noise associated with the reec-
tive coatings on mirrors would play a signicant role in the sensitivity of the interferom-
eters. For a long time it was known that thermal noise would contribute to the sensitivity
of the detectors, particularly from the bulk material forming the test masses, but it soon
became clear as the detectors were being commissioned that thermal noise arising from
the reective mirror coatings would dominate the thermal noise associated with the test
masses in the frequency band of interest despite forming only a tiny fraction of the test
masses by volume. Investigations conducted by Harry et al. [28, 29], among others, con-
cluded that mechanical loss present in the numerous dielectric coating stacks on the test
masses required for high reectivity led to Brownian noise creating a limit to the sensi-
tivity of detectors across a wide range of frequencies. Contributions from thermoelastic
noise, arising from the thermal expansion coecient of the materials of the coatings [30],
and thermorefractive noise, arising from the change in refractive index caused by uctu-
ations in the material’s temperature [31], produce further noise which will become more
important as coatings with improved Brownian noise are developed.
Over the past two decades, eorts have been made to both quantify and reduce coating
thermal noise. Particular interest is being paid to the study of coatings for cryogenically
cooled mirrors, such as the sapphire (Al2O3) test masses to be used in KAGRA [32]. A
loss peak in the mirror material silica (SiO2), for detectors until recently ubiquitous, occurs
at low temperature. This makes the material unsuitable for cryogenic use, as mechanical
loss will couple into the light within the interferometer and make its way to the detection
port. Other materials such as sapphire do not feature this loss peak and provide lower ther-
mal noise than silica at room temperature for a given mirror design. Coating noise is also
proportional to temperature, so cryogenically cooled mirrors can oer better performance.
Additionally, crystalline coatings made from compounds such as AlGaAs can oer future
detectors a coating thermal noise reduction of up to 3 over the current state of the art [33]
if technical challenges in their manufacturing can be overcome.
The dominant contribution to coating noise in current generation gravitational wave de-
tectors, Brownian noise, has a power spectral density given by [28]
푆coating =
2푘퐵푇
휋3∕2푓
1
푤푌
(
휙sub +
1√
휋
푑
푤
(
푌 ′
푌
휙para +
푌
푌 ′
휙perp
))
, (2.16)
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for Boltzmann constant 푘퐵 , temperature 푇 , frequency 푓 , beam size푤, Young’s modulus 푌 ,
loss angle 휙 and coating thickness 푑. The Young’s moduli are split into components repre-
senting the coatings and substrate, 푌 and 푌 ′, and the loss angles are split into parallel and
perpendicular components in the coatings, 휙para and 휙perp, and substrate, 휙sub, respectively.
The measurement and interaction between these components is an active area of research.
Figure 2.1 shows coating Brownian noise jointly dominating the noise in Advanced LIGO
at frequencies around 70 Hz.
A mirror topology which avoids the use of many alternating coating layers can poten-
tially oer an improvement in noise performance. Mirrors employing grating structures
can resonantly reect light with less coating material than similarly performing dielectric
mirrors [34], though at the expense of additional technical complexity in their utility in
gravitational wave detectors [35]. Chapter 3 discusses a form of grating mirror for use in
interferometers.
2.2.2.2 Suspension thermal noise
The test masses in audio-band gravitational wave detectors must be suspended from pendu-
lum systems to lter ground vibrations, and current generation observatories (with the no-
table exception of KAGRA) utilise fused silica bres, a technique pioneered for GEO 600 [36].
The reason for the use of this material is that the thermal noise present within the previ-
ously used steel loops was high enough to impart signicant displacement noise to the test
mass in the gravitational wave channel, with the noise becoming dominant at frequencies
around 100 Hz where the interferometer would otherwise be most sensitive [37]. Due to its
high quality factor, fused silica has reduced mechanical loss and therefore lower noise. Fig-
ure 2.1 shows that suspension thermal noise is no longer a dominant noise source, unlike
in Initial LIGO.
As KAGRA will be a cryogenic detector, it does not gain the same noise benet from using
fused silica. Instead, it will use crystalline sapphire which oers similar noise performance
at low temperatures.
At higher frequencies, suspension violin modes have a signicant inuence on the mea-
sured noise [38]. A violin mode with high quality factor can resonantly enhance noise such
that it dominates all other sources in a narrow band at frequencies starting around a few
hundred Hz1. This is reduced through the use of heavier test masses, which push the vi-
olin mode frequencies higher, away from the detection band, and with special monitoring
techniques [39].
1Figure 2.1 appears to show that violin modes are not dominant, however the narrow linewidth of the
noise is such that the resolution is insucient to show the eect.
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2.2.3 antum noise and the Standard antum Limit
Arising from the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle, the quantum noise present within a
classical interferometer2 limits its sensitivity.
Classical laser light in the coherent state, approximating what a standard laser will out-
put, contains equal fractional amplitude and phase uncertainties. The phase uctuations
appearing at the sensor used to measure the output of the interferometer and amplitude
uctuations interacting with the interferometer’s test masses create noise at the measure-
ment ports3. A fundamental limit to the sensitivity of classical interferometers arises from
the combination of these two eects; this is described in more detail in section 2.2.3.3. The
following subsections summarise results from ref. [40].
2.2.3.1 antum shot noise
As described in section 2.2.1, open ports in the interferometer allow vacuum noise to enter,
and when this noise is measured by a photodetector it appears as quantum shot noise. The
phase uctuations upon the light produce a varying photocurrent due to the stochastic
arrival of photons at the sensor. The displacement-equivalent power spectral density of
shot noise in an interferometer is
푥̃2shot =
ℏ푐2
푃휔0
, (2.17)
in units of m2/Hz, for power 푃 and laser angular frequency 휔0. As this noise arises from
spontaneous creation and annihilation of photons in space, it is a statistical random pro-
cess and so the spectral density has equal power at all frequencies; it is white. The strain-
equivalent power spectral density is equation (2.17) normalised to the arm length 퐿:
ℎ̃2shot =
ℏ푐2
푃휔0퐿2
. (2.18)
Since it scales with input power, the detrimental eect on the sensitivity due to phase un-
certainty is mitigated by an increase in the classical light power injected into the interfer-
ometer.
2.2.3.2 antum radiation pressure noise
Despite being massless, photons impart momentum to mirrors upon reection inversely
proportional to their wavelength. The strongest eect this has on an interferometer is
2Note the misnomer: a classical interferometer can still be limited by quantum noise. The name refers to
the readout technique, namely the measurement of classical light intensity to determine displacement.
3A derivation of both eects can be found in, for example, ref. [40].
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via dc radiation pressure, which arises from the classical light power circulating within the
interferometer. In a suspended interferometer this radiation pressure eect extends the
microscopic arm cavity length, with the equilibrium point being dened by the equivalence
of the radiation pressure force to the suspension’s restoring force.
Quantum radiation pressure, on the other hand, arises from the uctuating momentum im-
parted onto the test masses by uctuations in the number of photons present within the
interferometer from the laser and loss points. As with quantum shot noise this eect is re-
lated to the input power of the interferometer, but in this case uctuations in the number of
input photons creates amplitude noise that is transformed into equivalent strain noise via
the dynamics of the mirror. Amplitude uctuations upon the light beat with the classical
eld, creating a force noise. This uctuating force changes the position of the mirror mi-
croscopically via its mechanical susceptibility and this appears as phase noise at the output
port. As the spectrum of noise from virtual photons is white the energy imparted to the
mirror is the same at all frequencies. The mechanical susceptibility of a suspended mirror
follows an inverse square law in frequency above the resonant frequency, and so in terms of
strain this noise source is most important at low frequencies. The radiation pressure noise
power spectral density is given in this case by
푥̃2rp =
푃ℏ휔0
푐2푚2휔4
, (2.19)
with reduced mirror mass 푚 and angular frequency of mirror oscillation 휔 = 2휋푓 . The
reduced mirror mass is the eective mass of the mechanical mode, given in the case of a
Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer as
푚 =
푚1푚2
푚1 + 푚2
, (2.20)
where 푚1 and 푚2 denote the individual cavity test masses.
The strain-equivalent power spectral density is
ℎ̃2rp =
푃ℏ휔0
푐2푚2휔4퐿2
. (2.21)
The strain amplitude noise, ℎ̃rp, is proportional to
1
휔2
as expected from a free mass.
2.2.3.3 The Standard antum Limit
Note that equation (2.19) is proportional to power while equation (2.17) is inversely propor-
tional to power. This implies the existence of a lower bound on the achievable sensitivity
at a given observation frequency 푓 in the case of uncorrelated shot and radiation pressure
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quantum noise sources. This bound, known as the standard quantum limit (SQL) [41], is a
direct consequence of the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle in a continuous measurement
of a test mass.
The SQL is the point at which the sum power spectral density of shot and radiation pressure
noise is minimised, and this occurs when the individual components are equal. For each
laser power there exists a single frequency at which the SQL can be reached. The SQL
forms a sensitivity limit with amplitude spectral density proportional to 1
푓
which can only
be surpassed with special, sub-SQL techniques. The presence of cavities in the arms of
a Michelson interferometer (formed by placing an additional, partially reecting mirror
in each arm) can enhance the power available to be able to reach the SQL. In terms of
the strain-equivalent power spectral density, the SQL is specied for two free test masses
separated by a distance 퐿 by [42]
ℎ̃2푆푄퐿 =
8ℏ
푚휔2퐿2
, (2.22)
with units of Hz−1.
The strain-equivalent power spectral density noise for a Michelson interferometer with arm
cavities can be written with respect to the SQL [43] as
푆ℎ푀퐼 =
ℎ̃2푆푄퐿
2
(1
휅
+ 휅
)
, (2.23)
where the SQL is reached only at a single frequency. The term 휅 is the (dimensionless)
opto-mechanical coupling factor [43]:
휅 =
푃0
푃푆푄퐿
2훾4
휔2
(
훾2 + 휔2
) , (2.24)
with 푃0 the laser power at the test masses, 푃푆푄퐿 the laser power required to reach the SQL
at the cavity pole frequency and 훾 the arm cavity half-bandwidth. 푃푆푄퐿 is given as [43]
푃푆푄퐿 =
푚퐿2훾4
4휔0
. (2.25)
The eect of 휅 is described in more detail in section 4.1.1.
The SQL is a locus dened at all frequencies, while the spectral density of a quantum noise
limited interferometer touches the SQL at only one frequency. By injecting more photons
into the interferometer to carry more information regarding the motion of the mirrors, we
see a smaller shot noise spectral density while we see a larger radiation pressure noise
spectral density [44]. This situation is illustrated in gure 2.3 for dierent input powers.
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Figure 2.3: The SQL for a Michelson interferometer with arm cavities of length 1 km, mirrors with
reduced mass 50 kg and optimal frequency 100 Hz, along with quantum noise limited sensitivity
curves for three dierent intracavity powers. The eect of the cavity pole frequency is visible in
the case of the blue curve. The higher the intracavity power, the higher the strain sensitivity can be
pushed, but at the expense of higher radiation pressure noise and thus higher optimal frequency for
a given interferometer conguration. Quantum non-demolition techniques can be used to surpass
the SQL (see section 2.4).
An important distinction to make here is that the SQL is dened for uncorrelated shot and
radiation pressure noise. Techniques exist in theory and practice to reduce overall noise by
introducing correlations between the two noise components with so-called quantum non-
demolition interferometry, and this is discussed in greater detail in section 2.4 and chapter 4.
2.2.4 Other fundamental noise
2.2.4.1 Seismic noise
The Earth’s surface vibrates with a large amplitude and low frequency [16]. At around
10 µHz tidal forces due to the gravitational interaction between the Earth and Moon4 dom-
inate the spectrum producing displacements of up to 100 µm [45]. At around 0.15 Hz the
swell of the ocean can be measured almost anywhere on the Earth, even far from coasts.
410 µHz is about one cycle per day, the same as the Earth’s rotation.
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These eects produce a large amount of displacement noise at low frequencies which must
be ltered.
As seismic noise is large in amplitude, it is able to move test masses in interferometers far
enough that they no longer full the resonant condition and lose light power. In almost all
audio-band interferometric experiments a large degree of isolation must be utilised to mit-
igate this seismic noise. In Advanced LIGO, active platforms sitting atop passive damping
materials are used to reduce this noise. Test masses are also suspended from many pendu-
lum stages to isolate higher frequencies such that by 10 Hz the ground motion is suppressed
by more than 10 orders of magnitude [46].
Homogeneous, vertical surfaces do not couple vertical seismic noise into the gravitational
wave channel horizontal to each test mass. Real suspended optics, however, contain im-
perfections in their manufacturing and couple a small amount of vertical motion into the
horizontal direction. In addition, the curvature of the Earth over distances like the 4 km
arms in Advanced LIGO mean that the local gravitational elds at the ETMs are not en-
tirely aligned to those of the ITMs, and so to achieve cavity resonance the operating point
requires a slight o-horizontal tilt which creates seismic noise coupling. In Advanced LIGO
the requirement for vertical to horizontal coupling is to be below 1 × 10−3.
2.2.4.2 Gravity-gradient noise
Changes in the density of the ground near the test masses created by seismic noise can
couple to the gravitational wave channel via gravity-gradient noise, also referred to as New-
tonian noise. No experiment has successfully been able to decouple this subtle eect from
other sources of noise, but it is believed from extensive modelling eort that this noise
source will represent a problem particularly for low frequency detectors such as ET-LF [16,
47]. Simulations have shown promise in subtraction of gravity-gradient noise inferred from
a series of auxiliary witness sensors [48] as well as a benet to shaping the prole of the
ground near test masses [49].
Gravity gradient noise will be discussed in the context of ET-LF in chapter 7.
2.2.5 Technical noise
2.2.5.1 Laser frequency and intensity noise
A perfect laser would provide output at a single, well dened frequency. In reality such
lasers do not exist and their outputs contain spectral impurities. As the laser wavelength
is the “metre stick” by which we make displacement measurements in interferometers, it
is very important to ensure that the laser’s wavelength, and therefore frequency, is well
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dened. Frequency stabilisation control loops involving optics and electronics are usually
necessary in high precision interferometric experiments.
Laser frequency noise aects the phase of the output light by creating beats between waves
with dierent frequencies, created via thermal eects in the laser material. This can be ex-
pressed as a time-varying shift 휙 (푡) in the underlying wave’s phase. This phase transforms
into frequency noise via the relation
Δ푓 = 1
2휋
푑휙
푑푡
. (2.26)
The spectral density of frequency noise can be calculated from the autocorrelation between
a frequency uctuation at time 푡 and another at time 푡+Δ푡, but a simpler method is to realise
that the laser is used to measure the cavity length by relating its change in frequency to
the change in length via equation (1.6). Multiplying the relative frequency noise by the
dierence in arm lengths 훿퐿 gives a rst order estimate of the displacement noise created
by uctuations in the laser:
푥̃freq. noise = 훿퐿
Δ푓
푓
. (2.27)
The laser’s intensity uctuates due to similar mechanisms. Thermally driven misalign-
ments within the laser can lead to scattering and the production of higher order modes,
which reduce the intensity of the fundamental mode. This has a similar eect on the out-
put as frequency noise, coupling relative intensity noise Δ푃
푃
directly to the output via the
microscopic oset from the dark fringe condition 훿푙:
푥̃int. noise = 훿푙
Δ푃
푃
. (2.28)
Equations (2.27) and (2.28) show that the level to which the dark fringe condition is satised
determines the laser noise witnessed at the output. This is because of the cancellation at
the beam splitter from noise in the two arms. Laser noise propagates to the beam splitter,
where it is split between the arms. Matching the arms macroscopically cancels frequency
noise and matching the arms microscopically cancels intensity noise.
2.2.5.2 Electronic noise
Johnson-Nyquist noise arises from loss within electronic conductors. The noise scales with
resistance and is characterised in units of V2/Hz by the equation
푣̃2john. noise = 4푘퐵푇푅, (2.29)
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where 푣̃2john. noise is the voltage noise power spectal density, 푘퐵 is the Boltzmann constant
and 푅 is the electrical resistance. The Johnson-Nyquist noise from a resistor in the kΩ
to MΩ range is comparable to the noise of some low-noise operational ampliers at room
temperature, and so care must be taken in the choice of passive and active components in
the design of electronics to avoid introducing excess uctuations.
Other electronic noise can arise in integrated circuits used as part of readout electronics
in detectors. Current and voltage noise present at the input and output of devices such
as operational ampliers (op-amps) can become larger than the signals being amplied
without careful selection of the device for the intended application. This is examined in
more detail in sections 5.2.6 and 6.3.
2.2.5.3 antisation noise
The conversion of analogue signals to digital and vice versa for sensing and control in-
volves the use of analogue-to-digital and digital-to-analogue converters (ADCs and DACs,
respectively). Noise in ADCs and DACs arises from quantisation error 휖ADC, which is the
mismatch between the underlying signal input or output and the level determined by the
ADC or DAC [50]. By averaging over successive cycles, ADCs and DACs can make good
approximations of the underlying signals, reducing the quantisation error in the case of the
ADC to the interval 휖ADC ∈
(
−Δ
2
, Δ
2
]
[50], where Δ is the smallest voltage reference in an
ADC with 2푏 codes:
Δ =
푉max − 푉min
2푏
=
푉range
2푏
.
(2.30)
Noise from ADCs and DACs is minimised through selection of hardware with appropriate
dynamic range for the signals to be sensed. The use of whitening techniques can also pre-
vent the prevalence of quantisation noise; this is discussed in greater detail in section 5.2.8.1.
2.3 Sensitivity of the Michelson interferometer
The phase change due to gravitational waves appearing at the output is proportional to
the power in the arms, and so greater input power leads to greater response at the output
(given the caveats regarding quantum noise as discussed in section 2.2.3).
As shown in section 1.4.2, the arm length of a Michelson interferometer to provide optimal
modulation upon the light eld from a passing gravitational wave can be many hundreds
of km for audio band signals. Furthermore, given the standard wavelength 휆0 = 1064 nm
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Figure 2.4: Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer topology.
for which low noise lasers exist, and a gravitational wave strain ℎ0 = 10−21 similar to that
of GW150914, the modulation index will be of the order 휔0
휔푔
≈ 1012 and so the phase of the
light will have to be measured at the output port to a precision of around ℎ0
휔0
휔푔
≈ 10−9 rad,
a dicult feat.
When the interferometer is held close to the dark fringe the light from each arm containing
common phase changes exits the beam splitter back towards the input, and so this light
would otherwise be lost.
Improvements to the Michelson interferometer design have been made over the past decades
in order to address these issues, and these are discussed in the following subsections.
2.3.1 Fabry-Perot arm cavities
One way to simultaneously reduce the phase measurement requirement and the eective
arm length is to use Fabry-Perot cavities. Fabry-Perot cavities increase a photon’s path
length by reecting it many times between two partially transmissive mirrors. By placing
Fabry-Perot cavities in the arms of a Michelson interferometer, as shown in gure 2.4, the
response can be enhanced in a particular frequency band dened by the cavity parameters.
The eect of the cavity on the sensitivity can be characterised by the nesse as discussed
in appendix A.2.1. Increased cavity nesse leads to a greater number of stored photons, al-
lowing for greater response to incident gravitational waves, but over a narrower bandwidth
than the simple Michelson interferometer. The reectivity of the mirrors in Fabry-Perot
cavities must be chosen to allow for sucient sensitivity in the desired band; the objective
is not simply to maximise the light storage time.
The arm cavities within a Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer must be held at the op-
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erating point just as with a Michelson interferometer to maintain maximum sensitivity.
Angular misalignments allow higher order modes of the light eld to resonate which can
complicate the longitudinal control of the interferometer and can introduce additional noise
coupling from mirror surface defects.
2.3.2 Power recycling
As shown in section 2.1.2 gravitational wave interferometers are typically held close to the
dark fringe where the carrier light is rejected by the beam splitter back towards the input
laser. It is typical to place a Faraday isolator in the input path to prevent the interferometer
from sampling the positions of the input optics used to steer the laser light towards the
beam splitter, and so this light is dumped. Once lost this light is not available to sample the
positions of the test masses.
To compensate for interferometer light lost towards the input port it is possible to increase
the input laser power, but in general appropriate input lasers are already used at the maxi-
mum output power that satises an experiment’s laser noise requirement, and this doesn’t
solve the underlying loss mechanism: some light will still be dumped by the Faraday isola-
tor. Another approach is to place a power recycling mirror at the input to the interferometer
which reects the returning light back into the interferometer by forming a cavity between
the recycling mirror and the arms, eectively increasing the power stored there. Used in
combination with Fabry-Perot arm cavities this technique can achieve enhanced sensitivity
over the standard Michelson interferometer. The power recycling mirror can be calibrated
to enhance the carrier power in a band wider than the intended detector bandwidth, and
the Fabry-Perot mirrors can be calibrated to set the detector bandwidth. The rst gener-
ation Initial LIGO and Initial Virgo detectors were power-recycled Fabry-Perot Michelson
interferometers.
2.3.3 Signal recycling
Signal recycling is a similar concept to power recycling, whereby an additional mirror
is placed within the interferometer to selectively enhance light in a particular frequency
band [51]. In this case the signal recycling mirror is placed at the output port of the beam
splitter to create an additional cavity between the output and the arms. This mirror en-
hances the signal power at the expense of the bandwidth of the arms, as opposed to the
carrier enhanced by the use of a power recycling mirror. The signal recycling mirror’s
transmissivity can be set to determine the frequency range over which this enhancement
occurs, and the position of the signal recycling mirror can be tuned to focus this enhance-
ment in either a narrow or broad frequency band [52]. This is discussed in more detail in
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Figure 2.5: Dual-recycled Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer.
section 7.2.
2.3.4 Dual recycling with Fabry-Perot arm cavities
The natural combination of power and signal recycling with the Fabry-Perot Michelson
interferometer leads to the dual-recycled Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer shown in g-
ure 2.5. This is the topology that provides the greatest sensitivity in a given band of in-
terest, either broadband or narrowband depending on the tuning of the signal recycling
cavity, for a given laser power, arm length and mirror mass; it is therefore the topology
employed in current generation detectors. The use of dual recycling was initially demon-
strated in both table-top and suspended prototype experiments [53–55], and later a full-
scale dual-recycled Michelson interferometer detector was demonstrated at GEO 600 [56,
57]. The Advanced LIGO interferometers were the rst to fully implement the dual-recycled
Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer topology in detectors capable of sensing gravita-
tional waves.
2.4 Surpassing the Standard antum Limit
Predictions for the population of sources within the range of the advanced detectors show
that it is benecial to improve the sensitivity at low frequencies [58]. The sensitivity of a
Michelson interferometer at low frequencies can be increased through the use of heavier
masses as shown by equation (2.22), scaling proportionally to
√
푚. The use of mirrors
larger and heavier than the 40 kg mirrors used in Advanced LIGO is a considerable technical
challenge. The availability of test mass material of suitable quality in such dimensions is
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not clear, as is the ability for the suspension systems to isolate noise from such large masses.
To improve sensitivity at higher frequencies, equation (2.17) shows that laser power can be
increased. As with heavier mirrors, this presents technical challenges in laser stability [59],
the control of parametric instabilities [60] and the thermal eects associated with absorption
in materials [61].
To bypass the problems associated with the use of heavier mirrors and more powerful lasers,
a number of techniques have been proposed in the literature to increase the sensitivity of
interferometers beyond the SQL through the use of quantum non-demolition (QND) [62].
These include the modication of the optics of the interferometer [43], such as through the
injection of squeezed light [44], variational readout [63, 64] or speed meters [65]; and the
creation of new light-mirror interactions to increase the response of the interferometer to
dierential motion of the test masses [66].
2.4.1 Squeezing
The use of squeezing is an attempt to reduce the quantum noise at the output of the inter-
ferometer by injecting vacuum light with correlated noise. By choosing a suitable injection
quadrature, it is possible to remove some of the quantum noise impinging upon the signal
at a frequency of interest, instead moving the noise terms into the orthogonal, unobserved
readout quadrature. Squeezing is particularly favourable in combination with dc readout,
a combination currently implemented in GEO 600 [67, 68].
To reduce the eect of frequency-dependent ponderomotive squeezing arising from the me-
chanical susceptibility of the test masses, and to achieve broadband reduction of quantum
noise, it is necessary to inject the squeezed light via lter cavities to provide a frequency-
dependent phase shift to the vacuum eld [43]. These cavities are typically high nesse,
which makes the squeezed light particularly susceptible to lter cavity loss [69].
Squeezing has been demonstrated in GEO 600 with high duty cycle [70] and is a planned
upgrade for Advanced LIGO in the near future [71]. The proposed designs for the Einstein
Telescope and LIGO Cosmic Explorer assume 10 dB eective squeezing.
2.4.2 Variational readout
Instead of modifying the input noise at the output port of the interferometer with frequency-
dependent squeezing, variational readout achieves sub-SQL sensitivity through the use of
a homodyne detector with a homodyne angle chosen to create coherent cancellation of
quantum noise between the local oscillator and the signal. Frequency dependent varia-
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tional readout can be achieved in a similar way to squeezing: the output light can be passed
through lter cavities in the same way as squeezed input.
Variational readout can in theory be combined with squeezing either with a xed squeezing
angle [72] or through a complicated frequency dependence of both squeezing and homo-
dyne phase lter cavities [73]. The use of homodyne readout in gravitational wave detec-
tors, however, is not considered mature enough for upgrades to existing or future facilities,
primarily due to the stability requirements for the local oscillator eld [74].
2.4.3 Light-mirror interactions
Optical springs [75–79], optical inertia [80, 81] and intracavity schemes [82–84] have been
proposed for use in gravitational wave detectors to improve sensitivity beyond the SQL
through modication of the mechanical response of the interferometer’s mirrors with light
using optomechanical interaction.
The creation of optical springs requires complicated control arrangements. The use of two
optical springs to remove the instabilities created by a single spring can relax some of the
control requirements [78] but full studies of the eect of noise and the sensitivity on this
type of interferometer are not at a stage to be able to predict their use in future detectors.
2.4.4 Modification of the interferometer design
First proposed in 1990 [65], the measurement of the speed of test masses instead of dis-
placement can lead to a reduction in quantum noise. Proposals for experiments to measure
speed were made later and involved the use of an additional optical cavity at the output
port of a Michelson interferometer [85, 86], termed a sloshing cavity, creating an interac-
tion between the main interferometer and the sloshing cavity that samples the test mass
coordinates in a way that resembles speed.
In 2003, Chen showed that the Sagnac interferometer contained the necessary characteris-
tics of a speed meter [87] and estimated the sensitivity that such an interferometer might
achieve when the corner mirrors are replaced with arm cavities to resemble a Fabry-Perot
Michelson interferometer. This work was later expanded to include the eect of losses [88,
89].
The Sagnac speed meter is being considered as a potential upgrade for the Einstein Tele-
scope beyond its initial conguration [90, 91], albeit following a polarising topology with
linear arm cavities [88] due to the sensitivity degradation from back-scattering in triangular
arm cavities [92].
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2.5 The future of ground-based gravitational wave in-
terferometry
Plans are in place for upgrades to Advanced LIGO after the science run in 2016, when
squeezed light injection will be implemented. In the medium term, the interferometer may
be adapted to run with cryogenic optics to provide sensitivity at lower frequencies. The
Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo detectors already push their current facilities to their
limits, however, and so in the long term the goal is to build new facilities with signicantly
improved sensitivity. A conceptual design study for the Einstein Telescope was completed
in 2011 [16], a new European facility in a triangular, 10 km arm conguration, and similar
studies for a new 40 km LIGO facility are ongoing [17, 18]. These facilities are planned
for the late-2020s to early-2030s, and the ongoing research and development work will
help to determine the technologies that become part of these detectors. The reduction of
quantum and thermal noise and the control of such interferometers will be crucial areas of
investigation, and some potential solutions are presented in the rest of this work.
Chapter 3
Measurement of
transverse-to-longitudinal phase
coupling in a waveguide mirror
The following chapter has been adapted from Upper limit to the transverse to longitudinal
motion coupling of a waveguide mirror [35], published in Classical and Quantum Gravity
in 2015. The article was entirely written by the author and is suitable for inclusion, expanded
as appropriate, within this thesis. The results and conclusions presented are identical.
3.1 Thermal noise in advanced detectors
At their most sensitive frequencies, the second generation detectors are expected to be
limited by Brownian thermal noise arising from the reective coatings on the detectors’ test
masses [28, 93–95]. In order to help mitigate this limitation beyond the next generation of
detectors, eorts are under way to develop mirror coatings with lower thermal noise [96,
97].
In the case of Advanced LIGO, each end test mass (ETM) consists of a substrate with 19 pairs
of sub-wavelength coatings which produce a transmission of 5 ppm for 1064 nm light with
very little loss [98], with each coating layer contributing to the overall thermal noise [28,
95]. The approach taken by Levin to calculate the thermal noise of mirrors [93] shows that
mechanical loss at the front surface of a mirror contributes more to the Brownian noise
level than loss from an equivalent volume in the substrate. Additionally, typical coating
materials tend to exhibit mechanical loss orders of magnitude higher than typical substrate
materials [28, 95]. For these reasons particular attention is being given to the reduction of
coating thermal noise to improve the sensitivity of future detectors.
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One strategy, to be applied for example in KAGRA [99], is to cool the mirrors to cryogenic
temperatures. While this can potentially reduce the thermal noise of the mirrors [100],
the utilisation of cryogenic mirrors requires new infrastructure, dierent choices of mirror
substrate and coating materials and poses the challenge of heat extraction from the mirror
without spoiling its seismic isolation and thermal noise performance. Eorts in the appli-
cation of cryogenics are also under way to identify suitable substrate and coating materials
for ET-LF, the low frequency interferometer as part of the proposed Einstein Telescope [47,
101–103], and the proposal for a cryogenic upgrade to LIGO, Voyager [104].
3.2 Waveguide and grating mirrors
Apart from using dierent coating materials [33, 105] or dierent beam shapes [106–108]
such as with LG33 modes [109], another potential approach is to utilise waveguide mir-
rors (WGMs) [110–113]. These mirrors can possess high reectivity at a wavelength deter-
mined by their structure. In contrast to conventional dielectric mirrors, mirrors possessing
waveguide coatings can exhibit high reectivity without requiring multiple stacks [114].
A waveguide coating instead presents incident light with a periodic grating structure of
high refractive index material 푛퐻 on top of a substrate with low refractive index 푛퐿 (see
gure 3.1). Light is forced into a single reective diraction order, the 0th. In transmission,
only the 0th and 1st diraction orders are allowed as long as the condition in equation (3.1)
for the grating period, 푝, and the light’s wavelength in vacuum, 휆, is fullled [110]. The
light diracted into the 1st order undergoes total internal reection at the substrate bound-
ary where it excites resonant waveguide modes. With suitable parameters the light at the
waveguide boundary to the incident beam will contain a 180° phase shift with respect to the
0th order transmitted light, causing destructive interference such that most of the incident
light is reected [115].
휆
푛퐻
< 푝 < 휆
푛퐿
(3.1)
We have shown in ref. [117] that a suitably optimised WGM can provide a reduction in
coating thermal noise amplitude of a factor of 10 at cryogenic temperature compared to the
ETM employed in Advanced LIGO. Figure 3.2 shows Brownian thermal noise modelled for
dierent numbers of bilayers (following ref. [28]) for the Advanced LIGO ETM alongside
the grating thermal noise result from Heinert et al.. For each additional bilayer in the dielec-
tric stack, the mirror’s transmissivity decreases but its Brownian thermal noise increases.
The grating, however, requires only a change in grating parameters to produce a specic
transmissivity, and this does not have a strong dependence on Brownian thermal noise.
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Figure 3.1: Propagation of light within a waveguide mirror (a reproduction of [116, gure 1]). The
grating and waveguide layers have refractive index 푛퐻 , and sit atop a substrate of refractive index
푛퐿. The incident light (black) diracts into the rst orders ±1 (orange). At the substrate the light
reects and at the grating the light either interferes with the incident light to produce reection or
reects back into the waveguide (blue). The numbers next to the arrows represent the diraction
order, 푇 represents transmission through the grating, 푅 represents reection from the grating and
each asterisk represents a single diraction. The grating parameters can be tuned such that the phase
dierence at the front (waveguide) surface produces high reection. In realisations of waveguide
mirrors such as this, a thin etch-stop layer is placed between the grating and waveguide layers to
assist fabrication [113].
3.2.1 Transverse to longitudinal coupling in grating mirrors
Previous eorts to demonstrate grating structures as alternatives to dielectric mirrors have
identied phase noise in the light reected from the grating not otherwise present in di-
electric mirrors [118, 119]. This eect arises from transverse motion of grating mirrors with
respect to the incident light. Incident light at angle 훼 is reected into the mth diraction or-
der, exiting at angle 훽푚 (see gure 3.3). The change in path length 훿푙퐿 between the reected
and incident light is then
훿푙퐿 = 휁푎 + 휁푏 = 훿푦
(
sin 훼 + sin 훽푚
)
, (3.2)
where 휁푎 and 휁푏 represent the relative optical path length of each depicted ray. The phase
modulation induced in the reected light by periodic, transverse motion of the WGM is
proportional to the period with a 90° phase lead over the transverse motion [120]. The
frequency noise added to the reected light can be enough to mitigate the improvement in
coating thermal noise, as witnessed in a study of 2nd order Littrow gratings [120], where
the level of coupling between longitudinal and transverse motion was found to be 1:100.
Although WGMs also possess gratings, the resonant waveguide structure can be tuned to
remove this eect as shown in simulations by Brown et al. [116].
There are two mechanisms by which grating mirrors can couple transverse motion into
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Figure 3.2: Reproduction of results from Heinert et al. [117] showing Brownian thermal noise in
an Advanced LIGO style ETM at room temperature versus that of a WGM at cryogenic temper-
ature, as a function of transmissivity. The markers in the coating curve represent the number of
quarter-wavelength bilayers forming the dielectric stack. Each additional bilayer in the coating
stack produces lower overall transmissivity, but also increases Brownian thermal noise. The grat-
ing’s Brownian thermal noise contribution is independent of transmissivity. The transmissivity of
Advanced LIGO’s ETM is shown as a vertical, dashed line.
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Figure 3.3: Optical path length changes 휁푎 and 휁푏 due to transverse motion of a Littrow grating,
based on ref. [119, gure 4]. Incident light diracted into a dierent order undergoes a path length
change 훿푙퐿 = 휁푎 + 휁푏.
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Figure 3.4: Two ways in which light can be scanned across the surface of the WGM. The left panel
shows the eect of WGM motion with respect to a static beam, while the right panel shows the
eect of light beam motion (due to rotation of the cavity mirror opposite the WGM) with respect to
a static WGM. In the latter picture, the cavity’s eigenmode is translated transversely to the optical
axis as one mirror is rotated.
longitudinal phase changes (see gure 3.4). The rst is through transverse motion of the
grating, which can in principle be minimised with appropriate suspension design. The sec-
ond mechanism is the coupling of changes in the opposite cavity mirror’s alignment into
the spot position on the grating mirror. This eect is of particular importance to gravita-
tional wave interferometers, where longer arm lengths can increase its detrimental impact.
The latter mechanism is the primary focus of this work.
In order to quantify its transverse coupling, a WGM was produced in collaboration with
Friedrich-Schiller University Jena, Germany; see table 3.1 for its properties. It was de-
signed for light of wavelength 1064 nm, and consists of an etched grating structure on top
of a waveguide layer, both tantala (Ta2O5), on a silica substrate. This chapter details an
experiment carried out to measure its transverse coupling level.
3.3 Experiment
The fabricated WGM was used as the input coupler for a Fabry-Perot cavity, held on res-
onance using the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) technique [121]. The error signal provided by
the PDH technique represents changes in cavity length, and this can be fed back to the
laser’s frequency via a frequency stabilisation servo. This technique is described in more
detail in section 3.3.4.1.
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Parameter Value
Materials SiO2, Ta2O5,
Al2O3
Design 휆 1064 nm
Grating depth 390 nm
Waveguide depth 80 nm
Etch stop depth 20 nm
Grating period 688 nm
Fill factor 0.38
Reectivity 96%
Table 3.1: Design parameters of the WGM produced by Friedrich-Schiller Jena for the experiment to
measure transverse to longitudinal coupling. It is similar to the one used in ref. [113], with increased
reective surface area.
3.3.1 Eect of waveguide mirror rotation on cavity length
A non-zero WGM transverse to longitudinal coupling, 휔1, produces a phase shift on the
reected light. This manifests itself as an eective change in cavity length, 훿푙푊 , as the
laser light is scanned across its grooves by the rotation of the ETM:
훿푙푊 = 휃휅휔1, (3.3)
where 휃 is the ETM’s (small) rotation angle and 휅 is the cavity’s coecient of ETM rotation
to transverse WGM spot displacement.
Additional cavity length changes from mirror rotation are created by two geometrical ef-
fects as shown in gure 3.5. The rst eect, 훿푙푠, is due to the position of the beam with
respect to the centre of the mirror’s surface. For a rotation 휃, a beam oset from the centre
of the mirror by a displacement 푦 will receive a change in (longitudinal) path length of
훿푙푠 = 푦 tan 휃 ≈ 푦휃, (3.4)
for small angles. The second eect, 훿푙푑 , is due to the depth 푑 of the mirror, proportional
to the rotation angle 휃. The position of the centre of the mirror with respect to the zero
rotation case, 푦푑 , is then
푦푑 =
푑
2
tan 휃
2
≈ 푑
4
휃, (3.5)
and the change in path length this causes is
훿푙푑 = 푦푑 tan 휃 ≈
푑
4
휃2. (3.6)
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Figure 3.5: Geometrical ETM longitudinal coupling. For a given rotation 휃 and spot centre position
oset 푦, the (longitudinal) position change in the surface of the mirror (show in blue) as seen by
the reected light is approximately 푦휃 + 푑4휃
2. The straight, solid red line in the gure shows this
longitudinal change.
The total longitudinal eect 훿푙퐸 caused by the rotation of the ETM is therefore:
훿푙퐸 = 훿푙푠 + 훿푙푑 ≈ 푦휃 +
푑
4
휃2, (3.7)
and the total length signal from all mirror eects will then be:
훿푙 (휃) = 훿푙푊 + 훿푙퐸 ≈ 휃휅휔1 + 푦휃 +
푑
4
휃2. (3.8)
3.3.2 Cavity length signals
Considering the ETM’s dimensions and mass, it is possible to calculate the cavity length
change due to the two geometrical eects shown in equation (3.7) for a given rotation. From
the cavity length change it is then possible to infer the WGM’s transverse to longitudinal
coupling level using equation (3.8). The phase eect associated with transverse to longitu-
dinal coupling is expected to be independent of the average spot position, whereas there is
a phase change about the ETM’s centre of rotation. It is expected therefore that a spot posi-
tion will exist, for a non-zero WGM transverse coupling level, oset from the ETM’s centre
of rotation, for which there is a cavity error signal minimum. This eect arises as a result of
the coherent cancellation of 훿푙푊 and 훿푙퐸 (see gure 3.6). The spot position corresponding
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Figure 3.6: Simulations of indicative cavity longitudinal error signals during ETM rotation for dif-
ferent levels of WGM coupling. The signals are functions of the transverse position of the reected
light relative to the ETM’s centre of rotation, the angle of rotation, the mirror depth and the WGM’s
coupling level. The rotation to longitudinal coupling of the ETM (black dashed line) combines with
the transverse to longitudinal coupling of the WGM (green, orange and blue dashed lines) to pro-
duce cavity length changes (green, orange and blue solid lines). In this example conguration, the
ETM rotation is 1 × 10−7 rad, the ETM’s depth is 0.1 m and the corresponding WGM coupling levels
are 1:370 (blue), 1:3700 (orange) and 1:37000 (green).
to the error signal minimum allows the WGM’s transverse to longitudinal coupling level to
be inferred.
Examples of WGM coupling levels yielding cavity length changes smaller than (green),
larger than (blue) and roughly equivalent to (orange) the ETM’s eects are shown in g-
ure 3.6. For cases where the WGM’s coupling level yields a signicant cavity length change
with respect to that of the ETM’s rotation, coherent cancellation creates a trough signi-
cantly oset from the ETM’s centre of rotation.
3.3.3 Experiment infrastructure
The Glasgow 10 m prototype facility provides a test bed in which the WGM’s transverse
to longitudinal coupling can be quantied. The prototype is housed in a class 1000 clean
room and consists of an input bench at atmospheric pressure and a vacuum envelope able
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to reach pressures of order 10−3 Pa. The envelope consists of nine 1 m diameter steel tanks,
each connected by steel tubes, arranged into two parallel arms of length 10 m, with a shorter
arm for input optics situated between them.
In the experiment, 1064 nm laser light was passed through a single-mode bre to provide
spatial ltering, and an electro-optic modulator (EOM) to impose RF sidebands on the light
required to produce an error signal with the PDH technique. The light was then coupled
into the vacuum system via a periscope. A control system senses the motion of the cavity
with the RF photodiode near tank 1 and provides corrective actuation on the laser crystal’s
piezoelectric transducer (PZT) and temperature via a frequency stabilisation servo and as-
sociated electronics (see section 3.3.4). This conguration is shown in gure 3.7.
Tanks 2 and 3 house a beam splitter and steering mirror, respectively, attached to double
stage suspensions. In tanks 4 and 5 were sets of two triple suspension chains based on the
GEO 600 design [122]. A viewport present to the rear of tank 5, and to the side of tank 1,
allowed for light to exit the vacuum envelope for the purposes of sensing and control.
The WGM was attached to an aluminium block of mass 2.7 kg and suspended from tank
4’s cascaded (triple) pendulum, forming the cavity’s ITM. A silica test mass, also 2.7 kg,
with a 40 ppm transmission coating, was used as the ETM, suspended from a similar triple
pendulum in tank 5. On the rear surface of the ETM were three magnets for the purpose
of actuation, the positions of which are shown in gure 3.8. With optimal alignment the
mirrors formed an overcoupled cavity with nesse 155.
A three-stage reaction chain was placed behind the triple pendulum of the ETM to provide
voice coil actuation upon the magnets on the ETM’s rear surface. The upper and intermedi-
ate stages were identical to those of the chain carrying the ETM, however—for the purposes
of another experiment, not reported here—the lower stage was split into two parts sepa-
rately suspended from the intermediate stage. The part closer to the ETM was a 1.8 kg
aluminium block that carried the voice coils. The other part was a 0.9 kg aluminium block
required to balance the suspension.
3.3.4 Measuring cavity length changes
An RF photodetector was placed at the viewport on tank 1, where it could view the light
reected from the cavity. By using the PDH technique (see section 3.3.4.1), the signal from
this photodetector provided an error signal for the cavity length. This signal was fed back
to the laser via the frequency stabilisation servo to maintain cavity resonance. The servo’s
high frequency feedback signal—a voltage applied across the laser’s PZT—provided a means
of calibrating cavity length changes at frequencies greater than 12 Hz. Using the PZT’s
actuator coecient, 1.35 MHz/Vrms, the cavity length change 훿푙 per error signal volt could
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Figure 3.7: The experimental setup in the prototype facility. The laser light is passed through
input optics (not shown), a mode cleaning bre and an EOM before being coupled into the vacuum
system via a periscope. It then travels to tank 2 where it is reected o a beam splitter and
directed into one of the arms of the prototype by a steering mirror in tank 3. The two mirrors
in tanks 4 and 5 form a Fabry-Perot cavity. The cavity mirrors are suspended from triple stage
suspensions, and the beam splitter and steering mirror are both suspended from double suspensions.
The ETM is rotated in yaw using the 70 Hz source. It is fed to a coil driver where it is cou-
pled into tank 5 via a vacuum feedthrough. Coil formers on the front edges of the reaction mass
contain wound copper wire connected to the vacuum feedthrough. Magnets are attached to the
back of the ETM. The reaction mass is behind the ETM, containing a hole in its centre to allow
light to exit the vacuum tank where it can be viewed with the CCD camera. A larger version of the
contents of tank 5 can be viewed in the panel to the right of the gure.
The cavity is held on resonance by the frequency stabilisation servo. This feeds back to the
light’s frequency via the laser crystal’s temperature below 12 Hz and its PZT above 12 Hz up to a
unity gain frequency of 16 kHz (see section 3.3.4.2).
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Figure 3.8: The positions of the magnets on the rear surface of the ETM. The designations used in
this article are shown next to each magnet. The top magnet is positioned at the centre of yaw, near
the top of the mass. The left and right magnets are positioned 56.3 mm either side of the centre of
yaw. Coils on the ETM’s reaction mass (not shown) are positioned coaxially behind each magnet.
be calculated to be 133 nm/Vpeak.
3.3.4.1 The Pound-Drever-Hall technique
Several techniques exist to control cavity length uctuations, the earliest of which was
through the use of dc locking. This involves keeping the power on a photodetector constant
by feeding back an error signal to either the laser’s frequency or to actuators on the cavity
mirrors. The error signal arises from a change in measured photodetector power from
some set point. This set point is in the case of dc locking necessarily away from the dark
fringe, because at that point a cavity length increase or decrease results in an identical drop
in power incident upon the photodetector and thus cannot be used as a discriminant for
cavity length. Instead, the set point must be somewhere on the slope leading to or from
the peak, where a length increase has opposite sign compared to a length decrease. As the
set point is not situated at the operating point producing maximum cavity power build-up,
and thus sensitivity, this technique has since been superseded by a range of techniques that
result in superior performance. Dither locking [123], which uses a dither signal applied to
a mirror to act as a local oscillator to the carrier from which an error signal can be derived,
was used for the output mode cleaner of Enhanced LIGO [124]. Another technique, tilt
locking [125], uses the beat between the rst and fundamental spacial modes of the carrier.
We will however focus on a fourth technique, Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) [121, 126], which
is particularly suited for Fabry-Perot experiments requiring good sensitivity across a wide
bandwidth.
As described in chapter 2, phase modulation cannot be detected by standard photodetector
electronics. Although modulation due to the presence of phase sidebands leads to a change
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Parameter Description
Cavity input power Approx. 150 mW
ETM transmissivity 40 ppm
ETM radius of curvature 15 m
ETM spot size 2.138 mm
ITM transmissivity 4 %
ITM radius of curvature ∞
ITM spot size 1.554 mm
Cavity length 9.81 m
Cavity nesse 155
Cavity g-factor 0.347
Beam waist size 1.554 mm
Beam waist position At ITM
Sideband frequency 10 MHz
Table 3.2: Cavity parameters.
in light power, this change happens on time scales too short for a photodiode to register a
change in its electronic signal: any stray capacitance in its material or transmission lines
lters the phase modulation in the same way as a low pass lter, averaging the modulation
to zero. Figure A.2, however, shows that the phase of the error signal from a cavity detuned
from resonance appears to be a good error signal: it is bipolar about the optimal operating
point. The PDH technique provides access to this phase information.
The key features of PDH are highlighted below. More detailed descriptions can be found
in, for example, refs. [23] and [126]. Mirror motion imparts phase modulation upon the
carrier as shown in appendix A.3. Restating equation (A.21) we see that phase modulation
upon the carrier produces upper and lower sidebands with frequencies 휔0 ± 휔, where 휔
represents the phase modulation frequency:
퐸 = 퐸0ei휔0푡
(
1 − 푚
2
4
+ i푚
2
(
e−i휔푡 + ei휔푡
))
, (3.9)
assuming sub-wavelength motion.
Phase modulation can also be intentionally imparted upon the carrier through the use of
an EOM, as depicted in gure 3.7. With the PDH technique, the EOM is placed in the path
of the cavity’s input light where it imparts strong phase modulation to the carrier at RF
frequencies. The choice of this frequency band is motivated by the availability of low cost
and low noise electronics, the lack of 1064 nm laser frequency noise, and the avoidance of
the audio band where experiments in the eld of ground-based gravitational wave inter-
ferometry typically desire high sensitivity. The RF sidebands produced by the EOM must
be chosen to be greater than the cavity’s FWHM (see appendix A.2.1) to prevent them from
entering the cavity. As the carrier light resonates within the cavity and reects back to-
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wards the laser, any phase modulation imparted to the carrier by mirror motion beats with
the RF sidebands that do not enter the cavity, with the dierence in phase showing up as
signal sidebands upon the RF sidebands. The signal sidebands can be recovered from the
eld through demodulation at the RF frequency.
In a typical PDH setup, a frequency generator is fed both to the EOM and to a mixer con-
nected to the output of an RF photodetector placed in reection of the cavity (see gure 3.7).
This ensures that the same frequency used to create the RF sidebands is used to demodulate
the superposition of elds reecting from the cavity. Mixing the oscillator’s signal with the
reected light is equivalent to multiplying the reected eld by a factor of sin휔푡 or cos휔푡,
which yields a signal with frequency components proportional to the cavity motion at those
frequencies. This signal is bipolar, with cavity mirror motion in one direction yielding a
dierent sign to motion in the other direction. This error signal can be fed back to the
cavity’s actuators to hold the cavity resonant.
3.3.4.2 Cavity control
The reected light from the cavity was sensed with the RF photodiode placed near tank 1.
This was mixed in order to demodulate the eld and recover the cavity error signal, and
this was coupled into an analogue servo containing lters designed to keep the Fabry-Perot
cavity on resonance. This analogue servo design resembles that of the servo presented in
ref. [127], and contains feedback paths to the laser’s temperature and PZT, able to correct
the laser’s frequency at low and high frequencies, respectively, thus providing a way to
maintain the cavity resonance condition. Estimated open loop gains of both the tempera-
ture and PZT feedback are shown in gure 3.9. The PZT feedback is at below 30 Hz, where
the temperature feedback servo performs the majority of the actuation. Above this point, a
slope proportional to 1
푓 3
removes feedback at higher frequencies to provide greater control
bandwidth for corrections at low frequencies where it is most needed due to seismic noise
(see appendix B.4.2). A dierentiator is present above 3 kHz to correct the phase of the
feedback signal to allow it to cross below the unity gain point without creating unstable
signals with equal magnitude but opposite sign to the measured motion, as discussed in
appendix B.4.3. A copy of the feedback to the PZT is sent to CDS where a series of lters
produce the temperature feedback signal. Gain is applied to the low frequency components
to ensure the laser temperature’s signal is strong where its response is strong. Additional
resonant gain is applied at the suspension resonance frequency of 0.6 Hz to prevent it from
ringing. One further lter is used to provide a stable crossover with the PZT feedback at
around 12 Hz. Above 12 Hz the response of the temperature feedback is greatly suppressed
due to material’s time constant. The unity gain point of the combined servo is around
16 kHz.
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Figure 3.9: Estimated open loop gain of the analogue servo used to feed the cavity error signal
back to the laser’s temperature and PZT. The laser temperature actuator provides the majority of
the feedback below 12 Hz, where it has a strong response. Its eect is signicantly reduced above
this point, where the time constant of the material becomes signicant. The PZT actuator provides
actuation at higher frequencies, where it can provide smaller but faster corrections up to many tens
of kHz. Various lters are required to produce stable temperature-to-PZT crossover and unity gain
points. The frequency used for measurements discussed later is shown as a dashed line.
3.4 Measurements and analysis
From the orientation of the WGM’s gratings, it was expected that actuation of the ETM in
yaw, which would scan the cavity light across the WGM’s surface transverse to the direction
of its grooves, would exhibit WGM transverse to longitudinal coupling if present.
3.4.1 Voice coil balancing
For the purposes of actuation upon the ETM, two sinusoidal signals 푉퐿 and 푉푅 (correspond-
ing to the left and right voice coils on the ETM’s reaction mass, respectively) were produced
using separate, phase locked signal generators. A signal frequency of 70 Hz was chosen so
as to be above the suspensions’ pole frequencies, where the mirror’s dynamics approxi-
mate that of a free mass, but low enough to provide an adequate rms test mass rotation.
The signals 푉퐿 and 푉푅, with suitable balancing (see below), could then be actuated in- or
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out-of-phase to produce longitudinal or yaw actuation upon the ETM, respectively.
When 푉퐿 and 푉푅 were equal in magnitude but out-of-phase, the ETM’s movement con-
tained a linear combination of rotational and longitudinal components due to force imbal-
ances between the voice coils. To ensure that actuation upon the ETM contained only a
yaw component, the cavity’s longitudinal error signal was minimised during out-of-phase
actuation by changing the gain of 푉퐿. This balanced the magnitude of the torque applied by
each actuator to the left and right sides of the ETM. Any WGM transverse to longitudinal
coupling present would act with phase orthogonal to this voice coil actuation and would
thus be unchanged by the torque balancing.
Pitch actuation upon the ETM, which would scan the cavity light in a direction parallel
to the WGM’s grooves, was not expected to contribute to the cavity’s error signal via the
WGM’s coupling. However, unintended pitch actuation upon the ETM would couple into
the cavity’s length via the same geometrical mechanism as yaw shown in equation (3.7). To
minimise the ETM’s pitch component during actuation in yaw, the cavity’s error signal was
minimised by applying an oset voltage to the top coil. In practice, minimal pitch coupling
was achieved when the oset signal was zero.
3.4.2 Actuator calibration
To calibrate the cavity’s longitudinal response to voice coil actuation, the voice coils were
actuated with the balanced 푉퐿 and 푉푅 signals in-phase for a period of 120 s. The total force
applied to the ETM by the voice coils is related to the applied voice coil signal frequency
푓 , the ETM’s mass 푚 and the cavity length change 훿푙 as dened in equation (3.8):
퐹 = 4휋2푓 2푚훿푙. (3.10)
3.4.3 Measurement of transverse to longitudinal coupling
Four spot positions corresponding to 푦 in equation (3.4) were chosen across the surface of
the ETM. The input beam was aligned to the cavity axis corresponding to each spot position
using the beam splitter and steering mirror nearest to the ITM, and the cavity mirrors were
aligned to create a fundamental mode resonance. The voice coil signals 푉퐿 and 푉푅 were set
out-of-phase to produce motion on the ETM in yaw. The magnitudes of 푉퐿 and 푉푅 were not
altered between the longitudinal calibration and this yaw actuation, so it was expected that
the previously outlined minimisation of yaw to tilt actuation would also result in minimal
longitudinal to tilt actuation. The cavity length signal was recorded for a period of 300 s.
For each nominal spot position an additional measurement was taken with 푉퐿 set to±0.1V
from its balanced setting for a period of 60 s. This allowed two additional data points to be
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obtained for each spot position. By calculating the gradient (cavity length change per spot
position with respect to the centre of yaw) of the central and inner-left spot positions, it
was possible to assign an eective spot position for each of the oset points.
The spot positions used to obtain cavity error signals are shown with respect to the centre
of the ETM’s reective surface in table 3.3. The spot positions were subject to two sources of
error: the measurement of the spot positions with respect to the centre, and the error in the
ETM’s centre of rotation due to misalignment between the voice coils and their correspond-
ing magnets. The spot position error was assumed to be ±1 mm from visual inspection of
the suspensions, measured with the CCD camera placed in transmission of the ETM, using
the known width of the ETM’s reaction mass as a calibration.
3.4.3.1 Background noise subtraction
To remove the noise oor from the data, measured cavity length signals from frequencies 푓
in the ranges 65Hz ≤ 푓 ≤ 68Hz and 72Hz ≤ 푓 ≤ 75Hz were averaged and the resultant
gure subtracted in quadrature from the peak signal at 푓 = 70Hz. The 2 Hz gap between
the measurement frequency and the bound of each noise oor estimate was used due to the
nite resolution of the length signal peaks.
3.4.3.2 Eect of voice coil misalignment
Misalignment between the voice coils and magnets can lead to unintended torque and lon-
gitudinal actuation, confusing the calibration. Literature appears to be sparse on this mat-
ter, and preliminary analysis involving nite element simulation packages were unfruitful.
Instead, to evaluate whether this eect could be signicant, a small experiment was cong-
ured as shown in gure 3.10. A rod was placed above a magnet with the voice coil attached
to its end, with both magnet and voice coil having the same dimensions as those of the
main experiment. The magnet was glued to a thick perspex disc attached to the base edge
of an upturned plastic cup to allow the force applied to the magnet to rigidly couple to the
base of the cup. The cup was itself placed upon scales with 1 µg precision and a translation
stage with 25 µm precision.
With the front edge of the voice coil separated from the base of the magnet by 7.9 mm—close
to that of the main experiment—a series of force measurements were taken. A constant
current source of 50 mA was applied through the coil whilst incrementing the translation
stage in steps of 0.1 mm. Figure 3.11 shows the results from this experiment. Individual data
points are dominated by hysteresis of the measurement apparatus but taken as a collection
of points appear to follow a quadratic scaling law. With a simple 2nd order quadratic regres-
sion, the results show that the force drop due to voice coil and magnet misalignment has an
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Figure 3.10: Experiment to measure the eect of misaligned voice coil actuation.
Spot position [mm]
−0.1 V 0.0 V 0.1 V
−12.9 −12.5 −12.1
−5.4 −5.0 −4.6
−0.4 0.0 0.4
12.1 12.5 12.9
Table 3.3: Spot positions on the ETM for the far left, inner left, central and right positions, respec-
tively. The positions are shown in groups of three corresponding to the oset applied to 푉퐿. All
spot positions have an error of ±1 mm.
upper limit of 0.11% given the error from determining the alignment by visual inspection.
This corresponds to a negligible error of less than ±30 µm in the results, showing that the
dominant source of error in the experiment comes from the spot positions.
Knowledge of the distance of the ETM’s voice coils from the centre of rotation, 푦푐 ; the
ETM’s moment of inertia, 퐼 ; the coil driving frequency, 푓 ; and the force calibration from
Equation 3.10, allowed the rotation angle to be obtained geometrically:
휃 =
퐹푦푐
4휋2푓 2퐼
. (3.11)
The numerical simulation tool Finesse (see appendix C.1.1) was then used to calculate 휅
for the cavity parameters shown in table 3.2. This was determined to be 18.5 m rad−1. The
WGM’s transverse displacement was then the product of 휅 and 휃.
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Figure 3.11: Change in force as a function of transverse displacement from voice coil axis. A
quadratic t has been applied to the data and the axes shown are with respect to the position and
magnitude of the maximum tted force, following the assumption that this position is nearest to the
optimal alignment. This t shows that, within the alignment error of the voice coils and magnets
(0.5 mm), the maximum drop in force is negligible.
3.4.4 Analysis of the coupling level
Using the known contribution to the cavity length signal from the rotation of the ETM, 훿푙퐸 ,
and the cavity length signals 훿푙measured during the experiment, the WGM’s most probable
coupling level could be calculated statistically using Bayes’ theorem. For this experiment,
Bayes’ theorem can be expressed mathematically as
푝
(
휔⃗|) ∝ 푝 (|휔⃗) 푝 (휔⃗) , (3.12)
where 푝
(
휔⃗|) is the probability density distribution of the experimental parameters, 휔⃗,
given the observed data,  (the posterior); 푝 (|휔⃗) is the likelihood and 푝 (휔⃗) is the prob-
ability distribution of the experimental parameters. The observed data  are the measured
cavity error signals for each of the spot positions.
In this analysis we are primarily interested in estimates of the model parameters. We are
therefore free to ignore the constant evidence factor 푝 () present in Bayes’ theorem when
calculating the posterior. In the future it may be of interest to compare dierent models
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for the coupling level (or lack thereof), in which case the evidence could be calculated to
obtain a model odds ratio.
3.4.4.1 Model and parameters
To obtain a posterior for the WGM’s coupling level, it was necessary to build a model and
state prior belief of the parameters’ probability distributions.
In the model, the ETM’s geometrical longitudinal eect at arbitrary spot position 푦 (equa-
tion (3.7)) for the rotation and mirror depth used in the experiment was combined coher-
ently with a specied level of WGM transverse to longitudinal coupling, 휔1. It was then
possible to predict the total change in cavity length 훿푙 as a function of spot position 푦, given
the xed parameters 휃, 휅 and 푑, using equations (3.3) and (3.7):
훿푙
(
휔⃗, 푦, 휃, 휅, 푑
)
= 훿푙푊
(
휃, 휅, 휔1
)
+ 훿푙퐸 (푦, 휃, 푑)
≈ 휃휅휔1 + 푦휃 +
푑
4
휃2.
(3.13)
The eect of beam smearing was also considered. The suspended optics contain residual
displacement noise, leading to a broadening of the trough at which the ETM’s longitudinal
coupling and any WGM coupling cancel (see gure 3.6). To model this eect, the assump-
tion was made that the motion of the spots on the ETM followed a Gaussian distribution
about their nominally measured position. Eight-hundred small ‘oset distances’ 훿푦 were
applied uniformly to the spot positions, drawn from a randomly generated Gaussian dis-
tribution. The number of oset distances was chosen as a compromise between adequate
statistical signicance and computation time. Calculating the cavity length change as a
function of spot position for each of these oset positions, and combining them in an un-
correlated sum, allowed an average, ‘smeared’ signal to be modelled which more closely
resembled the measurements. The standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution was an
additional parameter, 휔2, provided as an input to the model.
The summing of signals introduced by the modelling of beam smearing led to an articial
increase in the magnitude of the model’s predicted cavity length signals. To compensate for
this eect, a further parameter was introduced: a multiplicative scaling factor, 휔3, applied
uniformly to the model’s predicted cavity length signals. This factor also had the addi-
tional eect of compensating for the uncertainty in the calibrated cavity length signals.
By marginalising over a suitable distribution of scaling factors, it was possible to account
for this uncertainty in the analysis of the WGM’s coupling level. The model used in the
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Parameter Symbol Prior Distribution Dimensions
WGM transverse
to longitudinal
coupling
휔1 Uniform,
[
0, 1
1000
]
m (longitudinal)
m (transverse)
Spot smearing
noise standard
deviation
휔2 Uniform,
[
0, 3 × 10−3
]
m (transverse)
Multiplicative
scaling factor
휔3 Uniform,
[
0, 1
10
]
Table 3.4: The distributions assumed for each of the free parameters in the model, along with their
dimensions, prior to the computation of the posterior.
analysis to predict the smeared, scaled cavity length change, 훿푙′, was then
훿푙′
(
휔⃗, 푦, 휃, 휅, 푑
)
= 휔3
√√√√ 800∑
푖=1
훿푙
(
휔⃗, 푦 + 훿푦푖, 휃, 휅, 푑
)2, (3.14)
where 훿푦푖 is the 푖th oset distance, drawn from a Gaussian distribution with standard devi-
ation 휔2.
3.4.4.2 Likelihood
The likelihood function assumed for the model was a Gaussian distribution,
푝
(
휔⃗|) ∝ exp(−1
2
푁∑
푖=1
(푖 − 훿푙′ (휔⃗, 푦푖, 휃, 휅, 푑))2
휎2
)
, (3.15)
where 푁 is the number of spot positions and 휎2 is the (identical) variance of each of the
measured spot positions.
3.4.4.3 Priors
Bayes’ theorem requires an assumption of probability distributions (priors) for each of the
free parameters prior to the consideration of the measured data. The assumptions made for
each free parameter in the model can be found in table 3.4. The upper bound on coupling
was assumed to be a factor 10 better than the grating mirror measured in ref. [120], given the
indication from ref. [116] that no coupling is present. The bounds on the scaling factor and
spot smearing standard deviation were chosen from earlier observations of the behaviour
of the signals during the experiment. All priors were assumed to be uniform.
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3.4.4.4 Algorithm
A form1 of the Metropolis-Hastings Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) algorithm [128]
was applied to the model to marginalise over the three parameters. The outputs of the
MCMC are a chain of samples (values at each parameter) that are drawn from the posterior
distribution. A histogram of samples for a given parameter gives the marginal posterior
distribution for that parameter from which the mean and standard deviation can be calcu-
lated.
To ensure the convergence of the MCMC on the posterior, a ‘burn-in’ period of 100 000
iterations was performed. The convergence was veried manually following completion.
A further 100 000 iterations were then used to sample from the posterior and this second
set is the one that we used for our results.
3.5 Results
From the parameter marginalisation it was possible to produce a posterior probability den-
sity distribution for the coupling level as shown in gure 3.12. The coupling level pre-
dicted from the distribution is bounded between 0 and 1:17000 with 95% condence, with
a mean coupling level of 1:27600. The probability density distributions for the scaling and
standard deviation parameters are shown in gure 3.13. The scaling posterior distribution
indicates a mean value of 29.3 × 10−3 with standard deviation 0.94 × 10−3. The posterior
distribution for the beam smearing parameter indicates a range of possible values between
0 and 1.3 × 10−3 m. All of the posterior distributions lie well within their prior ranges (see
table 3.4), showing that the marginalisation did not indicate that a better tting set of pa-
rameters could be found beyond the space dened by the priors.
The measured cavity length signals as well as the 95% upper limit and mean WGM coupling
level predicted by the analysis are shown in gure 3.14. The phase discrepancy between
the model and the measurements, as witnessed in this gure most profoundly for the spot
positions around −5 × 10−3 m, is thought to be an artefact from the modelling of the beam
smearing eect. The residual test mass motion that motivated the inclusion in the model
of beam smearing may have contained some non-Gaussian behaviour; this is indicated by
the shape of the beam smearing distribution shown in gure 3.13.
1“Yet Another Matlab MCMC code” by Matthew Pitkin. Available as of time of writing at https://
github.com/mattpitkin/yamm.
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Figure 3.12: Posterior probability density distribution of WGM coupling levels (in units of meters
longitudinal per metre transverse) yielded by statistical analysis of the data. The shaded region
shows the coupling levels falling within the most probable 95% of the distribution.
3.6 Outlook
The upper limit on the predicted coupling level, 1:17000, represents a signicant improve-
ment over previously measured grating designs such as the 2nd order Littrow grating mea-
sured in ref. [120].
The evidence for transverse to longitudinal coupling is consistent with zero from gure 3.12,
though it is not the most likely value from the experiment despite the literature suggesting
otherwise. A future improvement to this experiment might be to perform local measure-
ments of the rotation of the ETM with additional sensors, to avoid the calibration suscep-
tible to measurement error outlined in section 3.4.3.
While the reduction in Brownian thermal noise in WGMs is a clear advantage to future
gravitational wave detectors, other technologies at similarly early stages of technical readi-
ness present similar improvements, such as the use of crystalline coatings [33]. The mirror
coating technique that eventually becomes standard for gravitational wave observatories
may depend on the direction that another eld, fabrication engineering, takes in the near
future.
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Figure 3.13: Posterior probability density distributions of scaling applied to the model’s predicted
longitudinal signal (left) and standard deviation assumed for the Gaussian distribution used to model
beam smearing (right).
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Figure 3.14: Measurements and simulations of the cavity length signal for spot positions with re-
spect to the ETM’s centre of yaw. The calibrated cavity length change per radian (vertical axis) from
the measurements is shown (blue stars) alongside the model’s simulated cavity length changes per
radian for the mean (red), 95% upper limit (green) and zero (black) WGM coupling levels. The simu-
lated plots use a scaling factor of 29.3 × 10−3 and a beam smearing standard deviation of 0.8 × 10−3 m.
Error bars are shown on the measured spot positions corresponding to their uncertainty. The errors
in cavity length change are obtained from the noise oor surrounding each measurement. The noise
oors were approximately constant for all measurements, with mean value 8 × 10−5 m rad−1. Phase
error bars are visible for the central values. The errors on each phase measurement, from left to
right, are: ±0.0188, ±0.0254, ±0.0283, ±0.1387, ±0.1721, ±0.2178, ±3.2726, ±3.2303, ±2.0603, ±0.0385,
±0.0342 and ±0.0336 degrees.
Chapter 4
The Sagnac speed meter experiment:
introduction and technical design
This chapter introduces the ongoing Sagnac speed meter experiment in Glasgow and serves
as background for the work presented in chapters 5 and 6. The rst half of this chapter
discusses the measurement of test mass displacement and speed in the context of interfer-
ometers, and compares the sensitivity of the two measurements. The second half details
the particular setup employed in the Glasgow experiment.
4.1 Position and speed meters
4.1.1 Sensitivity of a position meter
In an ordinary Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer the motion of each cavity in the lon-
gitudinal direction either increases or decreases the round-trip phase of the light in that
arm. The phase dierence of the two recombined beams at the beam splitter then leads to
a signal at the output port proportional to the dierential phase which can be measured
using a heterodyne or homodyne readout as discussed in section 2.1.3.
The presence of classical light power in the arms leads to dc radiation pressure which im-
parts a force upon the test masses. The reaction of the mirrors’ restoring force, either from
its pendulum in a suspended experiment or its mount on a table-top experiment, means
that the interferometer can be held at the operating point as discussed in section 2.1.2 by
making microscopic corrections to the position of the optic. The output signal can be cal-
culated by considering input-output relations which dene the eect that input light has at
the output given the interferometer dynamics.
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4.1.1.1 Input-output relations
We use the two-photon formalism [129, 130] in order to calculate the eect that the inter-
ferometer has on the light’s amplitude and phase. This represents the input and output in
terms of its cosine and sine quadratures, namely:
푎⃗ =
(
푎푐
푎푠
)
(4.1)
푏⃗ =
(
푏푐
푏푠
)
, (4.2)
where 푎⃗ and 푏⃗ are the input and output eld vectors, respectively, both amplitude spectral
density functions with units of
√
Hz−1. The output for an interferometer can be expressed
as the sum of the strain scaled by the interferometer dynamics and the noise present at the
detector [89]:
푏⃗ = ℎ̃
ℎ̃SQL
푅⃗ + 핋 푎⃗, (4.3)
where ℎ̃ is the power spectral density of the strain applied to the test masses in units of
Hz−1, normalised to the amplitude spectral density of the SQL, ℎ̃SQL, as presented in equa-
tion (2.22); 푅⃗ is the (dimensionless) response of the interferometer from strain to the output
and 핋 represents the (dimensionless) transfer matrix of the input elds to the output elds.
The dierential arm response, 푅⃗(−), is given by
푅⃗(−) = ei훽FP
√
2휅퐻⃗, (4.4)
where 훽FP is the round-trip phase of the light in the arms, 휅 is the optomechanical coupling
factor (as introduced in section 2.2.3.3) and 퐻⃗ represents the cosine and sine quadratures
of the readout angle, 휁 :
퐻⃗ =
(
cos 휁
sin 휁
)
. (4.5)
The round-trip phase is dened as
훽FP = arctan
푓
훾arm
, (4.6)
where 푓 is frequency and 훾arm is the Fabry-Perot cavity half-bandwidth (see appendix A.2.1).
The eect that the mirror dynamics have on the readout is governed by 휅MI dened for a
Michelson interferometer in equation (2.24). This models the eect that a force applied to a
mirror has on its position. Mirrors suspended from pendulum systems can be approximated
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at high frequencies to be free masses, where the eect an applied force has on the position is
diminished at higher frequencies, and in the case of a Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer
this force-to-displacement ltering eect scales as 1
푓 2
below the cavity’s pole frequency, and
1
푓 4
above it.
The term 핋 can be further broken down:
핋 = e2i훽FP
(
1 0
−휅 1
)
, (4.7)
showing that the optomechanical coupling factor transforms the input 푎⃗ in the cosine (am-
plitude) quadrature into the sine (phase) quadrature governed by the mirror dynamics on
its way to the output. The matrix of noise power spectral densities for the quadratures of
the light at the output port, 핊, is given by averaging over all frequencies:
핊 =
⟨
푏⃗ ⋅ 푏⃗†
⟩
. (4.8)
Expanding the terms we get
핊 =
(
1 0
−휅 1
)⟨
푎⃗ ⋅ 푎⃗†
⟩(1 −휅
0 1
)
, (4.9)
where ℎ in equation (4.3) has been set to 0 to remove signal.
4.1.1.2 Sensitivity of a Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer
In the case of dc readout as discussed in section 2.1.3.2 and used in current generation
detectors, the readout angle 휁 = 90° represents the phase quadrature:
퐻⃗dc =
(
0
1
)
. (4.10)
We can calculate the signal in the absence of noise at the dc readout of the Fabry-Perot
Michelson interferometer, 푂dc(−), as a function of dierential arm cavity strain ℎ̃(−) by rear-
ranging equation (4.3):
푂dc(−) =
ℎ̃(−)
ℎ̃SQL
ei훽FP
√
2휅MI. (4.11)
This is shown in gure 4.1 for ℎ̃ = 1, arm length 1 km, mirror mass 40 kg, laser wavelength
1064 nm and cavity half-bandwidth 250 Hz.
Normal, unsqueezed vacuum noise at the input has equal noise contributions in the cosine
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Figure 4.1: Response of a Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer to dierential arm cavity motion.
This shows the signal that would appear at a photodetector placed at the output of the interferometer
given unit dierential motion of the cavity. The cavity provides a signal with the same response for
motion at frequencies below the cavity’s pole frequency. Beyond the pole, the response is reduced
as the motion becomes faster than the cavity’s storage time.
and sine quadratures, and so we can set it to the identity matrix:
⟨
푎⃗vacuum ⋅ 푎⃗
†
vacuum
⟩
=
(
1 0
0 1
)
. (4.12)
The matrix of noise power spectral densities of the light quadratures at the output due to
quantum noise, 핊FPMI, is then
핊FPMI =
(
1 0
−휅MI 1
)(
1 0
0 1
)(
1 −휅MI
0 1
)
=
(
1 −휅MI
−휅MI 1 + 휅2MI
)
.
(4.13)
The noise seen by the dc readout is determined by the homodyne angle:
푆dcFPMI = 퐻⃗
푇
dc핊FPMI퐻⃗dc. (4.14)
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Figure 4.2: Quantum noise of a Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer at the output port, normalised
to quantum shot noise. This shows the noise present at the photodetector produced due to quantum
noise entering the interferometer and interacting with the mechanics. At high frequencies, the
noise in a Michelson interferometer is almost entirely due to the quantum shot noise on the sensor;
at low frequencies the noise is dominated by the light reaching the sensor due to uctuations in the
positions of the test masses due to quantum radiation pressure noise.
For dc readout, the output noise spectral density is shown in gure 4.2. This is the com-
bination of radiation pressure noise from the mirrors and shot noise on the sensor, and
these two eects combine to produce the quantum noise spectral density. At high frequen-
cies, the quantum noise is equal to the quantum vacuum noise input from equation (4.12)
(corresponding to 휅MI ≈ 0) which shows that the signal on the sensor is limited by noise
propagating to the output with no signicant eect from optomechanical interactions. Be-
low the cavity pole, the vacuum uctuations move the mirror by an amount governed by
the mirror’s optomechanical coupling and this random detuning of the cavity converts co-
herent carrier light into radiation pressure noise at the output.
The quantum noise power spectral density at the output as a function of ℎ̃(−), 푆ℎ̃(−) , is given
by the ratio of the quantum noise power spectral density at the sensor to the response of
the interferometer to that sensor for dierential arm cavity strain, i.e.
푆ℎ̃(−) =
푆dcFPMI|||푂dc(−)|||2 , (4.15)
in units of Hz−1. This is a useful indication of the sensitivity at the output of the interfer-
ometer. The more common amplitude spectral density representation, 푠ℎ̃(−) =
√
푆ℎ̃(−) , is
shown in gure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Quantum noise limited sensitivity of a Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer at the out-
put port to dierential arm cavity motion. This is calculated by taking the quantum noise at the
probe shown in gure 4.2 and dividing it by the response from dierential arm cavity motion to the
probe shown in gure 4.1. In this case the cavity power was chosen to touch the SQL at the cavity
pole and this is shown in the gure. For smaller cavity power, the touching frequency moves down
in frequency.
4.1.2 Sensitivity of a speed meter
Since the early 1990s it has been known that the measurement of momentum, known to
be a quantum non-demolition (QND) observable, oers the ability to surpass the SQL in
interferometric measurement [65]. Ideally, the back-action applied to test masses by a mea-
surement of momentum—a consequence of the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle—does not
aect its future value and so momentum can in principle be measured to arbitrary preci-
sion. Velocity is an appropriate observable to measure momentum and also approximates
a QND scheme due to its relation to momentum. Interferometers that measure velocity are
called speed meters, and their principle of operation is as follows. Light from a laser enters
the interferometer as it would for a position-meter, and accumulates a phase shift propor-
tional to the propagation and the signal from any gravitational waves or disturbances in the
positions of the test masses. As the light reects from the test masses it imparts radiation
pressure arising from its classical amplitude and the amplitude quantum vacuum uctua-
tions as discussed in section 4.1.1 for a Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer. Within the
interferometer there must be a mechanism to impart a phase shift equivalent to 180° to one
light eld to create a second light eld that samples the same mode. Propagating through
the interferometer, the radiation pressure imparted to the mirrors by one eld is superim-
posed upon the radiation pressure imparted from the other, and as these eects are out of
phase within the light travel time the radiation pressure force can be suppressed.
There are many dierent speed meter topologies in the literature [88, 90, 91, 131]. Speed
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Figure 4.4: Layout of a Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer with a sloshing cavity as presented
in ref. [86]. The light leaving the Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer is coupled into a sloshing
cavity via a beam splitter where it receives a phase shift, and it re-enters the interferometer via the
recycling mirror to the left of the sloshing beam splitter. The light incident upon the beam splitter
then contains light that has sampled the mirrors at two points in time, leading to a speed meter
eect.
meters are also being considered as alternatives to the proposed Michelson interferome-
ters in the Einstein Telescope [132, 133]. We consider here two speed meter topologies to
highlight the signicantly dierent forms in which a speed meter interferometer can take.
4.1.2.1 The Michelson-type speed meter
Initial suggestions for the application of speed meter type interferometers in the eld of
gravitational wave detection were focused on a Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer topol-
ogy with the addition of a sloshing cavity at the output port [85, 86] as shown in gure 4.4.
Here the 180° phase shift is imparted to the light by the addition of a beam splitter and slosh-
ing cavity at the output of the interferometer. The light returning from the sloshing cavity
is either re-injected into the interferometer or transmits through the beam splitter where
it reects from a signal recycling mirror (SR). The light at the output of this interferometer
then contains reduced quantum radiation pressure noise.
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4.1.2.2 The Sagnac-type speed meter
It was realised by Chen that the zero-area Sagnac interferometer topology is a speed me-
ter [87]. This interferometer is arranged such that incident photons enter into two counter-
propagating modes which sample the position of the test masses at dierent intervals. The
Sagnac interferometer is sensitive to the rotation of the Earth via the area enclosed by its
arms, and so to avoid this the propagation of the light is arranged in a zero-area congu-
ration to cancel the rotation-induced phase accumulation from each arm. The remaining
signal at the output contains information of the dierence in round-trip phase of the two
counter-propagating modes due to test mass motion. Given two test mass positions 푥퐴
and 푥퐵 in arms 퐴 and 퐵, respectively, over a time interval of Δ푡 each counter-propagating
mode will measure phase changes 훿휙퐴 and 훿휙퐵 arising from motion of the arms less than
the light propagation time [87]:
훿휙퐴 ∝ Δ푥퐴 (푡) + Δ푥퐵 (푡 + Δ푡) (4.16)
훿휙퐵 ∝ Δ푥퐵 (푡) + Δ푥퐴 (푡 + Δ푡) . (4.17)
At the output port, the combined signal will then be the dierence of phase,
훿휙퐴 − 훿휙퐵 ∝
(
Δ푥퐴 (푡) − Δ푥퐴 (푡 + Δ푡)
)
−
(
Δ푥퐵 (푡) − Δ푥퐵 (푡 + Δ푡)
)
∝ Δ푥̇퐴 (푡) − Δ푥̇퐵 (푡) ,
(4.18)
which shows that the signal is proportional to the relative velocity of the test masses. The
output port is automatically at the dark fringe for the carrier light as long as the motion of
the test masses is slower than the light propagation time. The output is not dark for the
signal sidebands, and as they contain components from the test masses sampled at dierent
times the signal is proportional to test mass speed.
The layout of a Sagnac speed meter interferometer can be arranged in dierent forms [91],
and we show one based on a zero-area Sagnac enhanced with ring cavities as arms in g-
ure 4.5.
4.1.2.3 Input-output relations
The same approach to that for a Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer in section 4.1.1 can
be taken to calculate the response and noise of a speed meter, but with a value of 휅 modied
for a speed-meter [87],
휅SM = 4휅MI sin
2 훽FP, (4.19)
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Figure 4.5: Layout of a zero-area Sagnac speed meter with ring cavities. The input light is split at
the beam splitter where it forms two counter-propagating modes within the inner Sagnac mirrors,
denoted by black arrows. At each ITM, the light is partially transmitted into the arm cavities, and
upon exiting the cavities this light is either sent back to the beam splitter or to the next cavity. The
recombined light at the beam splitter contains elds that have interacted with all of the mirrors and
the dierence in phase between the counter-propagating modes provides a signal proportional to
relative test mass velocity.
and as the round-trip phase includes both arms and an extra reection from or transmission
through the beam splitter, it is also modied:
훽SM = 2훽FP +
휋
2
. (4.20)
The response of a Sagnac speed meter to dierential arm cavity motion is shown in g-
ure 4.6 for parameters identical to that of gure 4.1. Notice that below the cavity pole, the
response vanishes towards dc, consistent with a speed measurement. The higher response
above the cavity pole is a consequence of the fact that the light samples the interferometer
in both directions. For fair comparisons to the Michelson interferometer the choice may be
made to alter the input power and readout angle of one with respect to the other.
The corresponding quantum noise at the output port is shown in gure 4.7. Note that
the noise is unity at high frequencies as with the Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer,
but is suppressed at low frequencies due to the cancellation of back-action due to radiation
pressure from quantum vacuum uctuations. The cancellation is not perfect due to the time
delay between the two consecutive visits of the arm cavities by the counter-propagating
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Figure 4.6: Response of a Sagnac speed meter to dierential arm cavity motion. In contrast to the
Michelson interferometer, the Sagnac speed meter has response proportional to frequency below
the cavity pole.
modes.
While the response in a Sagnac speed meter is reduced at low frequencies, the quantum
noise is further reduced and so the overall quantum noise limited sensitivity is improved
over an equivalent Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer in the absence of loss, as shown
in gure 4.8. For lossy speed meters the sensitivity is degraded. In the next subsection
we consider loss in the case of a Sagnac speed meter but loss in any QND interferometers
signicantly aects sensitivity.
4.1.2.4 Loss in Sagnac speed meters
The QND behaviour of the interferometer arises from the fact that the output port contains
only commutative time-dependent momentum information. Time-independent position in-
formation can, however, enter the output port of the interferometer in the presence of cer-
tain types of loss [88]. For symmetric loss, such as from balanced but imperfect reectivity
of the ETMs or substrate absorption in the ITMs, incoherent vacuum uctuations can en-
ter the interferometer at a point after the light has been split into the counter-propagating
modes and this aects sensitivity. It has also been shown that asymmetric loss results in a
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Figure 4.7: Quantum noise of a Sagnac speed meter at the output port, normalised to quantum
shot noise. Like the Michelson interferometer, the high frequency noise contribution arises from
quantum shot noise from incoherent vacuum uctuations entering the interferometer. In contrast
to the Michelson interferometer, the Sagnac speed meter has at noise at low frequencies below a
transition region, as the test mass noise uctuations are cancelled by the counter-propagating modes
in the instance where the quantum radiation pressure forces are balanced.
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Figure 4.8: Quantum noise limited sensitivity of a Sagnac speed meter at the output port to dif-
ferential arm cavity motion. In contrast to the Michelson interferometer, the Sagnac speed meter
sensitivity at low frequencies follows the gradient of the SQL due to its reduced quantum noise. This
improved sensitivity is in practice dicult to achieve as the presence of loss in the interferometer
introduces a Michelson-like sensitivity slope at a frequency proportional to the level of loss.
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greater decrease in sensitivity [89], considering eects from imperfect beam splitting and
imbalanced ITM reectivity in a Sagnac speed meter.
The optic in a Sagnac speed meter most susceptible to asymmetries is typically the beam
splitter, as coatings typically cannot be manufactured with better than around 0.1 % tol-
erance in the amplitude reectivity at the standard wavelength for detectors1. Imperfect
splitting leads to dierent power in the counter-propagating modes which leads to asym-
metries. In the Sagnac speed meter some of the light that would otherwise have exited at
the input port of the interferometer (towards the input laser) instead exits at the output port
due to the imbalanced beam splitter, carrying time-independent signal and therefore dam-
aging the sensitivity. This appears on displacement sensitivity curves as an additional 1
푓
slope at low frequencies such that it resembles the 1
푓 2
displacement sensitivity of a Michel-
son interferometer. The minimisation of loss is therefore critical in the design of a Sagnac
speed meter experiment.
4.2 The Glasgow Sagnac speed meter experiment
The Sagnac interferometer has been demonstrated in table-top experiments [134] as well
as lab-scale prototypes [135, 136] but so far the QND behaviour of the Sagnac speed meter
topology has not been shown; nor has the topology been implemented as a suspended
prototype with greatest sensitivity in the audio band to demonstrate its applicability for
ground-based gravitational wave detectors. Here we present an ongoing proof-of-concept
experiment based at the University of Glasgow to test audio-band reduction of quantum
radiation pressure noise in a suspended Sagnac speed meter over an equivalent Michelson
design [137].
The Glasgow Sagnac speed meter experiment is enhanced with the presence of triangu-
lar ring cavities to increase the sensitivity of the interferometer to dierential motion of
the test masses in the arms, and balanced homodyne readout will be utilised to sense the
quantum correlations present at the output port. As quantum radiation pressure noise de-
pends inversely upon the reduced mass of the arm cavities, in order for the interferometer
to be dominated by quantum radiation pressure noise at low frequencies one of the core
optics in each of the triangular arm cavities will be much lighter than the other two. The
ETMs in this case will be around 100 g while the ITMs will be around 1 g. The intracavity
power will be around 4 kW which is high enough to create signicant radiation induced
force measurable above other noise sources at frequencies between 100 and 700 Hz.
The intended optical layout is shown in gure 4.9. The input light is coupled by the main
1It turns out that the Sagnac speed meter oers an excellent means of measuring a beam splitter’s asym-
metry.
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Figure 4.9: Sagnac speed meter experiment layout. The in-vacuum part of the experiment will be sit-
uated in two 1 m diameter tanks joined with a connecting tube. The suspended optics will be placed
on breadboards atop passive isolation stacks, joined together with a bridge structure. Viewports
are situated on both tanks at each side to facilitate in-air sensing. The vacuum system is capable of
reaching pressures below 10−6 mbar to suppress the impact of residual gas noise.
beam splitter M6 into counter-propagating modes in the inner Sagnac, i.e. the cavity formed
by the mirrors M6, M7, MA1 , M10, M9, M8 and M
B
1 . At ITMs M
A
1 and M
B
1 the light is partially
transmitted into arm cavities퐴 and 퐵, respectively, where the light is resonantly enhanced
by the highly reective ETMs MA2 and M
A
3 and M
B
2 and M
B
3 . Upon exiting the cavities, the
light again propagates through the inner Sagnac where parts recombine at M6 and parts
enter the opposite arm cavity. The light leaving M6 towards M14 contains the signal encoded
as quantum correlations on the light, and this is enhanced at M16 by the local oscillator
provided by the light leaving M6 towards M12. The balanced homodyne detectors (BHDs)
HDA and HDB measure the transmitted light, and the signals primarily contain information
regarding the relative velocity of the arm cavities.
The interferometer is to be situated within an ultra-high vacuum system formed from two
adjoined cylindrical tanks with pumps capable of reaching pressures below 10−6 mbar. Each
tank contains a breadboard for the attachment of components, and this breadboard is itself
isolated from ground motion by a series of passive damping stacks. The breadboards are
rigidly connected via a bridge structure to ensure that residual platform motion is common
to all suspended optics. The optics will be suspended from pendulum systems, with the
most important test masses suspended from multiple stages to provide additional isolation
from seismic noise. The parameters for the optics, laser injection, suspension systems and
materials can be found in refs. [137], [89] and [138] in chronological order.
4.2.1 Balanced homodyne detection
The sensor for the gravitational wave channel, the dierential arm cavity degree of free-
dom, will be balanced homodyne readout, in contrast to the de-facto standard in gravita-
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tional wave observatories, dc readout. It is dicult to change the dc readout quadrature to
optimise the sensitivity in the presence of imprecisely known loss; the homodyne angle is
xed by the propagation length between the detuned arm cavities and the output port. With
balanced homodyne readout arbitrary homodyne angles can be chosen by microscopically
tuning of the relative phase of the (separate) local oscillator and signal paths.
Balanced homodyne readout involves making a subtraction of two signals measured in this
case by HDA and HDB, observing light combined from a local oscillator, 푎, and the signal
output of the Sagnac speed meter, 푏. The local oscillator eld should not contain signal,
and so this will be taken from the light reected from the interferometer back towards the
input, via M12 and M13. The signal power measured at each photodetector output 푐 and 푑
then contains [74]:
푐†푐 = 1
2
(
푎†푎 + 푎†푏e−i휙 + 푎푏†ei휙 + 푏†푏
)
푑†푑 = 1
2
(
푎†푎 + 푎†푏ei휙 + 푎푏†e−i휙 + 푏†푏
)
,
(4.21)
where 휙 is the homodyne angle. The mixing of the two signals at M16 results in the dc part
of one eld beating with the ac part of the other eld. Subtracting the signals on the two
balanced homodyne photodetectors yields a photocurrent, 퐼BHD:
퐼BHD = 푐†푐 − 푑†푑
= 푎†푏e−i휙 − 푎†푏ei휙 + 푎푏†ei휙 − 푎푏†e−i휙,
(4.22)
where we assume that the signal and local oscillator are split equally between the two de-
tectors by the balanced homodyne beam splitter. This shows that, as long as the beam
splitter has matched transmissivity and reectivity, a delicate subtraction of the two pho-
tocurrents from HDA and HDB results in an error signal containing only the ac parts of the
signal corresponding to the motion of the test masses amplied by the local oscillator eld,
and a small signal from the local oscillator path enhanced by the classical light at the output
port.
In the presence of imbalanced beam splitting the laser noise and residual carrier light in
the signal path results in additional noise photocurrent and so it is important to use a beam
splitter with balanced reectivity and transmissivity and for the intensity noise of the laser
to be controlled to a high degree [74].
4.2.1.1 antum noise limited sensitivity of the main readout
Without including the eect of asymmetric loss, the quantum noise limited sensitivity of the
BHD readout in the Sagnac speed meter experiment is shown in gure 4.10, calculated with
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Figure 4.10: Predicted quantum noise limited sensitivity of the Sagnac speed meter experiment calcu-
lated with Optickle and Finesse. Also shown is the equivalent Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer
conguration, calculated with Optickle, and the SQL given the eective mass of the interferome-
ter test masses. The shaded blue region shows the intended measurement band, where reduced
quantum radiation pressure noise should be visible below the expected noise from the equivalent
Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer.
both Finesse and Optickle (see appendices C.1.1 and C.1.2). Also shown is the sensitivity
of an equivalent Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer using the same parameters as for
the Sagnac speed meter, but with input power scaled by a factor of approximately 2.5 to
match its high frequency sensitivity. The homodyne angles of the Sagnac speed meter and
Michelson interferometer are 45° and 90°, respectively, to optimise both interferometers for
high frequency sensitivity fairly. The intended measurement band is between 100 Hz and
700 Hz so a reduction of a factor of around 3 to 5 is in theory possible as long as other
sources of noise are kept suciently low. A comprehensive consideration of the noise
budget is given in chapter 5.
4.2.2 Suspensions
The auxiliary optics M4, M5, M7-M10 and M12-M15 will be suspended from two stage pendu-
lum systems. These steering optics do not have as stringent residual motion requirements as
the test masses and so these suspensions can in comparison have a relatively simple design.
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The core optics will be suspended from two dierent systems: the 100 g ETMs from triple
stage suspensions based on the design for the ETM suspensions of the AEI 10 m prototype
in Hanover, Germany, and the 1 g test masses from bespoke quadruple stage suspensions.
The beam splitter M6 will require another design loosely based on the auxiliary suspensions
but with greater ltering. Each optic class requires a separate suspension design due to the
dierences in geometry, the requirements for residual motion and the need to move the
mechanical modes from each suspension out of the measurement band.
4.2.3 Actuation
The auxiliary suspensions will have voice coil actuators on their intermediate stages for
local alignment control. The 100 g suspensions will have voice coils on multiple stages
in order to provide corrections for low frequency drifts, though the test mass stages will
not have voice coils to prevent Barkhausen noise [139] coupling to the test masses via the
actuators’ magnets.
The ltering eect from the nal pendulum stage means that the voice coil actuators will
not be able to eectively correct test mass positions at high frequencies. Instead, electrostatic
drive (ESD) actuators will be placed behind each ETM able to produce small corrective forces
but without Barkhausen noise. ESD actuators have been demonstrated in GEO 600 [140]
and Advanced LIGO [46] based on a metallic comb arrangement, though in the Sagnac
speed meter experiment the intention is to use a new ESD design which will be discussed
in chapter 6.
4.2.4 Sensing and control
While the main readout of the Sagnac speed meter experiment is to be the BHD, in order
to control the interferometer a number of other signals from dierent ports will need to be
extracted and fed back to actuators to keep the interferometer at the operating point. The
control topics can be split into two broad categories representing the process used to bring
the interferometer to the operating point, lock acquisition, and keeping it there, low-noise
control.
The interferometer’s test masses will drift from the operating point due to the noise im-
parted from quantum, seismic, thermal and other noise sources as discussed in section 2.1
if they are not actively controlled. This control takes the form of actuators at each test mass
and feedback to the main laser’s temperature and frequency. In the Sagnac speed meter ex-
periment there are a few major control topics that must be solved in order to reach the
required sensitivity:
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1. the control of longitudinal drifts in the positions of the test masses, which leads to
loss of cavity power and sensitivity;
2. the control of angular drifts in the optics, particularly from the triangular arm cavities
and especially important for the small ITMs where radiation pressure eects will be
signicant;
3. and the control of intensity noise on the main laser.
The rst two topics are tackled through the identication of the degrees of freedom of
the interferometer and the selection of appropriate readout ports. The last involves the
implementation of an appropriate frequency stabilisation control servo.
The process of bringing the interferometer to its operating point is challenging in inter-
ferometers with multiple degrees of freedom and typically requires modelling in the time
domain to understand the eect that changes to actuator signals and mirror dynamics have
on the system. In the case of the Sagnac speed meter experiment this is particularly chal-
lenging due to the coupling between the arm cavities from the counter-propagating modes.
Some approaches to lock acquisition have been developed which should in principle be able
to deterministically bring the interferometer to the operating point [141].
4.2.4.1 Data acquisition and soware control
The control and data acquisition system developed for LIGO, CDS [142], is appropriate for
the Sagnac speed meter experiment and it can benet from the great deal of eort that
has already gone into making this system useful and reliable for the control of complicated
experiments. CDS takes the form of many “o-the-shelf” components and custom software
to provide the ability to sense and feed back control signals at speeds of up to around 10 kHz.
Extensive software is also available for oine data analysis.
The translation between the digital CDS domain and the analogue domain takes the form
of analogue-to-digital and digital-to-analogue converters (ADCs and DACs) situated on
front-end computers which run software control modules in real time. A frame builder
computer communicates with the front ends over a fast network in order to build packets
of measurements in GPS-synchronised intervals.
4.3 Topics of particular focus
There are many areas of research and development required in order to meet the challeng-
ing goals of the Sagnac speed meter experiment, but we will focus in particular on the
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strategy for controlling the longitudinal degrees of freedom of the interferometer at its op-
erating point. Chapter 5 will develop a longitudinal sensing and control scheme for the
interferometer taking into account anticipated sensors, actuators and noise sources, and
chapter 6 will present the design of the high voltage electronics and signalling for the ESD
design to be used in the experiment.
Chapter 5
Concept for the longitudinal control of
the Sagnac speed meter experiment
As shown in chapter 4, the Sagnac speed meter interferometer topology can potentially pro-
vide enhanced sensitivity to gravitational waves in the audio-band compared to equivalent
Michelson interferometers. Using as an example the proof-of-concept Sagnac speed meter
experiment in Glasgow, we discuss the issues surrounding the control of this type of inter-
ferometer and quantify the challenges using numerical simulations. We present a solution
involving the extraction of multiple error signals that can be blended to produce corrective
signals to be applied to the test mass actuators. Furthermore we show that this control
scheme can be implemented without reducing signicantly the quantum non-demolition
character of this type of interferometer.
5.1 Introduction
The presence of arm cavities within the Sagnac speed meter experiment gives rise to chal-
lenges not previously encountered in the control of gravitational wave detectors and other
experiments involving Michelson or Sagnac interferometers. In section 5.2 we describe the
Sagnac speed meter experiment’s sensors and actuators and its control requirements. We
then describe in section 5.3 a control strategy for the Sagnac speed meter’s dierential de-
gree of freedom based on that of Michelson designs, and demonstrate the challenges this
approach introduces. In section 5.4 we present an alternative strategy which achieves ad-
equate control of the interferometer to reach its design sensitivity over extended periods,
including a comprehensive noise budget. Section 5.5 presents a calculation of a matched
lter to optimally combine the two error signals to reduce the total quantum noise in post-
processing. The parameters used for the control studies are listed in section 5.6 and a sum-
mary is provided in section 5.7.
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5.2 Control of the proof-of-concept experiment
5.2.1 Degrees of freedom
The arm cavities of the Sagnac speed meter, like those of a Fabry-Perot Michelson interfer-
ometer, must be held resonant in order to maintain the light power required for the design
sensitivity, and so these cavities represent a degree of freedom that must be controlled with
active feedback. Meanwhile, the error signal is insensitive to the motion of the inter-cavity
mode matching mirror, M9, since this is situated at half the total round trip distance and
is sensed by the counter-propagating modes at almost the same time. Other mirrors are
potentially signicant: the beam splitter M6 and steering mirror M7, as shown in gure 4.9.
As these mirrors are situated near the start of one and the end of the other modes’ round
trips, a velocity dependent signal is created at the balanced homodyne detector (BHD, see
section 4.2.1). We neglect all other auxiliary optics.
To assess the importance of the optics to the interferometer’s sensitivity to dierential arm
cavity length 퐿(−), transfer functions from individual mirrors to the BHD port, where the
퐿(−) signal should by design couple most strongly, were calculated using Optickle (see ap-
pendix C.1.2). The results in gure 5.1 show that the cavity mirrors are the most important
positions to control, with the arm cavity nesse enhancing the sensitivity of the BHD to
the arm cavity mirrors such that they dominate the signals from M6 and M7. These results
have been conrmed both with Finesse and analytically [141].
The common mode motion of the arm cavities, 퐿(+), will also need to be controlled by
means of a photodetector placed at the input port to sense the light returning from the
interferometer back towards the laser. This motion will be suppressed by applying strain
and heat to the laser’s crystal to change its geometry and therefore lasing frequency. This
solution involves the creation of a wide bandwidth controller able to provide large correc-
tions within the audio band. While the control of퐿(+) is crucial to maintain the light power
within the arm cavities, we focus on 퐿(−) given that it represents the main signal appear-
ing at the output port and the one which will primarily contribute to the sensitivity of the
interferometer in the context of gravitational wave detectors.
While the motion of M9 can be suppressed at the main readout given suitable mirror po-
sitioning in order to cancel the signal from each of the counter-propagating modes, the
eect of M6 and M7 is less clear cut. To assess the impact the motion from these mirrors
has on 퐿(−) sensitivity, a calculation of the eect of seismic noise from M7 to the BHD can
be made. M6 need not be considered separately here: the transfer function is almost iden-
tical to that of M7 and so we need only calculate one, and the suspension design—a work
in progress at the time of writing—is intended to have better isolation than that of M7’s
auxiliary suspension.
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Figure 5.1: Transfer functions from important mirrors or combinations of mirrors in the Sagnac
speed meter experiment to the balanced homodyne detector. The 퐿(−) degree of freedom has the
strongest response by design. The main beam splitter, M6, and the steering mirror for cavity A, M7,
have response a factor of 10−3 that of 퐿(−). Other mirrors have signicantly lower coupling.
Measurements of the seismic motion present upon the ground outside the vacuum system
can be propagated through a model of the passive seismic isolation within the vacuum sys-
tem to obtain the eective seismic-induced motion of the tables upon which the suspensions
sit. The seismic motion of M7 can then be calculated by multiplying this spectrum with the
transfer function of the auxiliary suspension from the table to the test mass, taken from
a state-space model. This seismic noise can be projected into an eective dierential arm
cavity motion displacement spectral density by multiplying it by the ratio of the transfer
functions of M7 and 퐿(−) to the BHD port1, taken from gure 5.1. This can be compared
with the requirement for sensitivity of the BHD to 퐿(−). Figure 5.2 shows that M7’s motion,
projected into 퐿(−), will meet the requirement above 100 Hz, and the result is similar for
M6.
The results in gures 5.1 and 5.2 show that control of 퐿(−) will be required to meet the
sensitivity requirement at the BHD port above 100 Hz, where the measurement of reduced
1This is the same as multiplying the motion of M7 by its transfer function to the BHD port to yield a signal
in W
√
Hz−1, and dividing by the transfer function from퐿(−) to the BHD to yield an eective motion in terms
of 퐿(−).
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Figure 5.2: Eective 퐿(−) seismic noise contribution from M7. This is calculated by rst propagating
a seismic noise spectral density for the laboratory near the vacuum system through damping and
suspension models to obtain the motion of the M7 test mass. With this gure, the response at
the BHD can be calculated from the transfer function shown in gure 5.1, and this in turn can be
expressed in units of dierential arm cavity motion by dividing it by the response of 퐿(−) to the
BHD port. The requirement is given only for frequencies above 100 Hz where the measurement
of reduced radiation pressure noise will be made, and this gure shows that seismic motion of M7
will not represent a signicant problem to the sensitivity of the experiment in the desired band.
This conclusion applies also to the main beam splitter, M6, which is expected to have even greater
isolation from seismic noise.
radiation pressure noise will be made. It should be noted, however, that the desired BHD
homodyne angle depends on the relative path lengths of M11 to M16 and M6 to M16. This
length will be controlled by an auxiliary loop not considered part of the longitudinal control
strategy, and will be the subject of future work alongside a strategy for the control of 퐿(+).
5.2.2 Sideband frequency
The eventual choice of sideband frequency, used to control cavity lengths using techniques
such as Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH, see section 3.3.4.1), will depend on a number of factors
both physical and technical. For the purpose of control simulations, however, the only
requirement is that the sideband frequency is not resonant within the arm cavities, in order
to act as a discriminant to allow for the control of the arm cavity lengths; this is described
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Figure 5.3: Simplied Sagnac speed meter layout including extraction of the BHD signal sensitive
to the arm cavity dierential mode, 퐿(−), and the sensing and feedback paths. Light from the input
optics (not shown) is incident upon the main beam splitter, M6. The triangular arm cavities are
shown in the shaded grey area, and mirror M9 couples light between them. The shaded green area
shows the BHD extracting the signal from the main beam splitter’s output port (see section 5.2.5).
The sensing and feedback signal paths are described in detail in section 5.2.8.
in more detail in section 7.4.2. In practice, this means the frequency oset from the carrier
must be greater than the cavity’s FWHM (see appendix A.2.1). For control simulations the
sideband frequency was chosen to be 15 MHz.
5.2.3 Control considerations
Figure 5.3 shows a simplied optical layout of the Sagnac speed meter experiment with the
addition of a basic control loop. The main beam splitter (M6) splits the input eld towards
the two triangular arm cavities where they form counter-propagating modes. One mode
from each arm cavity is coupled into the other via the inter-cavity mirror M9, and the other
modes recombine at the main beam splitter. Here, and for the rest of this chapter, we will
consider only the cavity mirrors, the beam splitter and M9, dened as shown in gure 5.3.
As shown in section 5.2.1, frequency-dependent changes in퐿(−) lead to frequency-dependent
signals at the BHD. Motion of an arm cavity mirror imparts signal sidebands upon the
counter-propagating modes; these modes have dierent optical path lengths to the beam
splitter and so the signal at the output port contains the superposition of signals represent-
ing the mirror’s displacement from dierent points in time, which is analogous to velocity.
At dc the two modes at the output port contain the same displacement information and the
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velocity signal is therefore zero2.
The readout representing퐿(−) is sensed at the main beam splitter’s output port by means of
the BHD, as shown in the shaded green area in gure 5.3. The frequency dependence of the
phase quadrature signal at the BHD 푠BHD is given by the following relationship, ignoring
the eect of losses3:
푠BHD (Ω) ∝
Ω(
Ω2 + 훾2arm
)퐿(−), (5.1)
for angular frequency Ω and with arm cavity half-bandwidth 훾arm dened to be:
훾arm =
푐0푇ITM
4퐿RT
, (5.2)
for speed of light 푐0, arm cavity input test mass (ITM) power transmissivity 푇ITM and arm
cavity round-trip length 퐿RT.
Other terms in the response function dependent upon mirror mass, laser power and me-
chanical modes are not frequency dependent. Note that for Ω ≪ 훾arm the response is pro-
portional to frequency, vanishing towards dc, as described above and shown in gure 5.4.
In order to maintain peak BHD sensitivity to 퐿(−) and therefore gravitational waves, the
positions of the cavity mirrors are controlled using linear negative feedback, where an er-
ror signal is extracted and applied through a control law to cavity mirror actuators. In
the Sagnac speed meter experiment, voice coils and plate-capacitor electrostatic drives are
used to actuate on the positions of the end test masses (ETMs) within each cavity. This
feedback maintains the interferometer close to its operating point within the bandwidth of
the controller.
5.2.4 Required controller precision
In order to achieve the required stability, the relative position of the cavity mirrors must
be held at the dark fringe, as discussed in section 2.1.2. The noise present within the in-
terferometer, however, produces an unintended dark-fringe oset at the output port. The
dark fringe condition is strictly only met when there is no interferometer noise, though the
slope of the fringe near the minimum is shallow within about 1% of the fringe’s full width
at half maximum (FWHM, see appendix A.2.1). A thorough analysis of the required control
precision has been derived for the case of a dual-recycled Fabry-Perot Michelson interfer-
ometer with dc readout [143] but to the author’s knowledge this has not been repeated for
a Sagnac speed meter with BHD readout. As most technical noise sources in the Sagnac
2For a more complete description of the Sagnac speed meter’s behaviour, see, for example, ref. [87, sec-
tion IIb].
3A comprehensive treatment of the eect of loss is given in ref. [89].
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Figure 5.4: The frequency response of the Sagnac speed meter experiment’s 퐿(−) degree of freedom
to the BHD, simulated numerically with Optickle. As the BHD is sensitive to the arm cavity mirrors’
velocity, the signal is proportional to frequency below the cavity pole, and thus zero at dc.
speed meter have similar output port couplings to that of a Michelson interferometer, the
requirement is expected to be similar. Assuming that the frequency equivalent uctuations
Δ푓 fall within 1 % of the arm cavity FWHM, we can derive a requirement to ensure that
technical noise sources do not couple strongly to the gravitational wave channel.
Using the parameters listed in table 5.2 with the relation introduced in equation (1.6) linking
laser carrier frequency uctuations Δ푓 and cavity length uctuations Δ퐿(−),
Δ퐿(−)
퐿RT
= Δ푓
푓0
, (5.3)
with 푓0 representing the carrier frequency, the requirement for the Sagnac speed meter
experiment is that the root-mean-square (rms) displacement of the mirrors due to noise
must be less than 3.5 × 10−13 m.
As shown in ref. [89], asymmetries in the main beam splitter introduce common arm cavity
mode coupling at the output port, which leads to further unintended dark fringe oset, and
so the real requirement is likely to be more stringent. The controller should therefore have
a reasonable factor of safety in terms of the gain it is able to apply to the system to hold it
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Figure 5.5: Simplied electronic schematic for the BHD readout within the Sagnac speed meter
experiment. The dierence current from two matched, high quantum eciency photodiodes is am-
plied via a transimpedance op-amp stage, with this signal representing the dierential motion of
the arm cavity mirrors (see equation (5.1)).
at the operating point.
5.2.5 Balanced homodyne detection
The BHD at the Sagnac speed meter experiment’s output port consists of two high quantum-
eciency photodiodes sensing the reected and transmitted elds from the BHD’s beam
splitter, M16. A local oscillator eld is incident upon the BHD’s beam splitter. The dier-
ence current is converted to a voltage by an op-amp with transimpedance resistor RT before
being sent to CDS.
An example circuit for the balanced homodyne detector is shown in gure 5.5. The op-
amp introduces its own noise to the output, though a well-chosen op-amp will possess
noise signicantly lower than the signal representing 퐿(−) in the intended measurement
band. In order for an op-amp to contribute less than 1 % of the uncorrelated noise in the
measurement, its noise must be at least a factor of 10 below the dominating noise source in
the measurement band4.
Op-amps used for control in audio-band interferometry typically possess a noise power
spectrum inversely proportional to frequency (so-called icker noise [144, section 11.2.3])
in the low audio band. As the BHD error signal is dependent upon the time derivative
of the mirror positions, however, there will necessarily be frequencies at which the op-
amp noise will dominate the BHD error signal. This makes control of slow drifts of the
arm cavity mirror positions impossible with the velocity readout, despite the op-amp being
well-chosen for a measurement band above 100 Hz. This control problem with relation to
the Sagnac speed meter experiment will be described in more detail in section 5.3.
4As the uncorrelated noise sources are added in quadrature, a noise source a factor 110 that of another will
contribute less than
(
1
10
)2
= 1% to the overall noise.
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Figure 5.6: Electronic schematic for the measurement of noise from the BHD readout circuit shown
in gure 5.5. The output from the transimpedance op-amp is multiplied by a factor of 100 by an
identical op-amp. The level of multiplication was chosen to allow this noise to exceed the noise of
the analogue-to-digital converters within CDS.
5.2.6 Op-amp noise
To measure the eect of a suitable op-amp’s noise at low frequencies, the output from
an applicable BHD circuit was investigated. The circuit shown in gure 5.6 was housed
within a dark enclosure to minimise photocurrent, with one of the two op-amps within
a Texas Instruments® OPA2227 integrated circuit being used to amplify the noise from
the other by a factor of 100. This amplication step is necessary in order to allow the
desired op-amp noise to be measured above the noise of the CDS data acquisition system’s
analogue-to-digital converters (ADCs) used to record the data. The OPA2227 op-amp is
a low-noise precision amplier designed for audio applications, and is thus suitable for
the BHD readout in the Sagnac speed meter experiment depicted in gure 5.5 given the
intended measurement band. The transimpedance resistor was set to 10 kΩ to balance the
rst op-amp’s contributions to its output from its input current and voltage noise.
The circuit’s output noise was recorded for a period of 16 days alongside an open CDS input
channel used to quantify some of the measurement noise. A time series of the data is shown
in gure 5.7, where a drift over the course of the measurement period is apparent. An ampli-
tude spectral density estimate of the measured op-amp noise time series (gure 5.8) shows
a combination of icker noise and an additional slope possibly due to resistor current noise
below around 1 Hz [145]. ADC noise dominates above 4 Hz. The “Model (total)” spectral
density in gure 5.8 shows the contributions to the measurements from the rst op-amp
N1’s current and voltage noise and the Johnson-Nyquist noise of its transimpedance resistor
RT. This spectral density additionally contains the measured open channel noise summed
in quadrature to show the agreement it has with the measurements down to around 1 Hz.
Since the signal measured at the BHD in the Sagnac speed meter experiment represents
cavity mirror velocity, it must necessarily drop below the noise at low frequencies where
the velocity tends to zero. The op-amp N1’s noise drift produces an oset upon the BHD
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Figure 5.7: Time series of the output from the BHD noise measurement circuit shown in gure 5.6.
The op-amp noise (blue) drifts from 0 to a level of approximately −7.3 mV over the 16 day measure-
ment. Simultaneously, a CDS channel was measured without an input connected (orange) such that
the input impedance was that of the channel’s line receiver, 34 MΩ, in order to act as a null stream.
The temperature was also measured by a sensor within the same housing as the noise circuit (green),
showing a drift of around 0.5 ◦C.
error signal which is to be fed back to the cavity mirror actuators, and thus op-amp noise
contributes to cavity mirror displacement noise, aecting the experiment’s sensitivity.
5.2.7 Technical noise
5.2.7.1 Analogue to digital converters
As the CDS system runs its control system in software, the analogue signals sensed from the
interferometer must be converted to digital form with ADCs suering from quantisation
noise as introduced in section 2.2.5.3. The feedback signals generated by the control system
must similarly be converted from digital to analogue form with DACs.
In the case of the 16-bit ADCs in CDS, the eective number of bits5 (ENOB) is 푏 = 13.9,
5One might decide to purchase an ADC based merely upon its number of bits, but this is not a good guide
for determining its sensitivity. A 24-bit ADC is no better than a noise-free 16-bit ADC if the rst 8 bits are
noise. A more useful gure of merit is the ENOB.
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Figure 5.8: Amplitude spectral density of the noise measured from the BHD readout electronics. The
op-amp noise spectrum (blue) shows the amplitude spectral density estimate (see appendix B.2.3)
for the data in gure 5.7. The ADC noise spectral density is also given (orange) along with modelled
op-amp and resistor noise sources projected into the same measurement point (red and purple,
respectively). The most signicant contribution to the output is from the rst op-amp, as intended;
though the noise model, which accounts for the op-amp’s input voltage and current noise and the
Johnson-Nyquist noise of the resistors, departs from the measurements at lower frequencies.
corresponding to a noise level of 1.8 × 10−6 V
√
Hz−1 using the relation [50]
휖ADC =
푉range
2푏
√
12푓푁
, (5.4)
where 푓푁 is the Nyquist frequency, which, in the case of CDS is 32 768 Hz. This noise oor
is at across much of the bandwidth of CDS as it is determined by op-amps chosen for low
noise in the audio band.
With the CDS system, the ADCs and DACs are well matched and possess the same noise
oor.
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5.2.8 Sensor and actuator dynamic range considerations
5.2.8.1 Whitening and dewhitening filters
The signals sensed by the Sagnac speed meter experiment’s photodetectors contain large
components at low frequencies arising from seismic noise, and small components at higher
frequencies where the measurement of radiation pressure can be made. The ADC’s input
range of ±10 V and its noise 1.8 × 10−6 V
√
Hz−1 lead to a dynamic range D of
D = 20 log10
(
푉max
휖ADC
)
= 134.9 dB.
(5.5)
As the 퐿(−) sensitivity of the BHD is shaped inversely to frequency, signals in the kHz band
are typically many orders of magnitude smaller than those of seismic noise at a few Hz
meaning that signals at the level of quantum noise are often smaller than the noise of the
ADCs and DACs if the gain is chosen to avoid saturating the sensor at low frequencies.
This makes it dicult to sense low and high frequency signals simultaneously. To avoid
this problem, a technique called whitening can be used. This involves the application of a
lter to the desired input or output signal in order to increase or decrease certain frequency
components of a signal; the intention is to make the signal strength at all frequencies the
same, i.e. white.
The eect of whitening is shown in gure 5.9 for a hypothetical signal and sensor. In
the unwhitened case, the signal’s dynamic range is greater than that of the sensor, and
so the sensor is unable to measure the signal above around 100 Hz with delity. At higher
frequencies, the signal is below the level of the sensor’s noise and as such the sensor cannot
distinguish the signal. By applying a whitening lter, the small signal content there can
be enhanced to a level at which it can be detected by the sensor above its noise. This
eectively reduces the dynamic range of the signal, and this is shown in the whitened case.
The original signal can be recovered digitally by the application of an inverse whitening
lter (“dewhitening”).
The use of whitening can lead to extra noise at higher frequencies, where the continually
decaying signal becomes lower than the electronic noise of any real whitening lter arising
from the op-amps and resistors. Care must be taken in the design of whitening lters, with
component values chosen t for the intended measurement band.
The whitening to be applied to the Sagnac speed meter experiment’s sensor and actuator
signals is shown in gure 5.10. These lters are sucient to meet the requirement that the
ADC and DAC noise contribute less than 1% of the noise power.
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Figure 5.9: The eect of whitening on a signal. The unwhitened signal (blue, upper plot) drops below
the sensor’s noise above 100 Hz, and so it will output only the noise of the sensor (at SNR = 0) at
higher frequencies. A whitening lter, shown in the lower plot, has been applied to the same data
to produce the whitened curve (orange, upper plot). In this case the whitening lter is a high pass
lter, but in general its dynamics should be determined by the shape of the underlying signal to
be whitened. The whitening lter increases the signal’s magnitude at higher frequencies and thus
makes it detectable above the sensor’s noise up to a higher frequency, in this case 10 kHz. Once the
whitened signal has been detected the underlying, unwhitened signal can be recovered in the digital
domain through the application of the corresponding inverse whitening lter.
5.2.8.2 Aliasing and imaging
A consequence of the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem is that ac signal content can be
exactly reconstructed by a sampler if and only if the signal power above the Nyquist fre-
quency is zero [146]. Non-zero signal at frequencies 푓 > 푓N will enter the band of the
sampler every 푓
푓N
cycles and appear on top of the real signal content in that band. To pre-
vent this occurrence, anti-aliasing lters can be utilised to aggressively suppress higher
frequency content using analogue electronics before the signal is sampled by the ADC.
Similarly, the output from a DAC can be propagated through an anti-imaging lter to pre-
vent the DAC’s nite sample rate from creating higher frequency copies of in-band signal
content.
With CDS, the sample frequency is 65 536 Hz, and so the Nyquist frequency is 32 768 Hz,
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Figure 5.10: Input and output whitening lters in the Sagnac speed meter experiment. The input
whitening will be implemented in the analogue domain while the output whitening will be imple-
mented digitally in CDS. The equivalent dewhitening lters will be implemented in the digital and
analogue domains, respectively.
and the anti-aliasing and anti-imaging lters have cut-o frequency 9 kHz to ensure that
frequency content near the Nyquist frequency is practically zero. The lter is implemented
as a 3rd order low-pass Butterworth, giving the attest response in the band up to 9 kHz. In
addition, a notch lter is implemented at the sample frequency to suppress pick-up from
the laboratory: ultimately, the sample rate is generated by an oscillator which may produce
electromagnetic radiation at nearby frequencies. Figure 5.11 shows the (identical) transfer
functions of the anti-aliasing and anti-imaging lters implemented in CDS. At the Nyquist
frequency, the signal is suppressed by approximately 102 and at the sample frequency it is
suppressed by 105.
5.2.8.3 Suspension gain hierarchy
As discussed in section 4.2.3 the suspension for each ETM will contain two actuator types:
voice coils for control of the test mass motion at low frequencies where seismic noise is sig-
nicant, and an ESD for control at high frequencies to correct small but fast perturbations.
The feedback signal generated by the controller within the loop is a signal with frequency
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Figure 5.11: Transfer functions of the anti-aliasing and anti-imaging lters implemented in CDS.
The gain at low frequencies is unity to allow signals to pass unperturbed. From 9 kHz, the lters
suppress higher frequency signal content to prevent aliasing or imaging into lower frequencies. At
the sample frequency, a notch lter removes all but a factor of 10−5 of the signal to prevent pick-up.
components at low and high frequencies, and a set of lters is required to split this feed-
back between the voice coils and the ESDs. This technique is termed gain hierarchy and
it has been applied for example in the control of Advanced LIGO’s quadruple suspension
systems [147].
Actuators are a potential source of noise in a control loop. Voice coils are susceptible to
noise coupling via stray magnetic elds and Barkhausen noise. The ESD, however, is antic-
ipated to have excellent noise performance (see chapter 6), so it would ideally be used for
test mass positional corrections across the entire control bandwidth; however, its maximum
voltage supply, and therefore force output, is very limited and is nowhere near capable of
controlling the test masses due to seismic noise at low frequencies. The rms motion of the
uncontrolled ETMs is expected to be of the order 10−6 m due to noise sources such a seis-
mic, thermal, electronic and quantum, while the maximum force output of the ESD will be
around 1.5 µN, corresponding to a displacement of around 690 nm at 1 Hz, or just over half
a wavelength. The response of the ESD at high frequencies is what would be expected of
a force to displacement coupling on a free mass, proportional to 1
푓 2
. The voice coils’ re-
sponse at high frequencies, however, contains both a 1
푓 2
slope from force to displacement
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Figure 5.12: ETM suspension actuator control loop block diagram. The output of the state-space
model representing the test mass motion is fed back to the actuators via an “overall” servo. This
servo can in principle represent the interferometer’s response, since the test mass motion from the
suspension will be altered by the interferometer before being fed back to the actuators, though in
the development of the gain hierarchy the interferometer’s response is assumed to be unity. The
real eects can be compensated for in the controller (see section 5.2.8.4).
of the intermediate stage, as well as another 1
푓 2
term from the pendulum stage between the
intermediate mass and the test mass, giving an overall ltering eect at high frequencies
proportional to 1
푓 4
. Given these constraints the eort of the ESD is focused at high frequen-
cies where its actuation is stronger than that of the voice coils, while the voice coils are
utilised at low frequencies where their vastly increased range is available to correct for the
larger expected noise disturbances.
In order to create the gain hierarchy a series of lters were implemented around a state-
space model of the ETM suspension. This model includes the response of the actuators
from force to displacement for each degree of freedom of the suspension. The use of lters
on the input path to each actuator allows us to split the feedback signal into low- and high-
frequency corrections, while an overall lter allows common corrections to be applied to
both actuators. The control loop built to congure the suspension gain hierarchy is shown
in gure 5.12.
From the control precision requirement presented in section 5.2.4 it can be shown that
the rms motion as a function of frequency drops below this requirement around 100 Hz,
meaning that the interferometer’s controller must at least feed back signals up to this fre-
quency. To give the controller some extra headroom to control particularly large noise
transients—expected due to the stationary random noise present within the system—the
unity gain frequency should instead be set at a higher frequency.
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While the shaping of the hierarchical gain is an iterative process that requires some trial
and error, the following paragraphs attempt to explain the methodology behind the features
of the Sagnac speed meter experiment’s implementation for the ETMs.
Stable unity gain frequency Primarily due to the dynamic range of sensor and actua-
tors, the controller has nite bandwidth and cannot feed back signals at an innite number
of frequencies. The control bandwidth was set to 350 Hz to give a reasonable factor of safety
over the 100 Hz requirement. This means the unity gain frequency is 350 Hz. As the ESD
will be providing most of the feedback at this frequency, we must ensure that its slope is
proportional to 1
푓
at 350 Hz to facilitate a stable unity gain crossing (see appendix B.4.3). As
the force-to-displacement response is proportional to 1
푓 2
above the pendulum resonance,
we want to add an 푓 response to make this 1
푓
, and so we use a transitional dierentiator
between 30 Hz and 1 kHz.
Stable actuator crossover frequency A frequency at which the magnitude of feedback
from the voice coils and ESD is equal is called a crossover frequency. This point has the
same requirement as the unity gain frequency, in that the feedback must not be 180° out of
phase with the input. To facilitate a stable crossover at around 18 Hz—chosen to prevent
the ESD’s range from being consumed by corrections to low frequency noise—a transitional
dierentiator between 2 Hz and 50 Hz was added to the voice coil servo. As the voice coil’s
high frequency response is proportional to 1
푓 4
, this results in a response of 1
푓 3
to compliment
the ESD’s response of 1
푓 2
—a dierence of 90°.
Increasing the voice coil feedback at the pendulum resonances At 1.8 Hz the nal
pendulum stage is resonant and so the ground motion is amplied on the test mass. To
avoid saturating the control electronics with signal at this frequency, an additional boost
was provided to the voice coil feedback through a 2nd order resonant gain lter with pole
and zero at the resonant frequency and a quality factor of around 3 to allow for slight
changes in the resonant frequency due to temperature drift.
Control of pitch coupling At 10.2 Hz, a coupling between pitch and longitudinal modes
of the suspension’s nal stage pendulum leads to a suspension resonance. To prevent this
mode from ringing, a 2nd order resonant gain lter was applied at 10.2 Hz with a quality
factor of 4 to allow for manufacturing tolerance. As the voice coil and ESD feedback is
of similar magnitude at this frequency, this lter was placed within the common feedback
path.
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Notching of violin modes Violin modes (see section 2.2.2.2) are present on the ETM
suspensions starting at 800 Hz. Although this frequency is well above the control band-
width, the modes have high enough quality factor and amplitude and are resonant peaks
with a 180° phase change such that they can potentially lead to positive (unstable) feedback.
Instead of damping these modes with resonant gain, we avoid feedback at this frequency
by applying a 2nd order notch lter. For illustration we’ve added damping for the rst violin
mode. If the higher order violin modes become a problem for control we can add additional
lters as necessary.
Implementation considerations To provide an equal number of poles and zeros in the
ESD servo, we add an additional transitional dierentiator between 0.05 Hz and 5 Hz. This
has little eect on the response as the ESD’s gain is much smaller than that of the voice coils
in this range, but it simplies the digital implementation of the servo. Ideally, the dieren-
tiator’s corner frequency would be at dc, but this is not possible in a digital implementation.
If low frequency seismic noise must be suppressed further, an extra boost can be applied
to the voice coil servo with the inclusion of a transitional integrator between for example
0.01 Hz and 1 Hz, though this has not been considered in the analysis.
The open-loop transfer functions for the voice coils and ESD, normalised to the voice coil’s
dc response, are shown in gure 5.13. This shows the gain of the ESD with respect to
the voice coils as a function of frequency, resembling the performance of the system in
operation. The coil transfer function was calculated by breaking the loop between the coil
and ESD servos and the suspension dynamics block, injecting a signal at the suspension
dynamics block input corresponding to the coil servo and then reading it out at the coil
servo output. The transfer function is the ratio of the readout and injected signals. The ESD
transfer function was calculated in a similar way. This process is depicted in gure 5.14.
5.2.8.4 Interferometer compensation
The suspension gain hierarchy in section 5.2.8.3 was developed by feeding the test mass
motion directly back to the suspension actuators, as shown in gure 5.12. In reality, the
test mass motion aects the interferometer which changes the signal on the BHD, and so
the frequency components of the signal are altered. In order for the suspension gain hier-
archy to operate as designed, a lter must be placed in the controller to compensate for the
interferometer’s response. This was implemented in CDS as transitional integrators: the
rst between 0.1 Hz and 2 kHz and the second between 1 Hz and 100 Hz. While these lters
do not reproduce the exact transfer of 퐿(−) displacement to the BHD readout, it approxi-
mates it closely enough to allow the suspension gain hierarchy to operate as per its design.
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Figure 5.13: Simulated Sagnac speed meter experiment ETM suspension actuator open-loop transfer
functions showing the dierence in gain between the voice coils and ESD. The voice coils provide
extensive actuation range but are suppressed at high frequencies by the nal stage pendulum. The
ESD actuates directly upon the test mass and is therefore capable of providing stronger correction
than the voice coils at higher frequencies. A 2nd order notch lter is present on both actuators at
800 Hz to prevent excitation of the rst suspension violin mode.
During commissioning it may be useful to adjust the shape of this compensation to better
t the real interferometer.
5.2.8.5 Photodiode quantum eiciency
A photodiode’s quantum eciency relates to how well it converts incoming photons into
electrons. A real photodiode cannot fully convert incoming light power into photocurrent
without some loss.
The number of photons corresponding to a given light power is governed by the wave-
length, and a photodiode’s eciency changes with the wavelength. To calculate the pho-
tocurrent from a photodiode for a given light power at a given wavelength, we use its
responsivity. For 1064 nm laser light there exists some high quantum eciency models
providing responsivity upwards of 0.9 A W−1, which is the gure we assume for the photo-
diodes of the BHD.
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Figure 5.14: ETM suspension actuator control loop block diagram showing injection points. To
calculate the open loop transfer functions, both the coil and ESD feedback loops are severed between
the servos and the suspension dynamics block. The coil transfer function is calculated by injecting a
signal at the suspension dynamics block input corresponding to the coil and reading out the resulting
signal at the output of the coil servo, having propagated through the loop. The ESD transfer function
is calculated in the same way but using the ESD servo and corresponding suspension dynamics block
input as readout and injection points. The transfer functions are shown in gure 5.13.
5.2.8.6 Loop gain
With the response of 퐿(−) to the BHD readout calculated by Optickle and implemented in
the control loop alongside the suspension feedback and interferometer compensation l-
ters, the strength of the control loop’s suppression of displacement noise is determined by
the loop gain. This is a dimensionless number determined by the response of each compo-
nent within the loop into its connected components. It can be increased manually through
the use of a dc gain stage placed anywhere within the loop, or for instance by utilising a
photodetector with higher quantum eciency or by using stronger actuators. It is in prac-
tice easiest to place a manual, “overall” gain stage within the controller, in this case the CDS
system where gain is “free” within the limits set by numerical precision. An increase in the
loop’s dc gain leads to a higher open loop unity gain frequency and due to the shape of
the suspensions’ hierarchical gain this means the feedback at lower frequencies is stronger,
with seismic noise being more aggressively suppressed. The residual displacement of the
test masses decreases with higher loop gain, leading to better control, until the rms range of
an actuator or sensor is reached. A rule of thumb with the operation of control loops within
the eld of gravitational wave interferometry is to design the overall gain servo shape such
that the phase margin at the unity gain frequency is at least 35° [148].
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Sensing noise (unsuppressed) Displacement noise (suppressed)
Quantum shot noise Seismic noise
ADC noise Quantum radiation pressure noise
Op-amp input voltage noise Coating Brownian thermal noise
Op-amp input current noise Coating thermooptic noise
Photodiode quantum eciency Suspension thermal noise
DAC noise
Table 5.1: Noise categories within the Sagnac speed meter experiment. Sources of sensing noise arise
from the detection of electronic signals from the interferometer for the purposes of data acquisition
and control. Sources of displacement noise arise from the path between the controller’s feedback
signal and the test masses being controlled. Displacement noise is suppressed by the controller’s
loop gain, but, as discussed in appendix B.4, the controller can only usefully suppress noise to the
level to which it can sense the noise, i.e. the level governed by sensing noise.
5.3 Velocity control
In this section we approach the control of the Sagnac speed meter in a similar fashion to the
control of a Michelson interferometer by feeding back the signal measured at the output
port to the arm cavity actuators.
5.3.1 Control loop
A control loop schematic using the calculations, lters and servos presented in section 5.2 is
shown in gure 5.15. The items contained within the grey box are implemented in software
and hardware as part of CDS. The lower section contains the blocks which exist in the
analogue domain.
5.3.2 Low frequency noise projection with velocity feedback
To reach the desired sensitivity of the interferometer it is crucial to understand the noise
characteristics associated with the sensing and control apparatus employed in the exper-
iment. Individual noise sources, arising for example from the BHD op-amp electronics,
can be projected into units of dierential displacement-equivalent noise using the linear
projection technique [149]. The sources of noise can be logically separated into two cate-
gories: sensing noise and displacement noise, as shown in table 5.1. Both sources of noise
are fed back to the test masses because in practice it is not possible for the controller to
distinguish them. Note that we neglect force noise from the actuators, for instance arising
from stray magnetic elds, due to the absence of good models. These noise sources are
not, however, expected to dominate the noise sources under consideration in the frequency
band of interest.
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Sources of sensing noise are associated with the readout of the variable of interest—in the
case of the Sagnac speed meter the positions of the test masses’ surfaces—but do not di-
rectly inuence the variable of interest in an open loop measurement. Sources of sensing
noise include quantum shot noise, electronic noise including op-amp noise as measured in
section 5.2.6 and quantisation noise due to the ADCs as described in section 5.2.7.1.
Displacement noise sources directly inuence the positions of the test mass surfaces be-
ing measured by the interferometer and are therefore transformed by the dynamics of the
test masses [89]. As the readout variable in the BHD is the time derivative of position, the
control system measures and actively suppresses these noise sources. Signicant sources
of displacement noise in the Sagnac speed meter experiment are quantum radiation pres-
sure noise, seismic noise, suspension thermal noise (see section 2.2.2.2) and coating Brow-
nian noise arising from the dielectric coatings present upon the cavity mirrors (see sec-
tion 2.2.2.1).
The noise projection for퐿(−), calculated using Optickle and the control noise modelling tool
SimulinkNb6, is shown in gure 5.16. The rms 퐿(−) displacement this creates is shown in
gure 5.17 as a function of time. It shows that, as the interferometer is held at its operating
point, over a period of several hours the expected drift is large enough for the cavities to
become uncontrollable (see section 5.2.4).
Although for sensing noise we only consider the sources listed in table 5.1, in the real
experiment there will be other contributing forms of time-varying oset present upon the
BHD error signal:
• residual local oscillator light due to temperature-driven imbalances in the BHD beam
splitting ratio and photodiode quantum eciencies,
• signal from common mode arm cavity motion due to imbalanced beam splitting at
the main beam splitter [89],
• changing thermoelectric potentials and op-amp drift in electronics,
• and any other time-varying eects.
As such, the estimated rms displacement shown in gure 5.17 represents a “best case” sce-
nario where the op-amp’s electronic noise is the dominant eect at low frequencies, and
this drift becomes unacceptably large after a few hours. To allow for long term cavity sta-
bility it is essential for the error signal to contain a signal signicantly above the electronic
noise at low frequencies. In the next section we present a strategy for obtaining an error
signal of suitable magnitude across the entire control bandwidth.
6Available as of the time of writing at https://github.com/cwipf/SimulinkNb/.
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Figure 5.16: Spectral density showing the noise associated with the readout of 퐿(−) at the BHD.
The signicant noise sources associated with sensing (shot, op-amp and ADC noise) are shown
alongside the contribution from suppressed displacement noise sources. Below around 5 mHz the
dominating sensing noise is due to the op-amp electronics. Lab measurements of seismic noise have
been made down to 0.3 Hz, and this dominates the displacement noise between 10 mHz and 10 Hz.
The assumption has been made that the noise is sharply suppressed below the microseism at 0.1 Hz.
Dominant displacement noise below 10 mHz is due to the DACs.
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Figure 5.17: Root-mean-square noise projection for 퐿(−) using velocity feedback. The requirement
is exceeded beyond a few hours, after which the noise due to the BHD readout is enough for the
cavities to drift beyond the displacement requirement and lose sensitivity.
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Figure 5.18: Simplied layout of the Sagnac speed meter experiment including both displacement
and velocity feedback paths. Apart from the components shown already in gure 5.3, this diagram
includes the PDH readout used to provide a displacement error signal at low frequencies.
5.4 Velocity-displacement control
Light from each counter-propagating mode is incident upon M9, and as such this is a natural
port in which to separate the modes and sense the motion of each arm cavity (see the shaded
blue region of gure 5.18). Using RF modulation, for instance via the Pound-Drever-Hall
(PDH) technique [121], it is possible to obtain a displacement error signal for each cavity
that, unlike the velocity signal from the BHD, has at response at dc, with a similar cavity
pole frequency (see gure 5.19). The individual cavity PDH signals can be mixed to obtain a
measurement of퐿(−), and the frequency dependence of the signal 푠PDH is, following ref. [43],
given by
푠PDH (Ω) ∝
√
훾arm(
Ω2 + 훾2arm
)퐿(−), (5.6)
ignoring again the eect of losses and constant terms as with equation (5.1). Note that for
Ω≪ 훾arm, the response is at as expected for a displacement measurement and as such the
PDH readout oers a suitable signal to sense 퐿(−) at low frequencies.
5.4.1 Combined filter
The separate velocity and displacement readouts contain the same fundamental informa-
tion about퐿(−), albeit with dierent response functions. We can express the signal at output
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Figure 5.19: The frequency response of the dierential arm cavity degree of freedom to the PDH
readout alongside that of the BHD readout, simulated numerically with Optickle. At low frequencies,
the PDH readout is at whereas the BHD signal decays towards zero. The at PDH error signal
assists with the long term stability of the Sagnac speed meter experiment.
eld 푖 as a function of the 푘th mode of motion, 표̂k,i (Ω), as [43]
표̂k,i (Ω) = 퐿k (Ω) +
푛̂i (Ω)
푅k,i (Ω)
(5.7)
where 퐿k is the position of mode 푘, 푛̂i (Ω) is the noise at eld 푖 and 푅k,i (Ω) is the optome-
chanical transfer function of mode 푘 to eld 푖. The denition of a eld in this case refers to
that of a single signal sideband at frequency Ω. The total time domain signal on a sensor
due to the 푘th mode at the location of the output eld will see a combination of the upper
and lower signal sidebands:
표̂k,i (푡) = ∫
∞
0
dΩ
2휋
(
표̂k,i
(
휔0 + Ω
)
+ 표̂†k,i
(
휔0 − Ω
))
푒−푖Ω푡, (5.8)
where 휔0 is the angular frequency of the carrier.
Displacement noise sources are implicit in 퐿, and we assume the sensing noise other than
quantum noise associated with both the BHD and PDH readouts is the same. The excess
noise at each readout port is therefore due to 푛̂i, the quantum vacuum entering at open ports
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within the interferometer. The presence of such vacuum noise limits the sensitivity of the
readout in the measurement band. For this reason the reectivity of M9 must be chosen
to be close to unity, therefore only a small amount of light is available to the displacement
readout for use as a low frequency error signal.
The blending of the two readouts must be causal in order to preserve the stability of the
control loop. Due to the dierent frequency response of the PDH and BHD signals, a prac-
tical approach is simply to combine the two readouts together with dierent gain. In this
case, the blending lter has a 90° phase dierence at the crossover frequency determined by
the relative gains for frequencies below the cavity pole, providing adequate phase margin.
As we are concerned with greatest sensitivity above 100 Hz, yet must use the displacement
information provided by the PDH signal to control drifts at low frequencies, the blending
lter’s crossover frequency can in this case be placed in the region of 1 Hz. This results in
BHD feedback with magnitude at least a factor 100 greater than that of the PDH feedback
above 100 Hz, preventing the PDH’s displacement-proportional noise in the measurement
band from adversely aecting the overall sensitivity there.
5.4.2 Control loop
The intended control loop schematic for the experiment with combined feedback is shown
in gure 5.20. This is similar to the loop shown in gure 5.15, but with the addition of
signal paths from the interferometer’s PDH readout to the controller and two gain blocks
to control the way in which the velocity and displacement readouts are combined. An
additional step is modelled with the PDH readout: the demodulation gain. This is the gain
the signal receives as a result of the mixing of the sideband frequency as part of the PDH
technique. The responsivity of the photodiodes used for the PDH readout has also been
assumed smaller, at 0.8 A W−1, due to this channel’s relaxed loss requirements. For the
same reason, the photocurrent from the PDH sensors is not directly subtracted, instead
being combined into a signal representing 퐿(−) within CDS.
5.4.3 Low frequency noise projection with combined feedback
The 퐿(−) noise projection for a simple combined lter as discussed in section 5.4.1 is shown
in gure 5.21, showing the sensitivity the control system has to the interferometer’s dif-
ferential arm cavity motion. At the expense of a very small increase in noise at 1 Hz over
the velocity-only feedback, the rms curve in gure 5.22 shows a clear reduction in residual
displacement over longer periods.
The open loop gain of the system is shown in gure 5.23. This shows the unity gain fre-
quency to be 350 Hz, with a phase margin of 44°. With this controller the system’s dier-
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Figure 5.21: Spectral density noise projection for 퐿(−) using both displacement and velocity feed-
back. The mixing of displacement information into the feedback signal at low frequencies leads
to greatly reduced equivalent 퐿(−) noise, as the noise from the velocity readout electronics is sup-
pressed by the strong displacement response. As with gure 5.16 some important individual contri-
butions to the overall noise are shown.
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Figure 5.22: Root-mean-square noise projection for 퐿(−) using both displacement and velocity feed-
back. Unlike the velocity-only feedback, the combination of velocity and displacement feedback
prevents the rms cavity mirror displacement from exceeding the required control precision after a
few hours, instead allowing stability over much greater periods.
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Figure 5.23: Simulated Sagnac speed meter controller open loop gain. The majority of the gain is
applied to correct displacements due to seismic noise below 10 Hz. The unity gain frequency is
350 Hz and the phase margin is 44°.
ential arm cavity displacement is able to be controlled to within the requirement shown in
section 5.2.4.
5.5 Matched filter
By considering cross-correlations in the quantum noise at the BHD and PDH readouts, it
is possible to calculate a matched lter with which to combine the two outputs in post-
processing so as to minimise the total noise spectral density. This can be applied to the
oine data in order to calculate the noise spectral density of the interferometer during the
data acquisition period.
The noise at each readout is the sum of the quantum noise inputs at open ports propagated
through the interferometer with appropriate transfer functions, so we can rewrite 푛̂i in
equation (5.7) in terms of the quantum noise amplitudes 푞̂m entering at 푁p open ports:
푛̂i (Ω) =
푁p∑
푚=1
푀m,i (Ω) 푞̂m (Ω) , (5.9)
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where푀m,i (Ω) represents the transfer function between input eld푚 and output eld 푖 for
signal sideband Ω. The cross-correlation spectral density for unity noise at the 푖th and 푗th
output channels, for the 푘th mode, is given by [40]
푆k, ij(Ω) =
푁p∑
푚=1
[
푀 *m, i(Ω)푀

m, j(Ω) +푀
 *
m, j(−Ω)푀

m, i(−Ω)
]
[푅∗k, i(Ω) + 푅k, i(−Ω)][푅k, j(Ω) + 푅
∗
k, j(−Ω)]
. (5.10)
This reduces to the following form for noise entering the same port in which it exits:
푆푖,푖 =
1
2
|||푀푖,푖 (Ω)|||2 + |||푀∗푖,푖 (−Ω)|||2(|||푅푘,푖 (Ω)||| + |||푅∗푘,푖 (−Ω)|||)2 . (5.11)
Assuming a lter 훼 (Ω) combines the BHD (푖 = 1) and PDH (푖 = 2) elds, its output for 퐿k
would be:
표̂k,combined (Ω) = 훼 (Ω) 표̂k,1 (Ω) + (1 − 훼 (Ω)) 표̂k,2 (Ω)
=
(
훼 (Ω)퐿k (Ω) + (1 − 훼 (Ω))퐿k (Ω)
)
+
훼 (Ω) 푛̂1
푅k,1 (Ω)
+
(1 − 훼 (Ω)) 푛̂2
푅k,2 (Ω)
.
(5.12)
The corresponding total noise power spectral density of the combined readout is then:
푆readout = |훼|2 푆푛1,푛1 + |1 − 훼|2 푆푛2,푛2
+ℜ
[
훼∗ (1 − 훼)푆푛1,푛2
]
+ℜ
[
훼∗ (1 − 훼)푆푛2,푛1
]
,
(5.13)
where 푆푛1,푛1 is the noise power spectral density at the BHD port due to vacuum entering
at the BHD port, 푆푛2,푛2 is the noise power spectral density at the PDH port due to vacuum
entering at the PDH port, and 푆푛1,푛2 and 푆푛2,푛1 are the noise power spectral densities for
noise entering at one port and exiting at the other. The optimal matching lter 훼matched can
be determined by minimising equation (5.13) over 훼:
훼matched =
푆푛1,푛2 − 푆
∗
푛1,푛2
푆푛1,푛1 + 푆푛2,푛2 −ℜ
[
푆푛1,푛2
]
−ℜ
[
푆푛2,푛1
] . (5.14)
The reectivity of M9 is implicit in both the eld-to-eld and mode-to-eld transfer matrices
for each signal sideband, 퐌 and 퐑, respectively, and as such 훼matched depends on the value
of M9.
The matrices 퐌 and 퐑 are not calculated in Optickle by default, and so some modications
to the code were necessary (see appendix C.3). The eect of M9’s reectivity on 훼matched is
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Figure 5.24: Matched lters to combine the BHD and PDH signals for dierent values of M9 reec-
tivity. The red, yellow and green curves are the coecients to be applied to the BHD signal with
respect to the PDH signal before the two are combined, for dierent M9 (power) reectivities. The
black, dashed curve is the (unity) coecient to be applied to the PDH signal. For all values of M9
shown, the optimal combination involves suppressing the BHD signal with respect to the PDH at
frequencies below around 1 kHz.
shown in gure 5.24. Note that, because it is calculated with oine spectral densities and
not tested for stability, the lter predicted by equation (5.14) is not necessarily realisable
and therefore cannot be implemented in the real-time control system. A causal Wiener l-
ter—one which is implementable in a physical experiment—has previously been calculated
for single-readout interferometers [150, 151], but a similar calculation for more than one
readout has to the author’s knowledge not been found as of the time of writing.
While the matched lter is presented in the context of the Sagnac speed meter experiment,
it is a general solution for an interferometer with multiple readouts for a single variable
and may prove useful for future gravitational wave detectors utilising QND techniques
regardless of topology.
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5.5.1 Noise budget
In order to show that quantum noise is reduced with respect to an equivalent Fabry-Perot
Michelson interferometer, the design of the Sagnac speed meter experiment intends for it to
be the limiting noise source in a frequency band in the region of a few hundreds of Hz [137].
Using the linear projection technique outlined in section 5.3.2, each anticipated signicant
source of noise has been estimated and projected into 퐿(−) noise to discover the limiting
sources across the control bandwidth, and verify that the experiment will be limited by
quantum noise in the intended band. The noise budget was created in steps. First, the
individual noise sources contributing to the displacement of the test masses and the sens-
ing of the interferometer signals were estimated individually, as described in section 5.2.
Each individual noise source was then projected to the point in the loop where the data is
recorded—CDS—with all other noise sources switched o. Here, the open loop gain of the
controller was applied to simulate the eect the loop has in suppressing displacement noise
sources. Finally, to understand the sensitivity in terms of 퐿(−), the noise spectral density
was divided by the transfer function from dierential arm cavity mirror motion to CDS. The
noise budget for each signicant noise source, calculated with SimulinkNb, is presented in
gure 5.25. This budget is similar to the one presented in ref. [137], with the dierence that
this noise budget is the product of a comprehensive control noise study. The noise contri-
bution from the PDH feedback is shown to be vastly lower than the limiting noise in the
intended measurement band, justifying its inclusion.
The sensitivity between 100 Hz and 700 Hz, shaded in blue, is the quantum noise limited
measurement band. This band is constrained from below by expected test mass suspension
mechanical mode cross-couplings (not shown) and from above by the rst violin mode of
the ETM suspensions. Suspension thermal noise is the second highest noise source present
in this band and is at most a factor of 2.3 below quantum noise, allowing a careful direct
measurement of quantum radiation pressure noise to be made in this region. The contri-
bution to the quantum noise from the PDH feedback is far below the total quantum noise,
showing that the use of the displacement readout as part of the combined lter presented
in section 5.4.1 does not signicantly aect the sensitivity of the Sagnac speed meter in the
desired band.
5.6 Experimental parameters
The parameters, including those developed over the course of this work, are shown in ta-
ble 5.2. Unless otherwise stated, the mirrors specied in the gures and simulations are
assumed to have unity reectivity (apart from beam splitters, which are assumed to have
equal transmissivity and reectivity). All listed transmissivities represent power, no sub-
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Figure 5.25: Sagnac speed meter dierential mode noise budget for the combined lter scheme with
sensing and control noise taken into account. The shaded blue region represents the frequency band
at which the intended direct measurement of reduced quantum radiation pressure noise is to be made
in the experiment. The quantum noise contribution from the PDH readout is more than an order of
magnitude smaller than the total quantum noise, showing that its inclusion in the combined lter
is not harmful to the overall sensitivity in this band. Displacement noise sources, such as coating
noise, are suppressed by the loop gain below the unity gain frequency.
strate loss is assumed for any optic and all simulations have been performed using the
plane-wave approximation.
5.7 Summary and Outlook
We have outlined a realistic control strategy for the Sagnac speed meter experiment taking
into account the sensors and actuators to be used, and demonstrated that positional drifts
of the cavity mirrors at low frequencies due to sensing noise lead to an inability to control
the cavity mirrors over time scales longer than a few hours. We have shown that this
drift can be suppressed by taking a small amount of light from the path between the arm
cavities to provide a displacement readout, and that this does not signicantly aect the
sensitivity of the main, velocity readout. A combination of the displacement and velocity
readouts provides a suitable error signal for the control of the arm cavity dierential mode
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Parameter Fiducial value
Laser wavelength 휆0 1064 nm
Input power 1.8 W
퐿RT 2.83 m
M9 transmissivity 104 ppm
푇ITM 700 ppm
Arm cavity FWHM 12.2 kHz
Arm cavity nesse 8663
BHD quantum eciency 0.95 A W−1
PDH quantum eciency 0.80 A W−1
RT 10 kΩ
PDH demodulation gain 21 dB
ADC/DAC quantisation noise 1.8 µV
√
Hz−1
ETM mass 113 g
ETM bres 4
ETM bre diameter 40 µm
ETM bre length 200 mm
ITM mass 0.86 g
ITM bres 2
ITM bre diameter 10 µm
ITM bre length 100 mm
Suspension vertical-to-horizontal coupling 0.01
Table 5.2: Experimental parameters. The properties for the suspensions and test masses are given
should the reader wish to reproduce the suspension thermal noise spectral density presented in
gure 5.25.
at all relevant frequencies without spoiling the quantum non-demolition eect at higher
frequencies, facilitating measurements with arbitrary integration time and allowing the
Sagnac speed meter to reach its design sensitivity.
The eect that the mixing of displacement and velocity information should have on the
interferometer’s stability should be quite straightforward to measure. As shown in g-
ure 5.22, the drift from the lack of an error signal at low frequencies in the velocity-only
case will cause the interferometer to lose its sensitivity after a short period of time. To
enable measurement integration times longer than a few hours—which will probably be
necessary to obtain well dened measurements of radiation pressure noise to meet the ex-
periment’s goals and indeed for future gravitational wave observatories to conduct science
runs of months in duration—the displacement-proportional signals will have to be fed back
at frequencies below the measurement band. A simple test of the two control laws should
highlight a noticeable contrast.
Since the main readout of any interferometer primarily sensitive to velocity will encounter
the problem of vanishing signal in the presence of at or increasing sensing noise at low
frequencies, we believe the solution presented in this work is applicable to any audio-band
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speed-meter.
Chapter 6
Infrastructure for the control of a plate
capacitor electrostatic drive with
reduced seismic coupling
6.1 Electrostatic drives as actuators in suspended inter-
ferometer experiments
Suspended test masses in interferometers require positional corrections in order for the
interferometer to be kept at its operating point. This is typically provided via actuators on
the suspension system and predominantly involves voice coil actuators composing magnets
and wound wire. Force noise can be introduced to the test masses by their actuators due to
various eects such as stray magnetic eld coupling, electronic noise in the driver circuitry,
Barkhausen noise [139] and seismic coupling via the actuator attachment point. The rst
two eects can usually be mitigated with appropriate design and shielding, for example
by choosing appropriate electronic components and by making the magnets small and the
electromagnetic environment quiet. The third eect is often mitigated by suspending the
actuators from a separate suspension behind the test mass called a reaction suspension. This
provides seismic ltering to the actuators such that the ground motion coupling introduced
to the test masses from the actuators is of similar magnitude to the ground motion the test
masses would in any case receive with no actuation.
As introduced in chapter 5, electrostatic drives (ESDs) are a type of actuator employed in
GEO 600 and Advanced LIGO for fast (high frequency) corrections to the interferometer.
This actuator creates a force on a dielectric test mass by creating a potential dierence
between anodes and cathodes upon the face of the dielectric reaction mass. Electromagnetic
eld gradients are then formed in such a way that a force can be applied to the test mass in
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a particular direction.
6.1.1 Comb electrostatic drive design
The ESD design used in current generation detectors involves a comb of interlocking anodes
and cathodes across which a voltage is applied to create the desired force. Alignment control
is achieved through the use of multiple sets of combs on the face of the reaction mass, and
the sign of the voltage applied to each set can be controlled to induce torque.
There are a number of problems with this approach actuation. There are obviously cost
and technical implications for the use of a reaction suspension system behind each main
suspension. The alignment of this second suspension must be controlled and damped in
the presence of displacement noise just like the rst suspension. With the use of ESDs, the
gap created between the reaction and test masses can also lead to noise from squeezed lm
damping due to residual gas in the vacuum system [152]. One of the most important issues
in the use of this type of ESD and the more typical voice coil actuators, however, is the
limited clear aperture behind each test mass. In the case of this ESD design, the metal comb
pattern on its corresponding reaction mass can clip the transmitted beam. The beam size
on the ETMs of Advanced LIGO is around 6 cm and so in this case if the transmitted light
were to be measured for the purposes of sensing and control the choice would have to be
made between allowing the beam to be clipped with the associated technical problems this
introduces and a reduction in the space available on the reaction mass for the electrostatic
comb structure.
6.1.2 Plate capacitor electrostatic drive design
An alternative design to the comb arrangement is to use parallel metal plates with faces
perpendicular to the beam axis. Applying a potential dierence between these plates eec-
tively creates a capacitor, and the fringe electric eld between the edge of the plates and a
dielectric test mass produces a small component of force along the beam axis.
The electrostatic energy in the capacitor is given by the volume integral of the electric eld
created by the potential dierence multiplied by the permittivity of the volume enclosed by
the plates. For the case when the dielectric mirror is partially inside the volume enclosed
by the plates, it can be shown that the energy is given by [153]
퐸 = 1
2
푤푑 (Δ휙∕푑)2
(
휖푧 + 휖0 (푙 − 푧)
)
, (6.1)
where 푤 and 푙 are the plate width and height, respectively, 푑 is the dielectric slab’s thick-
ness, Δ휙 is the potential dierence, 휖 and 휖0 are the dielectric and vacuum permittivities
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and 푧 is the oset of the slab along the beam axis. The electrostatic force the capacitor
applies to the dielectric slab in the direction of the beam axis is given by the gradient of the
electrostatic energy:
퐹 (푧) = ∇퐸 (푧)
=
(
휖 − 휖0
) 푤Δ휙2
2푑
.
(6.2)
This shows that the force produced by the parallel plates depends on the voltage applied
across the space separating the plates alongside the plate geometry and separation. The
force is greater for higher voltage and wider plates with smaller separation.
Originally suggested by Wittel et al. [154], this parallel plate capacitor ESD has potential ap-
plications as an actuator for test masses in suspended interferometers where it was shown
that the dc force provided by such an actuator with dimensions applicable to the AEI 10 m
prototype is around 1.5 µN at 1 kV, corresponding to a displacement of around 0.3 µm. This
result taken alongside inspection of equation (6.2) for silica mirrors, feasible plate geome-
tries and voltages shows that this ESD design is only suitable for small corrections. As the
pendulum systems used in suspended interferometers lter ground motion to a greater ex-
tent at higher frequencies, this type of actuation tends to lend itself more to the control of
radiation pressure and other displacement eects at frequencies above 50 Hz where seismic
motion is typically insignicant.
Apart from the availability of a clear aperture behind the test mass for sensing and control,
a further advantage of this type of actuator is that it is highly insusceptible to displacement
noise induced by seismic motion; this is due to the shallow gradient of the fringe eld at
the edge of the plates. Small perturbations with respect to the position of the plates do not
strongly couple to the direction or magnitude of the force produced by this type of ESD;
this contrasts to the seismic noise coupling produced not only by voice coils but also by the
metal comb type ESD, as shown in ref. [154]. The remaining contributions to displacement
noise with this type of ESD come from misalignments in the plates with respect to one
another and electronic noise in the creation of the potential dierence across the plates.
This chapter will address the design of electronics capable of providing low noise actuation
upon the ETMs within the Sagnac speed meter experiment.
6.2 Electrostatic drives for the Sagnac speed meter ex-
periment
The plan for the Sagnac speed meter experiment is to adopt a plate capacitor design for the
actuation of the ETMs so that the transmitted beam is available for the purposes of sensing
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Parameter Value
ETM diameter 48.6 mm
ETM thickness 24.5 mm
Single plate width 48.6 mm
Single plate length 50 mm
Nominal plate separation 58.6 mm
Table 6.1: Plate capacitor and optic parameters for the Sagnac speed meter experiment.
and control and to reduce the number of suspensions required in the limited space within
the vacuum enclosure.
Due to the dimensions of the 100 g ETMs for which the ESDs will eventually be used, the
plate capacitor parameters shown in table 6.1 were deemed appropriate. As equation (6.2)
assumes that the dielectric test mass completely lls the region between the plates it is only
an approximation for this situation where each round test mass is oset from the plates to
avoid ground motion coupling and friction. In order to gain a more complete understand-
ing of the force produced on the test mass by the plates nite element simulations were
conducted. A basic model of the plates and test mass described in table 6.1 was built with
ANSYS in order to model the eect of force coupling in each direction from an applied volt-
age, given perfectly aligned plates. Figure 6.1 shows the results of this simulation, with the
force along the beam axis given by the z-direction and the forces in the transverse directions
given by 푥 and 푦 as a function of potential dierence. For a voltage of 750 V, which is what
we think our vacuum feedthrough connectors should be able to handle, the ESD is able
to provide a force of around −1.48 × 10−6 N. The force-voltage behaviour is approximately
linear in this region giving a gradient of −3.68 nN V−1.
6.2.1 Maximum actuation requirements
At the operating point the ESD’s feedback force will be signicantly lower than its max-
imum. The requirement for the ESD’s range is set by the lock acquisition sequence per-
formed to reach the low noise state, where the ESDs have to be able to respond to changes
in classical radiation pressure forces as the light power is increased in the cavities. The sug-
gested lock acquisition schemes for the Sagnac speed meter experiment require of the order
µN actuation at high frequencies to bring the test masses to the operating point [141], and
this therefore requires an HV amplier capable of providing close to 750 V limit set by the
vacuum system. The maximum displacement each ESD can apply to each ETM as a func-
tion of frequency given this limit is shown in gure 6.2, calculated using the state-space
model for the ETMs discussed in chapter 5.
Given the experiment’s constraints in terms of noise, output voltage and signalling we
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Figure 6.1: Simulations of the actuation force produced by the proposed ESD design upon a 100 g
cylindrical test mass of diameter 48.6 mm and depth 24.5 mm resembling that of the Sagnac speed
meter experiment’s ETMs. The plate separation and the position of the mirror with respect to the
plates inuence the level of force produced. Greatest force coupling is produced when the mirror
centre of mass is aligned to the edge of the plates and the plates are as close as possible to the
mirror without touching. Although the force follows a quadratic relationship with voltage given by
equation (6.2), the range shown is in a highly linear region.
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Figure 6.2: Maximum ETM displacement the ESD can create as a function of frequency with a poten-
tial dierence of 750 V. This is produced by multiplying the force to displacement transfer function
calculated for the ETMs using a state-space model by the force produced by the ESD at maximum
output. This assumes that the output is entirely concentrated in a sine wave at each particular
frequency, but in reality the feedback signal will contain many frequency components and so the
displacement applied at any one frequency will be reduced.
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consider a bespoke HV amplier design. The next sections discuss the design, construction
and testing of such a device.
6.3 High voltage amplifier design and implementation
Given that there are four ETMs in the arm cavities of the Sagnac speed meter experiment
there will be four ESDs and so there will need to be four electronic feedback channels.
The feedback signal to be applied to each ESD via an amplier will be supplied by the
CDS system as discussed in section 4.2.4.1. Given that a high voltage power supply, safety
interlocking and monitoring infrastructure can be shared across the four channels, it is
sensible to develop a single electronic amplier circuit supporting four channels.
6.3.1 Dierential sending and receiving
For the control of the amplier and its high voltage output it is benecial to utilise dieren-
tial sending and receiving to allow for signals to be transmitted across the laboratory with
minimal noise pick-up.
6.3.1.1 Control input
In CDS, the signal 푆 is sent from the digital to the analogue domain via ADCs where it
is split into two channels, 퐴 and 퐵, containing the same signal but with opposite sign.
These signals are sent to the amplier in a two-core cable, and during transmission the
signals are susceptible to noise pick up 푛퐴 and 푛퐵 , respectively, arising from electromagnetic
interference; each channel then contains contributions from the signal and noise:
퐴 = 푆 + 푛퐴, (6.3)
퐵 = −푆 + 푛퐵. (6.4)
We can represent these noise sources in terms of common and dierential modes at the
amplier input, 푛(+) and 푛(−), respectively:
푛(+) = 푛퐴 + 푛퐵, (6.5)
푛(−) = 푛퐴 − 푛퐵. (6.6)
Standard op-amps contain inverting and non-inverting inputs and the output current is pro-
portional to the dierence between the two inputs. This subtraction results in the cancella-
tion of common mode noise at the two inputs, so it makes sense to use op-amps to receive
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the signals sent from CDS. An op-amp’s ability to remove common mode noise is expressed
as its common mode rejection ratio (CMRR), dened as the logarithm of the ratio of the am-
plier’s dierential and common mode gains 퐺(−) and 퐺(+), respectively:
CMRR = 20 log10
(퐺(−)
퐺(+)
)
, (6.7)
with the resulting number expressed in decibels.
The output of an op-amp in terms of its dierential and common mode gain is:
푆out = 퐺(−) (퐴 − 퐵) + 퐺(+)
(퐴 + 퐵)
2
, (6.8)
and given the denitions of 퐴 and 퐵 above, this becomes:
푆out = 퐺(−)
(
2푆 + 푛(−)
)
+ 퐺(+)
푛(+)
2
. (6.9)
Given equation (6.7), an op-amp with high CMRR implies퐺(−) ≫ 퐺(+), and so equation (6.9)
shows that an op-amp with high CMRR will result in only dierential noise having any
signicance at the output. The unsuppressed dierential noise is kept to a minimum by
ensuring that 퐴 and 퐵 are transmitted through the same shielded cable.
A standard low-noise op-amp such as the OPA277 provides CMRR of 120 dB at 100 Hz;
this would result in 푛(+) being suppressed by a factor 106 which should be sucient for a
standard laboratory environment.
6.3.1.2 High voltage output
Only the potential dierence between the plates of each ESD determines its force actuation,
not the magnitude of the voltage with respect to ground at any one plate. To suppress the
eect of noise from the op-amps used to produce the high voltage signals, however, it is
best to create the potential dierence 푉 by producing balanced contributions of 푉
2
at the
cathode and −푉
2
at the anode. This is to reduce the eect of current noise, which depends
on the output voltage, from the HV op-amp used to generate the signal. The noise from
identical HV op-amps is then suppressed by a factor
√
2
2
between the plates. This requires
two HV op-amps per output channel.
6.3.2 Switchable dewhitening
During lock acquisition the majority of the ESD’s signal will contain corrections for low
frequency oscillations created by seismic noise and radiation pressure eects in order to
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Figure 6.3: Active inverting dewhitening circuit. This lter uses an inverting op-amp with parallel
feedback resistors to achieve the desired frequency response. At low frequencies, the capacitor’s
impedance is high and so the feedback path is dominated by the impedance of the 10 kΩ resistor
and the gain is 1. At high frequencies the capacitor produces very low impedance and so the feedback
path’s total impedance is the equivalent resistance of the parallel 4.7 kΩ and 10 kΩ resistors and the
gain is then 10 kΩ3.2 kΩ ≈ −10 dB. The simulated transfer functions for one and two of these lters is
shown in gure 6.4.
damp the residual test mass motion to the required level. As the operating point is neared
the signal will have to contain feedback at higher frequencies to reduce the displacement
noise sources shown in table 5.1 to reach the target sensitivity.
Whitening and dewhitening was introduced in section 5.2.8.1. To achieve strong actua-
tion at low frequencies during lock acquisition the input to the HV amplier from CDS
will be unwhitened to achieve maximum low frequency signals at the expense of higher
frequency noise from the DACs. When low frequency noise is suppressed and greater lock-
ing precision is desired in order to reach the low noise operating point, a whitening lter
on CDS will be engaged to enhance the higher frequency feedback above the DAC noise.
To compensate for this digital lter an equivalent dewhitening lter will be required on
each analogue HV channel as shown in gure 5.20. For maximum exibility we intend to
include two dewhitening lters for each HV channel, and due to the speed at which the
control system will have to respond to high frequency perturbations these lters will have
to be switchable by an electronic means.
The simulations conducted in chapter 5 suggest that the whitening at the output from CDS
should provide amplication by a factor of 10 above 100 Hz, which means the dewhitening
should reduce the magnitude by the same amount. Simulating one or two 10 dB active de-
whitening circuits as shown in gure 6.3 with the circuit simulation tool LISO the resulting
transfer functions are shown in gure 6.4. The dierence in phase between the two lters
can be compensated with a sign ip applied to the feedback signal during lter transitions.
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Figure 6.4: Frequency response of the dewhitening lters simulated with LISO. Each dewhitening
lter provides −10 dB gain at high frequencies and so the combined pair produces an overall high
frequency gain of −20 dB ≈ 10−1.
6.3.2.1 Digital switching electronics
A series of digital outputs from CDS can be used to control the HV amplier’s dewhitening
lters. The Contec DO-32L-PE output card provides a 32 channel binary switch with an
equivalent schematic shown in the left side of gure 6.5. The control signal from CDS for
a particular output is inverted and attaches to the negative input of an optocoupler which
acts as a relay without an electrical connection between the input and output. The positive
input is attached to a voltage supply such that a digital output of 1 results in a closed circuit
once inverted. An output of 0 is inverted to 1 and so there is no potential dierence to
close the optocoupler’s circuit. The optocoupler’s output in turn connects to the base of a
transistor which controls current ow between the collector and emitter. Once the potential
dierence between the transistor’s base and emitter exceeds around 0.7 V, current is allowed
to ow from the collector to the emitter, forcing the potential dierence between collector
and emitter to be zero.
The analogue input to the HV amplier for a particular channel is split into two with one
passed through the dewhitening lter and the other passed through unltered. These two
signals, the “dewhitened” and “normal” inputs, respectively, as shown in gure 6.5, form the
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Figure 6.5: Digital signalling between CDS and a channel within the HV amplier. The digital control
signal operates an optocoupler which allows current to ow from the 푉HIGH voltage reference to a
transistor which operates the analogue control signal 푉CONTROL. This signal is used by the CMOS
switch in the HV amplier to select either the dewhitened or unltered inputs.
CDS software logic level 푉CONTROL Dewhitening status
0 푉HIGH On
1 푉LOW O
Table 6.2: Truth table for digital switching of dewhitening lters in the HV amplier, showing the
eect that a software logic level in CDS has on the dewhitening of the input signal for a particular
channel in the HV amplier.
poles of a complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) switch, selected for its rapid
switching speed. The analogue output from this switch is either the dewhitened or normal
input, as determined by a threshold sensor at the switch’s control input. If the control volt-
age is near to 15 V the output is the dewhitened input, and if it is near to ground the output
is the normal input. The voltage drop across the CMOS is negligible. The switch control
input is connected to one of the digital outputs of the CDS card via a shielded transmission
line, represented by the dashed vertical line. Also transmitted between the circuits are the
reference voltages 푉HIGH and 푉LOW, set to 15 V and ground, respectively. The software on
CDS determines whether the control voltage is set to 푉HIGH or 푉LOW. Due to the active low
operation of the digital output card, where the application of a current to the optocoupler’s
LED (corresponding to a digital control input of 1) results in the control voltage becoming
푉LOW, the dewhitening lter threshold signal 푉CONTROL must be referenced to 푉HIGH. This is
achieved in the circuit through the use of a pull-up resistor. When dewhitening is desired,
an output of 1 at the optocoupler results in a low-resistance path between the control signal
and ground and so the control signal within the amplier becomes 푉LOW. A truth table for
the logic between CDS and the HV amplier is shown in table 6.2.
The electronics shown in gure 6.5 are for a single dewhitener. This conguration must be
repeated twice for each of the channels in order to provide available dewhitening of 0 dB,
10 dB or 20 dB.
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6.3.3 Choice of high voltage op-amp
Due to the nature of the load the amplier does not need to drive a signicant current, but
the voltage noise it produces must be signicantly lower than the displacement requirement
for the experiment in order for it not to limit its sensitivity. The lowest noise high voltage
amplier integrated circuits available tend to be MOSFET-type op-amps. The choice of
device tends to be motivated by the bandwidth, maximum output voltage and noise of each
particular model.
The gain-bandwidth product species an op-amp’s open-loop gain as a function of the band-
width it is able to provide it over, and this gure is derived from the speed at which the op-
amp’s output is able to react to a change in its input (its slew rate). The full output voltage
is not provided at the unity gain frequency, however, and so a more useful gure of merit
is the bandwidth over which the maximum output can be provided. For the Sagnac speed
meter experiment it is expected that radiation pressure and thermal noise will require fast
corrections in the kHz range, and to avoid becoming limited by the device’s slew rate at
higher frequencies (which appears as phase lag on a plot of the frequency response) it is
reasonable to require a bandwidth of at least 20 kHz.
The required dc op-amp gain should be known ahead of time in order to fully estimate the
eect an op-amp’s noise will have on the experiment. The maximum CDS input voltage is
±10 V (dierential) and so to achieve the maximum output voltage requirement of ±350 V
with the greatest dynamic range the amplier circuit’s gain should be at least ±10V
±350V
= ±35.
Finally, the quiescent current drawn by each op-amp determines the amount of heat it
will produce, and since the HV amplier will be used continuously during interferometer
operation this parameter should be as low as practical in the chosen model.
Table 6.3 shows the aforementioned parameters for some popular op-amp models produced
by Apex. The models shown have sucient output voltage and identical input noise. The
PA89’s bandwidth is limited and the full output voltage is not available beyond 7 kHz, while
the quiescent power in the PA94 and PA98 is high enough to warrant challenging heat sink
requirements. In this case the optimal choice of op-amp is the PA95, which provides enough
bandwidth and for which only a passive heat sink will be required.
6.3.4 Amplifier signal path
The constructed amplier signal path is shown for a single channel in gure 6.6. The inputs
IN+ and IN- are dierentially received and converted to a single-ended signal which is
then passed through the two dewhitening stages controlled by digital switches. The signal
is then split into two parts, with one part being inverted, and these become the inputs
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PA89 PA94 PA95 PA98
Maximum output 1140 V 900 V 450 V
Bandwidth @ 400V output 7 kHz 90 kHz 30 kHz 60 kHz
Input noise @ 100Hz 6 nV
√
Hz−1
Quiescent power @ ±400V 3.8 W 14.1 W 1.3 W 17.5 W
Table 6.3: Performance specications for various HV op-amps. All of the models listed are manu-
factured by Apex and the values have been obtained from their respective data sheets. The PA95
was selected due to its low quiescent power for the desired voltage range, which in turn eases the
requirement for heat sinking, and the bandwidth is sucient for the Sagnac speed meter experiment.
to the PA95 HV op-amps. The inverting and non-inverting inputs on each op-amp are
bridged with diodes to ensure that the voltage dierence is less than ±0.7 V; this is to prevent
accidental overvoltage at the inputs. Although the dierential input range of the PA95s is
±20 V, the ±0.7 V limit is sucient to reach the required bandwidth in this application,
and avoids potential damage to the costly op-amps from incorrect input. A 1 % voltage
divider at each of the dierential outputs provides a signal that is within the input range
of CDS for the purpose of output monitoring. This so-called monitor provides a reference
channel for the controller in order to assist with the calibration of the device as well as a
possible error signal extraction point for a feedback loop intended to suppress amplier
noise. The resistors near pins 7 and 8 of each op-amp provide current limiting, discussed
in section 6.3.5.1. The capacitor placed between pins 4 and 6 on each amplier provides
compensation for the phase of the op-amp at high frequencies, and its value is determined
from a look-up table provided by the manufacturer.
6.3.5 Practical and safety features
As the HV amplier handles potentially lethal current and voltage, a number of additional
features beyond the signal circuitry are present.
6.3.5.1 Current limiting
At the output of each HV rail there are 47 kΩ series resistors which passively limit the
current on each rail to around 10 mA. The current limit does not impact the driving of
capacitive loads, but ensures that the current produced by the HV amplier is not lethal.
Given this series resistance the HV transmission lines to the vacuum system must be kept
short (< 3m) to prevent capacitance in the cable from creating a low-pass response within
the bandwidth of the experiment.
The resistor placed between pins 7 and 8 also acts as an active current limit. The voltage
drop across this resistor is used by each PA95 to limit its output current. The combination
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Figure 6.6: Schematic of a single high voltage amplier channel. The input from CDS is dierentially
received, dewhitened and then split into dierential outputs that are amplied by PA95 op-amps. A
pick-o reads 1 % of the output voltage for calibration and noise projection purposes.
of the two current limiting features ensures that a single fault will not lead to lethal output
current, and as such this feature of the circuit meets European standard EN 61010 [155].
6.3.5.2 So-start
Capacitors are present upon the HV supply lines to lter ac noise, and these must be
charged when the device is switched on. Normally these capacitors would present very
little impedance to the power supplies and so a large initial current would be drawn po-
tentially damaging components in its path. The simplest technique to prevent this from
happening would be to put resistors in the path of the power supplies, but resistors that
would charge the capacitors at a safe rate in a short time would also dissipate a lot of power
and require additional heat sinking. Instead, we use a soft-start mechanism which controls
the current ow during the charging of the capacitors. The HV amplier’s on-o switch
operates optocouplers which allow current to ow into the circuit. Initially, when the cir-
cuit’s HV capacitors are discharged, the current on each HV rail is limited by the parallel
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5 kΩ resistors. A 2.5 % pick-o from each HV rail is compared to a reference 5 V potential
at an op-amp, the output of which operates a second optocoupler on each rail. When the
voltage surpasses 200 V the power the 5 kΩ resistors dissipate is 8 W, which is near their
limit. At this point, the capacitors are almost fully charged and the pick-o voltage sur-
passes the 5 V reference and so the op-amp’s output operates the optocoupler to open up a
low-resistance path that bypasses the 5 kΩ resistors and prevents them from overheating.
The soft-start circuit is shown in gure 6.7. The capacitors to be charged by this circuit
would be attached between the +HV and -HV rails and ground.
6.3.5.3 Pressure and temperature interlock
The breakdown voltage of the plate capacitors as a function of pressure, given by Paschen’s
Law, has a minimum in the region of 10−1 mbar to 101 mbar depending on the separation and
geometry of the anode and cathode. If the gas pressure and plate separation are favourable,
it is possible for arcing to occur between the anode and cathode of each ESD. Estimates
of the Paschen curves for parallel plates with varying separations in nitrogen are shown
as a function of pressure in gure 6.8. Apart from arcing, related eects such as creep-
age—tracking of charge across insulative surfaces—can lead to arcing at voltages above
50 V in low vacuum, though the use of highly insulating material such as ceramics can help
to mitigate this risk almost entirely [155].
Although the use of high voltage plate capacitors is in general safe at both atmospheric pres-
sure and high vacuum, the act of pumping gas out of the vacuum system passes through
pressures at which arcing and surface tracking can occur. To prevent this possibility a
cut-o function was implemented within the circuit to prevent HV output unless a control
signal is supplied (see gure 6.9). The switching mechanism uses the same CMOS switches
as the digital dewhitening lters shown in gure 6.5, with the threshold signal being gen-
erated by CDS based on a signal from a separate pressure monitor input. Additionally,
as a temperature fail-safe for the amplier components, temperature sensors are present
within the enclosure which operate threshold switches able to remove the supply to the
HV op-amps using the same mechanism as the pressure interlock. The outputs from each
interlock are sent to an AND gate, and only if both the pressure and temperature switches
are in a safe state will the HV op-amp’s supplies switch on. The interlock circuit is shown
in gure 6.9.
6.3.6 Transfer functions and noise measurements
The monitor output provides a means of measuring 1 % of the full HV output with a signal
that is within the input range of CDS. This allows transfer functions from the input to the
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Figure 6.8: The minimum breakdown voltage between the two plates of the ESD for dierent sep-
arations. This is calculated using Paschen’s Law, assuming nitrogen gas and a at plate geometry.
The real eect is a lot more complicated than this model, but the steep slope at lower pressures
shown here indicates that the voltage created by the HV amplier for the ESDs will avoid problems
associated with arcing as long as the vacuum system is operated at atmosphere or high vacuum.
output of each channel to be calculated in software to assist in the eventual calibration of the
experiment. The HV amplier should provide gain to the input signal without applying ac
ltering beyond the desired dewhitening within the intended bandwidth of the experiment.
Similarly, the noise measured at the output should not be signicant enough to aect the
sensitivity of the interferometer by applying force noise to the test masses. The following
subsections describe measurements to assert these characteristics.
6.3.6.1 Swept sine response of each channel
Transfer functions for the HV amplier can be measured by injecting a known signal into
one channel and measuring the corresponding output. Figure 6.10 shows the swept sine
response, calculated by injecting a sine wave at a given frequency, measuring the output
signal and dividing it by the injection, and repeating this process over a given frequency
range. These measurements were made without the digital dewhitening switches disen-
gaged such that they provide 20 dB of low-pass ltering. The gure shows the response
expected from the predictions made by LISO shown in gure 6.4, and the measurements
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Figure 6.9: Pressure and temperature interlock circuit. The digital interlock signal from CDS oper-
ates one switch and the output from a temperature sensor threshold switch operates another. Only
if both switches output 15 V will the control signal used to operate the HV supplies switch on.
agree once the ltering eect of the CDS anti-aliasing lters are taken into account.
6.3.6.2 Response with and without dewhitening
Figure 6.11 shows swept sine measurements of the rst channel with the dewhitening lters
in various states: both on, the rst on and the second o, the rst o and the second on, and
both o. The measurements match predictions and the response with both dewhiteners o
is at as intended across the measurement band.
6.3.6.3 Coherence between channels
The channels should be isolated from one another such that a signal injected at one input
does not appear at the output of another. Op-amp power supply ltering is implemented
using decoupling capacitors, inductors and diodes such that there should be minimal cross-
coupling between the channels. Figure 6.12 shows the coherence for each channel to each
other channel, measuring whether the output signal has the same phase angle as the input
signal. Coherence of 1 indicates that there is causal coupling between the two channels,
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Figure 6.10: Second amplier transfer functions with dewhitening enabled. The expected perfor-
mance of the dewhitening lter from theory is shown in purple alongside the transfer functions of
each channel. The curves agree closely, showing that the implemented lter operates as expected.
The mismatch at high frequency is caused by the anti-aliasing lters implemented in CDS, which
aggressively lter signals above a few kHz.
whereas coherence less than around 0.5 is expected from statistical random noise processes.
The results conrm that a high level of isolation between channels has been achieved.
6.3.6.4 Output voltage noise
The noise at the output of the rst channel of the HV amplier is shown in gure 6.13. This
was calculated via the HV amplier’s monitor with the measured noise being projected
into eective HV noise by multiplying the signal by the inverse of the monitor pick-o
fraction, 100. To measure the noise at frequencies comparable to the Sagnac speed meter
experiment’s cavity bandwidth a Stanford Research SR785 spectrum analyser was used; as
shown in gure 5.11 the anti-aliasing and anti-imaging lters signicantly reduce the input
to and output from CDS above 9 kHz and so they are not practical for this measurement.
The following measurements were made:
• the HV amplier’s output noise when it is disconnected from CDS and has no input
signal;
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Figure 6.11: Transfer functions of the high voltage amplier input to monitor output with the de-
whitening lters on and o. The monitor output is a 1 % pick-o from the main HV output, and so
the gain is 0.4 instead of 40. The curves simulated with LISO agree exactly with the measurements
within the bandwidth of CDS, and at higher frequencies the transfer functions are suppressed by
anti-aliasing lters.
• the HV amplier’s output noise when it is connected to the CDS DACs with an input
signal equivalent to maximum HV output;
• the spectrum analyser noise oor with a 50Ω load.
Each of the spectral densities shown were produced using amplitude spectral density es-
timates of the time domain signal (see appendix B.2.1), and to avoid windowing eects as
discussed in appendix B.2.3 the measurements were made with averages across three bands:
250 mHz to 200 Hz (16 averages), 4 Hz to 3.2 kHz (64 averages) and 128 Hz to 102.4 kHz (1024
averages). The measured monitor noise is above the input noise of the spectrum analyser
in all cases.
The left y-axis shows the measured monitor noise. The right y-axis shows the noise pro-
jected into equivalent noise on the HV output. The noise is dierent in the case of zero
(orange) or full (green) dc output not because of an input voltage dependency but rather
due to the inclusion of the CDS DACs in the signal path in the latter case which contribute
noise as discussed in section 5.2.7.1. Some large amplitude noise is present around 50 Hz
and its rst harmonic due to pick-up from the electricity mains on the power supply.
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Figure 6.12: HV amplier cross-channel normalised coherence. A swept sine was injected into each
channel in turn while measurements of the output phase were made on all four channels. In each
case, only the channel with the injection has coherence of 1, while other channels only show the
eect from noise.
6.3.6.5 Eective displacement noise
As shown in equation (6.2) the ESD force depends on the square of the potential dierence.
We can rearrange it to show:
퐹
(
푉signal
)
푉 2signal
=
퐹
(
푉signal + 푉noise
)(
푉signal + 푉noise
)2 , (6.10)
where 푉noise is the HV amplier’s output noise. This shows that the force noise created by
the HV amplier will be greatest at maximum output signal, 푉signal = 750V. The eective
force noise is simply the force produced due to the signal subtracted from the total force
produced in the presence of signal and noise:
퐹
(
푉noise
)
= 퐹
(
푉signal + 푉noise
)
− 퐹
(
푉signal
)
. (6.11)
The ETM displacement noise this would create is then simply the product of the force noise
and the suspension transfer function, and this is shown in gure 6.14. The eective dis-
placement noise is below the noise budget presented in chapter 5 within the measurement
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Figure 6.13: HV amplier output noise. The noise of the amplier was measured using the monitor
output of the rst channel, and this is shown in the green and orange traces using the left y-axis.
The output noise projected from the monitor to the HV rails is shown on the right y-axis. The green
trace represents the noise from the amplier when the input is at maximum and includes the noise
contribution from the DACs on CDS. The orange trace shows the output noise when CDS is not
connected. The noise oor of the SR785 spectrum analyser used to make these measurements is
shown in blue.
band, and given that this assumes the ESD is at maximum output the displacement noise
when the interferometer is at the operating point, requiring only a fraction of its maximum
range, will be lower. If the noise from the HV amplier is found to be higher in practice, it
should be possible to feed the monitor outputs back to their respective inputs in order to
stabilise each channel.
6.4 Outlook
For the control of suspended test masses at high frequencies, parallel plate capacitor ESDs
provide a low noise alternative to voice coils and their geometry can prevent clipping losses
suered in the use of metal comb ESDs. It is intended for parallel plate capacitor ESDs to
be used as the high frequency actuators in the Sagnac speed meter experiment presented in
Chapter 4, and in order to provide actuation at the required level an HV signal with suitably
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Figure 6.14: HV amplier output voltage noise (without dewhiteners engaged) projected into ef-
fective ETM displacement noise. The force produced by the ESD is a function of the square of the
voltage across its plates, and so the noise produced by the HV amplier has greatest eect when the
signal is at a maximum. This plot shows the displacement noise for maximum signal, and within
the measurement band (blue shaded region) it is below the requirement shown in black taken from
the analysis conducted in chapter 5. If necessary the HV amplier’s noise could be reduced further
by implementing a control loop between its monitor outputs and signal inputs.
high magnitude and low noise must be available. The technical design of an HV amplier
was presented which meets the experiment’s range and noise requirements, providing out-
put up to 750 V with noise of around 20 µV
√
Hz−1 in the frequency band of interest.
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Chapter 7
Conceptual longitudinal sensing
scheme for the low frequency Einstein
Telescope detector
7.1 The Einstein Telescope facility
In 2011 a group of scientists primarily based in Europe completed a design study [16] to
examine the infrastructure requirements for a gravitational wave observatory that pushes
the Michelson interferometer topology to its limits, whilst making any newly built facility
generic enough to allow for the implementation of new topologies as the state of the art
evolves. In this study they laid out the expected improvements in technologies to mitigate
fundamental and technical noise sources currently limiting the sensitivity of the second
generation of detectors, with a number of practical dierences to existing facilities.
The design for the Einstein Telescope targets an increase in sensitivity over Advanced LIGO
and Advanced Virgo by a factor of 10 over a wide bandwidth. In order to surpass the
sensitivity of the current detectors, which already expect to improve upon that of the rst
generation by an order of magnitude, a number of dierences and improvements have been
envisaged. The proposed Einstein Telescope facility composes six dual-recycled Fabry-
Perot Michelson interferometers split between the three corners of a triangle with 10 km
edges. The design exploits the geometry to implement interferometers with 10 km arms
meeting at the three vertices to benet from the colocation of multiple interferometers.
Seismic noise limits the sensitivity of current generation detectors below 10 Hz, and there
are astrophysical advantages to being able to achieve good sensitivity at these frequen-
cies [58], particularly in the ability to see the inspiral and merger of high mass black hole
binary coalescences. The majority of spinning neutron stars discovered via optical tech-
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niques have also had orbital frequencies below 10 Hz where fundamental noise limits the
ability for the current generation of detectors to see such signals. Signals evolving with
frequency, such as the binary black hole merger witnessed as GW150914 [1], which was
seen for a few tens of ms, are present at frequencies around 2 Hz for hours. Having this
extra observation time provides the possibility not only to better estimate the source pa-
rameters but also to track the signal evolution with corresponding changes in the signal
recycling cavity tuning to provide optimal sensitivity [56, 156]. The plan for the Einstein
Telescope is to have sucient sensitivity in this band to provide access to this new science;
low frequency sensitivity is dicult to achieve in Earth-based detectors, however.
As discussed in Chapter 5, the noise inuencing gravitational wave interferometers can be
split into groups arising from the sensing of signals and from sources that directly inu-
ence the test mass displacement. Sources of sensing noise are in general independent of
the arm length and test mass parameters and instead rely on the amount of light power
and the readout scheme being used. The eect on the strain sensitivity of displacement
noise sources, however, typically scales inversely to arm length1; because other detector
parameters must be re-optimised for each new arm length, this scaling is non-trivial [17].
As an example of both the benets and challenges that longer arms can create, consider the
arm cavities within a Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer. For a given readout technique,
longer arms provide better strain sensitivity, as shown by equation (1.7). Some sources of
noise are also reduced with respect to the increased signal [18]: quantum shot noise scales,
for a xed detector bandwidth, as the square root of the ratio of the lengths, such that an
arm twice as long as another has a factor
√
1
2
= 0.7 of the shot noise with respect to the
signal; quantum radiation pressure noise reduces even further, proportionally to the power
3
2
. Coating thermal noise scales, for xed beam size, inversely to the arm length. The width
of a Gaussian beam also scales inversely to the arm length, however, so the beam spreads
over a wider surface area leading to clipping loss unless the mirror surface area is also
scaled. While larger beams provide a further improvement in coating thermal noise, it also
requires signicantly larger test masses given that an increase in surface area corresponds
to a signicantly larger increase in mass, especially considering that the aspect ratio of the
test masses should be kept close to that of the test masses employed in current detectors
due to thermal noise [157]. With larger test masses and longer arms come more complex
suspension design requirements, particularly in the alignment of the cavity test masses.
Signicant research and development is ongoing to determine designs to mitigate these
issues for the next generation of detectors.
1This is not because the displacement noise decreases with arm length, but because the response of the
interferometer is improved.
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7.1.1 New facility
As discussed in section 2.2.4.1, seismic noise in current detectors limits the sensitivity at
low frequencies and creates challenging control requirements due to the mirror motion
created by ground vibrations. The Einstein Telescope interferometers will be 100 to 200 m
underground to mitigate seismic noise. This location also helps to limit the impact of gravity
gradient noise, as discussed in section 2.2.4.2, which is expected to become a problem as
seismic noise is mitigated.
There are a number of benets to having multiple detectors located in the same facility. The
noise properties across the facility will have a similar impact and so it should be possible
to combine the signals from each detector in such a way as to generate a null stream that
contains noise but not signal [158, 159]; this will be useful for the characterisation of noise
sources and will be particularly benecial for the new noise sources that may be interro-
gated due to the increased sensitivity. The arrangement of three detectors in a triangle also
allows the facility to be optimally sensitive to gravitational waves from all directions [160],
whereas existing single-interferometer detectors are sensitive only to incident signals out
of the plane of the detector. The use of multiple detectors also allows upgrades to be made
to some of the interferometers without losing sky coverage.
7.1.2 Xylophone configuration
To provide maximum astrophysical reach the facility is intended to provide sensitivity
across an unprecedented bandwidth, from around 2 Hz to 10 kHz—a bandwidth signicantly
larger than that of existing detectors. It was realised that the most technically feasible op-
tion to obtain this bandwidth would be to implement two dierent types of detector, each
optimised to provide good sensitivity in either low or high frequencies [161], an idea rst
proposed for Advanced LIGO [162]. In the proposed ET-D conguration [47], a low power,
cryogenic interferometer optimises sensitivity to reduce radiation pressure noise at the ex-
pense of shot noise, while a high power interferometer optimises high frequency sensitivity
through the reduction of shot noise. The projected sensitivity of this arrangement is shown
in black in gure 7.1.
7.1.2.1 ET-LF
The low frequency detector consists of a dual-recycled Fabry-Perot Michelson interferom-
eter conguration as introduced in section 2.3.3, but with a detuned signal recycling cavity.
This detuning allows for enhanced sensitivity at the signal recycling cavity pole where the
optomechanical dynamics create an optical spring that provides sensitivity below the SQL
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Figure 7.1: Sensitivity of the Einstein Telescope detectors, based on the ET-D design [47]. ET-LF is
optimised for low frequencies, ET-HF is optimised for high frequencies, and the combination yields
sensitivity between 2 Hz and 10 kHz.
at the spring frequency. The cavities will have 18 kW of light power, which is considerably
lower than that of Advanced LIGO at design sensitivity (800 kW), leading to reduced quan-
tum radiation pressure noise at low frequencies. Cryogenic test masses are to be used to
facilitate a reduction in thermal noise, and the wavelength of the carrier will be changed
from the standard 1064 nm to 1550 nm to utilise lower noise materials at such temperatures.
Two lter cavities to facilitate frequency dependent squeezing for the further suppression
of quantum noise are also included.
The suspension systems for the main test masses are based on those of the superattenuator
in Virgo [163]. The proposed 17 m long pendulum system pushes the longitudinal reso-
nant frequency down from around 1 Hz in existing detectors to 170 mHz, providing better
attenuation of seismic noise above 2 Hz.
The sensitivity of ET-LF is shown in blue in gure 7.1. The sensitive frequency band is
between around 2 Hz and 200 Hz.
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7.1.2.2 ET-HF
ET-HF takes the designs of Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo and assumes improve-
ments to the test mass coating loss, substrate absorption and available input laser power
based on expectations for future research, and adds new technologies such as LG33 cavity
modes [164] and frequency dependent squeezing [43] to reduce coating thermal and quan-
tum noise. The combination of greater arm cavity power, heavier test masses, squeezing
and improved coatings and materials will increase sensitivity at frequencies above a few
hundred Hz beyond the current generation by a factor of around 10, as shown in the ET
design study.
The sensitivity of ET-HF is shown in orange in gure 7.1.
7.2 Control challenges with the Einstein Telescope
Both ET-LF and ET-HF will present new challenges to the control of large-scale dual-
recycled Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometers. Although ET-HF can to some extent be
seen as a larger version of Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo, and it may therefore be
possible to adapt much of the advance detectors’ strategies for both longitudinal and angu-
lar control, some aspects such as the use of LG33 modes on a large scale and the presence
of parametric instabilities at such high arm cavity powers [60] require extensive research
to understand the implications they may have on control. ET-LF will also use a topology
that resembles existing generation detectors, but it pushes the sensitivity at low frequencies
further down and this presents additional challenges with sensing and noise. This chapter
will discuss the longitudinal control of ET-LF, focusing in particular on the challenge of
controlling the interferometer in its detuned state. The following subsection discusses the
various congurations for tuned and detuned signal recycling.
7.2.1 Signal recycling and resonant sideband extraction
As introduced in section 2.3.3, signal recycling cavities can be used to enhance the sensi-
tivity of a detector over a particular frequency band [165]. Tuned signal recycling involves
holding the signal recycling cavity resonant by ensuring that the carrier light’s transmitted
and reected phase dierence is zero, giving an enhancement below the signal recycling
cavity’s pole frequency. Detuned signal recycling, meanwhile, involves conguring the sig-
nal recycling cavity’s tuning in such a way as to provide the greatest sensitive bandwidth,
by choosing to make the signal recycling cavity resonant for one of the signal sidebands in-
stead of the carrier. This involves detuning the phase of the signal recycling mirror as seen
by the carrier, 휙, within the range 0 < 휙 < 휋
4
[166]. Signal recycling techniques enhance
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the storage time of the signal within the interferometer. Another technique for changing
the response of the interferometer is through the use of resonant sideband extraction [167].
This is typically used alongside topologies with arm cavities and the purpose is to decrease
the storage time of the signal within the interferometer. The signal recycling cavity in this
case is instead called the signal extraction cavity. Tuned resonant sideband extraction broad-
ens the response of the interferometer beyond the bandwidth of the arm cavities, achieved
by making the carrier anti-resonant (휙 = 휋) within the signal extraction cavity. The signal
extraction cavity is then less reective than the arm cavity ITMs, eectively reducing the
arm cavity nesse for the signal and therefore increasing the sensitive bandwidth. Detuned
resonant sideband extraction in contrast to the tuned variety provides greatest sensitivity
at a non-zero signal frequency at which neither the arms nor the signal extraction cavity
are resonant, and can be used to enhance the interferometer’s sensitivity for a particular
source. This involves tuning the signal extraction cavity slightly o anti-resonance, within
the range 휋
4
< 휙 < 휋 [166].
Detuned techniques involve the use of radiation pressure induced dynamics. So-called op-
tical springs are created when high laser power encounters optical cavities detuned from
resonance, and the resulting optomechanical interactions can result in enhanced sensitivity
at the spring frequency [76].
7.2.2 Resonant sideband extraction in ET-LF
The ability for a detuned signal recycling cavity to shift the most sensitive frequency has
been demonstrated in GEO 600 between 200 Hz and 1 kHz [165], however the plan for ET-LF
is to use detuned resonant sideband extraction with a detuning of around 25 Hz, a feat that
has not been achieved before in a suspended audio-band detector. With tuned techniques,
the sidebands used for control of the dierential arm cavity mode are present within the
signal recycling cavity with equal amplitude. In detuned operation, where the cavity is not
resonant for the carrier, the sidebands have unequal amplitude and some of the interfer-
ometer’s noise couplings that otherwise cancel at the output in the tuned case no longer
cancel [168]. The phase modulation of the control sidebands, created by EOMs on the in-
put path, also gets partially converted to amplitude modulation by the detuning, and this
can lead to issues with the dynamic range of, and osets upon, any photodetectors used
to sense the readout [169]. Often it can be dicult to nd a port at which to sense the
motion of the signal recycling cavity decoupled from other cavities, and this eect can be
exacerbated by large detunings such as in ET-LF where noise cross-couplings can become
more signicant [168].
In the ET design study the discussion for ET-LF stopped short of a control scheme. The rest
of this chapter will discuss some control concepts, present a conceptual approach to the
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control of ET-LF and highlight the future work that must be undertaken before a technical
design for the control of ET-LF can be produced.
7.3 Longitudinal control of a dual-recycled Fabry-Perot
Michelson interferometer
A successful control scheme for an interferometer must satisfy a number of requirements.
When the interferometer is in its uncontrolled state, the control scheme must be able to
bring it to the operating point where it has the desired response to incident gravitational
wave signals in a process called lock acquisition. Once at the operating point, it must be
robust against small perturbations by controlling the impact of noise and signal nonsta-
tionarities. Finally, the signal that represents the gravitational wave channel must have
low noise, and therefore high sensitivity, to meet the design goals of the scheme.
The lock acquisition scheme is inextricably linked to the technical environment in which
the interferometer will operate, and so it is inappropriate to discuss this while ET’s technical
design is subject to ongoing research. We will focus our eorts, therefore, on the second
and third challenges above.
7.3.1 The dc readout technique
The standard readout technique for GEO 600 and the current generation detectors is dc
readout [24, 124, 168], and the plan is for ET-LF and ET-HF to continue to use it. This
technique is a form of homodyne readout that involves a compromise between the best
sensitivity and technical complexity. The operating point is kept close to the dark fringe
(see section 2.1.2) to optimise shot noise and reduce the coupling of technical noise, but a
slight oset is introduced between the dierential round trip phase of each arm in order
to allow some of the carrier light to enter the readout port where it acts as a homodyne
local oscillator to the signal sidebands (see section 2.1.3.2). In practice, this detuning—of
the order pm at the arm cavities in Advanced LIGO—is suciently small to prevent the
sensitivity from being diminished. The light that does enter the output port is, however,
pre-ltered by the arm cavities and the impact of laser noise is suppressed by the dierential
detuning. As the source of local oscillator is a fraction of the light from the cavities to be
controlled with the readout, the phase stability of the local oscillator is linked to that of the
carrier light, as opposed to having a separate degree of freedom to control as with other
homodyne techniques. The sensitivity of this readout is furthermore improved with respect
to heterodyne techniques [24], and in squeezed interferometers it avoids the need to inject
squeezing at RF sideband frequencies in addition to the carrier frequency.
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Figure 7.2: Cavity lengths in a dual-recycled Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer. The dierential
and common arm cavity modes compose 퐿X and 퐿Y, while the auxiliary power and signal recycling
and Michelson cavity lengths are composed of a subset of the distances between the beam splitter
and each ITM and the distances between each recycling mirror and the beam splitter.
7.3.2 Degrees of freedom
The degrees of freedom of an interferometer are the non-degenerate ways in which the
interferometer’s mirrors may move away from the operating point. Each degree of freedom
has a dierent precision requirement, with the most stringent typically being the degree
of freedom corresponding to the gravitational wave channel. With dc readout there is no
local oscillator phase or alignment to independently control and so in a dual-recycled Fabry-
Perot Michelson interferometer the main degrees of freedom to consider are the arm cavity
dierential and common modes, the length between the beam splitter and the ITMs and
the recycling cavity lengths2. These are dened in the following sections and the lengths
that compose each degree of freedom are shown in gure 7.2.
The motion of each degree of freedom must be witnessed by a sensor and fed back to actu-
ators to control the relevant length. This is called linear negative feedback and the concept
of shaping feedback dynamics is discussed in greater detail in the context of suspended
interferometers in chapter 5.
2Note that throughout this chapter we refer to the signal extraction cavity as a recycling cavity to t with
convention.
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7.3.2.1 Dierential arm cavity length
Gravitational waves change the length of the arms in a Michelson interferometer dieren-
tially and due to the presence of the arm cavities in a dual-recycled Fabry-Perot Michelson
interferometer changes to the dierential arm cavity length represents the motion the main
readout is most sensitive to. This length is held close to the dark fringe but with a small
oset for dc readout. The dierential arm cavity length signal can be fed back to the ETMs
dierentially to hold the length at the desired operating point.
We dene the dierential arm cavity length, DARM, in terms of the average dierential
length of the arms:
훿퐿DARM =
퐿X − 퐿Y
2
. (7.1)
7.3.2.2 Common arm cavity length
In-phase changes in the length of the arms of a Michelson interferometer do not primarily
couple to the gravitational wave channel, but it is crucial to control this degree of freedom
in order to keep the arm cavities at their operating point which, in a dual-recycled Fabry-
Perot Michelson interferometer, is the state in which the power in the arm cavities is held
near maximum. Noise common to the light entering both arms, particularly from the laser’s
amplitude and frequency uctuations as discussed in section 2.2.5.1, can, unless corrected,
change the resonant condition in the arms. Due to its speed a convenient actuator to control
common arm length changes is the laser’s crystal, whereupon the application of strain
changes the laser’s frequency as shown by equation (1.6). It is typical to use feedback to
an EOM for corrections above around 100 kHz. It is also possible to correct slower, larger
drifts with common feedback to the ETMs or input optics.
We can dene the common arm cavity length, CARM, in terms of the average length of the
arms:
훿퐿CARM =
퐿X + 퐿Y
2
. (7.2)
Any arm cavity length change can be expressed in terms of a linear combination of DARM
and CARM.
7.3.2.3 Power and signal recycling cavity lengths
The power recycling cavity should be resonant for the input light in order to optimally
recycle light reected from the beam splitter back towards the laser, to allow the arm cav-
ity power with respect to the interferometer’s input power to be maximised. The power
recycling cavity length, PRCL can be dened in terms of the average distance between the
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power recycling mirror (PRM) and the two ITMs:
훿퐿PRCL = 푙P +
푙X + 푙Y
2
. (7.3)
The signal recycling length, along with the signal recycling mirror (SRM) transmissivity,
determines the bandwidth of the signal extraction and therefore needs controlled in order
to keep the interferometer’s response stationary in time. This length, SRCL, is dened
similarly to PRCL in terms of the position of the signal recycling mirror:
훿퐿SRCL = 푙S +
푙X + 푙Y
2
. (7.4)
Control of PRCL and SRCL can be achieved via corrective feedback to the position of the
power and signal recycling mirrors, respectively.
7.3.2.4 Michelson length
The length between the beam splitter and the ITMs should be held in the dark fringe con-
dition for the carrier to correctly couple the common and dierential arm cavity modes to
the input and output port of the beam splitter, respectively. In a dual-recycled Fabry-Perot
Michelson interferometer it must also be held constant to keep the amount of carrier and
sideband power in the signal recycling cavity stable, which avoids the need for complicated
time-varying control signals. This length, MICH, can be expressed as the dierential length
between the beam splitter and the ITMs:
훿퐿MICH =
푙X − 푙Y
2
. (7.5)
The MICH length is kept constant by feeding back to the positions of the cavity mirrors.
Alternatively this feedback can be applied to the beam splitter, but in this case the recycling
mirrors must also be moved to avoid inuencing the lengths of PRCL and SRCL.
There is an apparent degeneracy between the dark fringes produced by the MICH and
DARM degrees of freedom, and so one might expect that the dark fringe oset required
for dc readout could be applied to the former. While a DARM oset has the disadvan-
tage that it involves the creation of an optical spring due to the high light power in the
arms—mechanically coupling the CARM and DARM modes [170, 171]—it has favourable
noise couplings compared to a MICH oset [143]. The MICH degree of freedom is ltered
above the pole frequency of the power recycling cavity, which is typically at a high fre-
quency, whereas the DARM mode is additionally ltered by the arm cavity poles which are
usually much lower in frequency, and so the noise coupling is reduced.
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ITM X ETM X ITM Y ETM Y BS PRM SRM
CARM 0 0.5 0 0.5 0 0 0
DARM 0 0.5 0 −0.5 0 0 0
MICH −0.5 0.5 0.5 −0.5 0 0 0
PRCL 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
SRCL 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Table 7.1: Driving coecients for each mirror and each degree of freedom of ET-LF. CARM and
DARM involve the driving of the ETMs in- and out-of-phase, respectively. MICH involves moving
the ITMs dierentially, but to avoid sensing DARM eects the ETMs must be moved too. The driving
coecients are dened with respect to the direction of the HR surface of each optic, and as such
the coecients in MICH for the ETM and ITM in each cavity have opposite sign. PRCL and SRCL
involve moving the power and signal recycling mirrors, respectively.
7.3.2.5 Driving coeicients
Table 7.1 lists the coecients to be applied to the test masses to produce the error signals
representing each of the degrees of freedom. Corrections to CARM and DARM are dened
in terms of the positions of the ETMs, with the dierences in coecient sign between the
two degrees of freedom being whether the correction is in-phase or out-of-phase, respec-
tively. The PRCL and SRCL degrees of freedom are dened as corrections to the power and
signal recycling mirrors, respectively. MICH is a little more tricky, and as explained in sec-
tion 7.3.2.4 it can be achieved with feedback either to all of the arm cavity mirrors or to the
beam splitter and recycling mirrors. For the purposes of this study we choose the former
to avoid the need to correct the unit drive amplitude applied to the beam splitter due to its
angle of incidence.
7.3.3 Decoupled control signals
With the exception of the main dc readout for DARM, the error signals representing the
degrees of freedom are derived using heterodyne schemes, usually variations of the Pound-
Drever-Hall technique discussed in section 3.3.4.1. For Michelson interferometers a number
of techniques have been developed such as internal and external modulation, but the most
prominent technique employed in all recent detectors is Schnupp modulation. This uses
control sidebands imposed on the carrier by means of phase modulation before the light is
coupled into the arms by the beam splitter [172].
In a heterodyne sensing scheme, for the control sidebands to enter the output port their
lengths must be macroscopically mismatched; this is called a Schnupp asymmetry. For a
Schnupp asymmetryΔ푙SCH, the two arms in a Michelson interferometer have length 푙+
Δ푙SCH
2
and 푙− Δ푙SCH
2
where the nominal length is 푙. The Schnupp asymmetry diers from the previ-
ous microscopic distances dened in equations (7.1) to (7.5) in that it is typically equivalent
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Figure 7.3: The Schnupp asymmetry and dierential arm cavity oset in a dual-recycled Fabry-
Perot Michelson interferometer. The Schnupp asymmetry allows the control sidebands resonant
in the Michelson interferometer to leave the beam splitter’s output port where they may sense the
motion of the signal recycling cavity. This is typically an oset of the order of cm. The dierential
arm cavity (DARM) oset is a microscopic detuning of the arm cavities to allow a small amount of
light to interfere constructively at the beam splitter in order for it to act as a local oscillator to the
signal sidebands at the output port. This detuning is typically of the order of pm.
to many thousands of wavelengths. Although a dual-recycled Fabry-Perot Michelson in-
terferometer will typically employ dc readout and therefore does not require heterodyne
error signals for the control of DARM, this asymmetry is required for the control of SRCL.
The application of a Schnupp asymmetry within a dual-recycled Fabry-Perot Michelson
interferometer is shown in gure 7.3.
In a simple Michelson interferometer control sidebands at a single modulation frequency
can be imposed upon the carrier to discriminate the phase of the arm cavities with respect
to the input, and the modulation frequency is chosen such that the control sidebands will
propagate in the interferometer but not enter the arm cavities so that they can act as a phase
reference for the light that does. While the Schnupp modulation technique is applicable
to dual-recycled Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometers [54], it is not trivial to decouple
the ve degrees of freedom when they are sensed by the carrier and a single modulation
frequency. For example, the motion of the signal recycling mirror cannot be decoupled from
the motion of the power recycling mirror in a single control sideband frequency; instead the
signal will contain a linear combination of the motion of the two. By employing a second
modulation frequency a suitable phase reference can be obtained for each of the degrees of
freedom by carefully arranging for each modulation frequency to resonate in a subset of the
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cavities to control. Methods to nd and create decoupled error signals in a dual-recycled
Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer are discussed in the following subsections.
7.3.3.1 Gain hierarchy
Some degrees of freedom require a wider control bandwidth in order for the interferometer
to be held at its operating point. For example, laser frequency and intensity noise is present
across the measurement band at the input of the interferometer and must be suppressed by
many orders of magnitude to be compatible with the sensitivity requirements of a audio-
band gravitational wave interferometer. In order to provide high gain within the detection
band the bandwidth of the controller (see appendix B.4.2) is high. Laser noise mainly cou-
ples to CARM and not to the other degrees of freedom, but control of CARM is necessary
to maintain light power within the arm cavities, and hence sensitivity. In Advanced LIGO
the control bandwidth for CARM is 65 kHz [173]. On the other hand, control of DARM
and the auxiliary degrees of freedom tends to be driven by the presence of low frequency
seismic noise and so typically requires much smaller control bandwidth (see for example
the dierential arm length control precision requirement for the Sagnac speed meter ex-
periment in section 5.2.4). Through the appropriate selection of servos for each degree
of freedom the cross-couplings present at each sensor from secondary degrees of freedom
can be suppressed. This is called gain hierarchy and has been previously demonstrated in
LIGO [174].
7.3.3.2 Combination of control sideband frequencies
Error signals with greater decoupling, particularly for the inner degrees of freedom, can
in some cases be found by demodulating the light at some combination of the two side-
band frequencies [175, 176]. Some of the control signals used in Advanced LIGO involve
demodulation at the sum or dierence of the two sideband frequencies [173] or the use of
double-demodulation [177].
7.3.3.3 Control matrix operations
As the resonant conditions of the control sidebands can be dierent from the carrier, the
magnitude and phase with which error signals representing each degree of freedom appear
at each probe can be dierent.
The gradient of the error signal as witnessed by a sensor for motion of a given degree
of freedom represents the interferometer’s response for that degree of freedom, as shown
for example in gure 5.19 for the Sagnac speed meter experiment. A sensing matrix can
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be assembled with the collection of error signal slopes from each degree of freedom in
an interferometer to each probe. With this matrix it is then possible to perform row and
column operations to suppress cross-couplings in an operation that resembles Gaussian
elimination. As the creation of linear combinations of signals can be performed in real
time by the controller, the assembly of a control matrix based on simulations and used
to feed back combinations of error signals to the interferometer’s actuators can serve as
an approximation to the eventual implementation. This is the starting point for further
analysis of the eects of noise coupling from each degree of freedom to the sensors.
Some signals from dierent degrees of freedom appear with similar magnitude at a particu-
lar port and cannot easily be decoupled with gain hierarchy or row and column operations.
Instead, the phase of the readout can be used to discriminate between the two error signals.
By demodulating each light eld at two phases separated by 0 and 90° with respect to the
control sideband modulation frequencies, so-called I and Q quadrature error signals can be
obtained which can later be mixed to suppress the eect of one error signal with respect to
another.
7.4 Longitudinal sensing scheme for ET-LF
The following section presents a concept for the longitudinal control of ET-LF. Using the
techniques discussed in section 7.3, we will devise a control scheme based on the approach
taken for the second generation detectors, namely through the use of dc readout for DARM
and heterodyne readout for CARM, PRCL, SRCL and MICH.
7.4.1 Scope and method
Given the complexity of the interferometer we choose a numerical approach to the mod-
elling and for this we will employ Optickle (see appendix C.1.2) using its plane wave mode.
Angular control of the interferometer is expected to present its own challenges given the
higher cavity power, larger beams and g-factors closer to unity compared to current gener-
ation detectors, but the longitudinal degrees of freedom must be shown to be controllable
before angular degrees of freedom can be considered. Future angular sensing and control
simulations will be possible with the model developed over the course of this work.
The sensing scheme assumes that the interferometer has been brought close to its operat-
ing point by a lock acquisition routine, and here we primarily consider the control of the
interferometer in terms of its sensing matrix. It is well known that noise coupling between
longitudinal degrees of freedom of detuned dual-recycled Fabry-Perot Michelson interfer-
ometers can be signicant [168], but a crucial initial step before any control noise simu-
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lations can be undertaken is the development of a provisional sensing scheme. For ET-LF
we loosely follow the approach taken for Advanced LIGO [173] and Advanced Virgo [178]
given that these represent the most sensitive dual-recycled Fabry-Perot Michelson interfer-
ometers built to date. To simplify the steps required to produce the scheme the parameters
are dened in order from the least to the most constrained. With these parameters xed we
can then search for ports at which error signals representing each degree of freedom can
be extracted, and this allows us to dene a sensing matrix that highlights cross-couplings
between each of the degrees of freedom. This is the starting point for control loop noise
studies employing gain hierarchy as discussed in section 7.3.3.1, which will be the subject
of future work.
7.4.1.1 Optimal input coupling
Placing a power recycling mirror before a Michelson interferometer, as discussed in sec-
tion 2.3.2, creates an additional cavity between the input and the ITMs. The intention of
the power recycling mirror is to minimise the light reected back towards the laser, and
in order to do this the cavity it creates should be impedance matched (see, for example,
ref. [23, section 5.1]). The loss within the interferometer in combination with the trans-
missivity of the power recycling mirror 푇PRM determines the impedance matching. In the
ET design study the loss per surface is assumed to be 35 ppm and the transmissivity of the
ETMs is 6 ppm; both contribute to the total loss. It also suggests the transmissivity of the
power recycling mirror to be 4.6 %. Figure 7.4 shows the ratio of the light power leaving
the power recycling mirror heading back towards the laser to the input light power. The
minimum reected power corresponds to a power recycling mirror transmissivity of 4.6 %,
validating the choice from the ET design study. If the scatter or substrate loss of the optics
is changed in the future, for instance due to the development of new coatings or the intro-
duction of additional steering mirrors, this model can be used to recalculate the optimum
power recycling mirror transmissivity.
7.4.2 Control sideband frequencies
In the following subsections we dene the constraints on the control sidebands before cal-
culating appropriate frequencies. For a given interferometer it will be possible to nd a set
of control sideband frequencies any of which will be acceptable for a particular length, but
in order for two sideband frequencies to be resonant in a combination of lengths it may
be necessary to compromise the resonant conditions such that neither one is optimal for
its particular purpose. The case is further complicated by the presence of a detuned sig-
nal recycling cavity in ET-LF, where the upper and lower control sidebands created with
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Figure 7.4: Reected power from ET-LF as a function of power recycling mirror transmissivity.
For optimal coupling of the input laser light to the interferometer, the transmissivity of the power
recycling mirror must be set to balance the input light with the total loss from the interferometer.
For ET-LF with loss as per the ET design study, this transmissivity should be 4.6 %.
frequencies −푓 and +푓 oset from the carrier (see gure A.4) have dierent resonant con-
ditions. These issues will be addressed in the following subsections.
7.4.2.1 Control sideband resonance in the recycling cavities
The 310 m recycling cavity lengths dened in the ET design study have free spectral range
(FSR, see appendix A.2.1):
FSR =
푐0
2퐿PRCL
=
푐0
2퐿SRCL
= 483.5 kHz. (7.6)
To start, we can try to make the rst sideband frequency resonate in the power recycling
cavity. As the arm cavities at the operating point reect the light back towards the power
recycling cavity, the resonant condition is a half-integer multiple of the power recycling
cavity FSR, i.e.:
푓1 =
(
퐴 + 1
2
) 푐0
2퐿PRC
, (7.7)
for positive integer 퐴.
We can repeat this step for the signal recycling cavity, instead making the second sideband
frequency resonant and the rst anti-resonant in order to create discrimination. In this case
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the resonant condition is an integer multiple of the cavity’s FSR, i.e.:
푓1 ≠ 퐵 푐02퐿SRC
푓2 = 퐶
푐0
2퐿SRC
,
(7.8)
where 퐵 and 퐶 are again positive integers.
Any control sideband frequencies used in ET-LF must be outside the arm cavity resonances
spaced by integer multiples of the arm cavity FSR in order to allow them to act as a phase
discriminant for CARM and DARM. The 10 km arm cavity FSR is 14.99 kHz. As an inte-
ger multiple of the arm cavity FSR would allow optimal coupling of the sidebands into the
arm cavities, one might assume that an odd half-integer multiple would be optimally anti-
resonant; however, in this scenario the lower higher-order control sidebands, necessarily
created by the phase modulation upon the EOM (see equation (A.20)), would become res-
onant, and so we choose to oset the sideband frequency slightly from the anti-resonant
condition. We therefore stipulate two further requirements in addition to equations (7.7)
and (7.8):
푓1 =
(
퐷1 + 훿1
) 푐0
2퐿Arm
(7.9)
푓2 =
(
퐷2 + 훿2
) 푐0
2퐿Arm
, (7.10)
for positive integers 퐷푖 and small perturbations ||훿푖||≪ 12 .
7.4.2.2 Control sideband frequencies
The control sideband frequencies should ideally be RF, at least around 10 MHz, to benet
from the noise advantages discussed in section 3.3.4.1. An upper limit of 100 MHz is rea-
sonable given that quadrant photodetectors requiring large surface area will eventually be
required for alignment control. Larger surface areas typically lead to greater stray capaci-
tance, limiting the ability of the device to register signals at higher frequencies [23].
We chose the rst sideband frequency 푓1 to be 11 363 101 Hz which for 퐴 = 23 and 퐷1 =
758 satisfy the requirements and falls within the suitable range. As the light in the signal
recycling cavity must rst pass through the power recycling cavity, we must ensure that 푓2
also resonates in the power recycling cavity. This is achieved by choosing the second side-
band to be an integer multiple of the rst, which is already resonant in the power recycling
cavity. To provide ample dierence between the rst and second sideband frequencies, we
chose 푓2 = 5푓1 = 56 815 505Hz. This is separated far enough in frequency from 푓1 that
we can investigate the use of beats between 푓1 and 푓2 for control purposes as discussed in
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section 7.3.3.2.
We assume a modulation depth of 0.1 rad for 푓1 and 푓2 to keep the power in higher modu-
lation orders low whilst allowing for a reasonable amount of light power in the rst order.
This parameter has little impact on others and can be tuned later to provide better separa-
tion between the two sideband signals on the sensors.
7.4.3 Schnupp asymmetry
In addition to facilitating the control of the signal recycling cavity, the Schnupp asym-
metry governs whether the second control sideband frequency couples to both recycling
cavities, or just one. A small oset of a few cm between the Michelson lengths, 푙푋 and 푙푌 ,
allows for the signal recycling cavity to be resonant for only one of the sideband frequen-
cies, whereas a larger oset of a few tens of cm makes both sideband frequencies resonant
there [178]. Both methods of control are feasible, with the former being implemented in
Advanced LIGO [173] and the latter in KAGRA [179].
Figure 7.5 shows the power of the upper and lower sideband elds with respect to the
carrier in the recycling cavities of ET-LF given the Schnupp asymmetry and recycling cav-
ity lengths with detuned signal recycling. Since the Schnupp asymmetry is a macroscopic
length, it is not easily adjusted during operation and so it is necessary to designate this
length in the design phase. Here we choose a Schnupp asymmetry that attempts to max-
imise the dierence in power between the two sideband frequencies in the recycling cav-
ities during detuned operation. This is around 0.08 m, as shown by the black dashed line
in gure 7.5. Also observe that a Schnupp asymmetry of 0 results in no sideband power
in the signal recycling cavity, and that asymmetries of around 0.5 m result in a situation
where both sideband frequencies are resonant in both recycling cavities. In the latter case
it would be possible to obtain decoupled control signals through control matrix operations
as discussed in section 7.3.3.3.
7.4.3.1 Optimisation of the signal recycling cavity length
Note the discrepancy between two of the control sideband frequency constraints in sec-
tion 7.4.2: the power and signal recycling cavities cannot both be simultaneously resonant
and anti-resonant to 푓1 and 푓2 given that 푓2 = 5푓1. To resolve this discrepancy we can scan
the length of the signal recycling cavity in order to nd a position where 푓2 is resonant and
푓1 is not, as shown in gure 7.6. This could otherwise have been achieved by changing
푓2 by a fraction of the signal recycling cavity’s FSR given the relation between frequency
and length shown in equation (1.6). We can see that changing the signal recycling cavity
length from 310 m to 311.585 m results in the desired sideband resonance condition for the
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Figure 7.5: Power of the control sidebands in the cavities of ET-LF during detuned operation as
a function of Schnupp asymmetry. A macroscopic oset—the Schnupp asymmetry—is intentionally
introduced to the Michelson length in order to allow the coupling of the sidebands±푓1 and±푓2 into
the signal recycling cavity for the purposes of control whilst maintaining the dark fringe condition
for the carrier. Here, we choose to allow ±푓2, but not ±푓1, to couple to the signal recycling cavity.
The power is a reasonable estimate for the relative sensitivity of the sidebands in the recycling
cavities, and we choose an asymmetry which gives good separation of the power of the sidebands
in each cavity, 0.08 m.
+푓2 sideband. The power of 푓2 in the power recycling cavity drops as the lower and up-
per sidebands get critically coupled into the signal recycling cavity. As the signal recycling
cavity detuning in ET-LF is large, the signal recycling cavity is not resonant for both the
upper and lower 푓2 sidebands (in the tuned signal recycling cavity conguration the upper
and lower sidebands are degenerate).
In the power recycling cavity, 푓1 provides an error signal for the power recycling cavity
that is a factor of 13 larger than that of 푓2. At the same time, 푓2 provides an error signal for
the length that is 650 times larger than the equivalent for 푓1 in the signal recycling cavity.
7.4.4 Dark fringe oset
As described in section 2.1.3.2, dc readout at the output port of a dual-recycled Fabry-Perot
Michelson interferometer requires carrier light to be present to act as a phase reference for
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Figure 7.6: The power in each sideband in each recycling cavity as a function of signal recycling
cavity length. The nominal signal recycling cavity length dened by the ET design study, 310 m, is
not resonant for the second sideband as intended. As the sideband frequencies are dierent, we can
x this situation by scanning the signal recycling cavity to nd a length that is resonant for 푓2 but
not for 푓1. For the given choice of Schnupp asymmetry, this occurs at a length of 311.585 m for the
upper sideband. The choice to optimise either the upper or lower sideband is arbitrary since both
sidebands contribute signal at the readout.
the signal sidebands. In an interferometer with matched arms there is no classical light at
the output port and so a phase asymmetry must be introduced by dierentially detuning
the arms by a small amount to create the appropriate dark fringe oset. In practice, asymme-
tries within the arms are already present, for example arising from mismatched arm cavity
nesse or asymmetric beam splitter reectivity. As these eects change the amplitude of
the light, they appear in a dierent quadrature to the signal at the output port and so as
long as the loss is small the eect on the sensitivity is minimal.
For our model we dene the DARM oset as a microscopic detuning of the arm cavity
lengths, and it is dierential such that one arm has length 퐿 + 훿퐿DARM
2
while the other has
length 퐿 − 훿퐿DARM
2
, where 퐿 is the average length. This is depicted in gure 7.3 alongside
the Schnupp asymmetry.
Figure 7.7 shows the power at the output port and in the arm cavities as a function of DARM
oset in the detuned conguration. Standard photodetectors used in Advanced LIGO and
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Figure 7.7: Carrier power at the output port of ET-LF in detuned conguration as a function of
dierential arm cavity length (DARM) oset. The dierential arm detuning required to allow carrier
light to enter the dark port for dc readout involves an increase or decrease in the microscopic length
of each arm cavity, and this changes the circulating power. The compromise must be made between
the power available to the photodetector for sensing whilst maintaining reasonably balanced arm
cavities to prevent optical springs from inuencing the sensitive band and creating additional noise
coupling.
Advanced Virgo can handle up to a few 10s of mW and this should ideally be the power
incident upon the photodetector at the output port to maximise the signal to dark noise
ratio. In ET-LF, however, the DARM oset required to reach this gure would create a
signicant mismatch in the power of each arm leading to a strong optical spring eect. For
an oset of 12 pm, the power at the output can be set to around 10 mW with a dierence of
around 3% in the power in the arms, which should be tolerable in terms of sensitivity and
noise coupling.
7.4.5 Power in each light field
The power in each eld within each relevant space or cavity of the interferometer is shown
in table 7.2 for the detuned interferometer.
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-68 MHz -57 MHz -45 MHz -11 MHz Carrier 11 MHz 45 MHz 57 MHz 68 MHz Total
Input from laser 0 0 0 0 3 W 0 0 0 0 3 W
After modulators 19 µW 7 mW 19 µW 7 mW 3 W 7 mW 19 µW 7 mW 19 µW 3 W
Power recycling cavity 220 nW 521 mW 220 nW 410 mW 65 W 407 mW 220 nW 34 mW 220 nW 66 W
Power recycling pick-o 33 pW 78 µW 33 pW 61 µW 9 mW 61 µW 33 pW 4 µW 33 pW 10 mW
Michelson cavity 131 nW 228 mW 112 nW 208 mW 33 W 204 mW 107 nW 27 mW 115 nW 33 W
Arm cavity X 261 pW 557 µW 375 pW 9 mW 18 kW 9 mW 357 pW 65 µW 230 pW 18 kW
Arm cavity Y 182 pW 722 µW 361 pW 9 mW 18 kW 9 mW 379 pW 68 µW 210 pW 18 kW
Signal recycling cavity 3 nW 4 mW 379 pW 69 µW 15 mW 41 µW 411 pW 26 mW 928 pW 45 mW
Reected back to laser 19 µW 6 mW 19 µW 7 mW 62 µW 7 mW 19 µW 2 mW 19 µW 23 mW
Output 558 pW 756 µW 76 pW 14 µW 3 mW 8 µW 82 pW 5 mW 186 pW 9 mW
Table 7.2: Powers in various parts of ET-LF in the detuned conguration. The input light is passed
through EOMs which impart control sidebands at frequencies oset from the carrier. As the arm
cavity FSR is almost optimally separated from the control sideband frequencies, the sideband light
power in the arms is vastly smaller than the carrier power. The rst sidebands at ±11MHz are
resonant within the power recycling cavity. The second sidebands at±57MHz is greatest within the
power and signal recycling cavities, with the −57 MHz sideband almost exactly resonant in the power
recycling cavity and the +57 MHz sideband exactly resonant in the signal recycling cavity. The
power reected back towards the laser is composed mainly of light at the two sideband frequencies,
as the transmissivity of the power recycling mirror minimises the reected carrier light. At the
output port, the carrier power is present due to the DARM oset, and acts as a local oscillator to the
signal sidebands there.
7.4.6 Readout ports
Figure 7.8 shows some available readout ports for ET-LF where the sidebands and carrier
may be measured for the purposes of control:
• REFL (reected) senses the light reected from the interferometer back towards the
input laser, rejected for example by a Faraday isolator;
• POP (pick o PRCL) senses the light in the power recycling cavity using a small pick-
o mirror with reectivity 150 ppm;
• AS (asymmetric) senses the light at the output port of the dual-recycled Fabry-Perot
Michelson interferometer.
For the purposes of the control simulations, each readout port contains incident elds at
the carrier frequency and osets of ±푓1 (±11 MHz), ±푓2 (±57 MHz), −푓1 − 푓2 (−68 MHz),
푓1−푓2 and−푓2+푓1 (−45 MHz3), −푓1+푓2 and 푓2−푓1 (45 MHz), and 푓1+푓2 (68 MHz). There
are therefore 9 light elds propagated through the interferometer that are combined into
signals at 5 frequencies at 3 ports. We furthermore demodulate the heterodyne sensors in
the I and Q quadratures to be able to calculate the optimal readout phase at each port given
the propagation delay between each mirror and each sensor. These are shown in table 7.3.
3This is not −46 MHz due to rounding.
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Figure 7.8: Some available readout ports for sensing motion of the degrees of freedom in ET-LF in
detuned conguration. Phase modulation sidebands are imparted upon the input laser light at two
primary frequencies before it enters the interferometer. Photodetectors are placed at three ports to
sense the carrier and these sidebands for the purposes of sensing and control. The most important
readout is AS, which strongly senses DARM, and this is placed in transmission of the signal recycling
mirror. Light reected back towards the laser is sensed via a Faraday isolator at the REFL port, and
a pick-o—POP—senses light in the power recycling cavity.
Oset Output port Power recycling cavity pick-o Reected light pick-o
0 ASDC — —
±푓1 ASI11, AS
Q
11 POP
I
11, POP
Q
11 REFL
I
11, REFL
Q
11
±푓2 ASI57, AS
Q
57 POP
I
57, POP
Q
57 REFL
I
57, REFL
Q
57
±
(
푓2 − 푓1
)
ASI45, AS
Q
45 POP
I
45, POP
Q
45 REFL
I
45, REFL
Q
45
±
(
푓1 + 푓2
)
ASI68, AS
Q
68 POP
I
68, POP
Q
68 REFL
I
68, REFL
Q
68
Table 7.3: Probes that sense the light elds propagating within ET-LF with respect to the carrier
frequency. The carrier is sensed by ASDC at the interferometer’s output port, which is the light that
propagates through the signal recycling mirror. The control sidebands, and the beats between the
sidebands, are sensed at the same port demodulated at each relevant frequency, along with similar
readouts sensing a small transmission of light through a folding mirror in the power recycling cavity
(POP) and the light reected from the interferometer (REFL).
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7.4.7 Control signals
The sensing matrix, as introduced in section 7.3.3.3, can be calculated for ET-LF by exciting
each degree of freedom with the driving coecients shown in table 7.1 and measuring the
response at each probe shown in table 7.3.
At this preliminary stage, a reasonable choice of error signals from the sensing matrix to
use for control can be determined through a heuristic approach building upon knowledge
gained from the control of the second generation detectors. As 푓2 resonates in both recy-
cling cavities, it samples the motion of the mirrors that inuence MICH and SRCL as well
as PRCL. Conversely, 푓1 only strongly samples the motion of MICH and PRCL. Using de-
modulations at these frequencies, and combinations thereof, it should be possible to nd a
set of reasonably decoupled error signals for each degree of freedom.
7.4.7.1 Combination of readout quadratures
Table 7.3 shows signals at both the 퐼 and 푄 quadratures for all of the RF sideband frequen-
cies considered. These quadratures can be combined electronically to produce an error
signal with optimal gradient. The exact phase corresponding to the greatest magnitude
is not important, as this can be inuenced by technical factors such as the length of RF
transmission lines, but the relative phase between maximum error signals from dierent
degrees of freedom on the same sensor is. If error signals from dierent degrees of freedom
have the same maximum gradient at the same or opposite phase, one cannot be minimised
with respect to the other through appropriate choice of demodulation phase. On the other
hand, if two degrees of freedom couple to a pair of 퐼 and 푄 sensors with equal magnitude
but separate phase, they can be used to sense both degrees of freedom. In practice due to
temperature drifts and other time-varying eects it is dicult to maintain the demodula-
tion phase of a set of sensors to a precision better than around 1° [180], and so the readout
quadratures chosen for each of the degrees of freedom of ET-LF should ideally be separated
by many degrees.
7.4.7.2 Sensing matrix for ET-LF in detuned configuration
The sensing matrix for the detuned conguration given the readout ports dened in table 7.3
is shown in table 7.4 for mirror perturbations at dc. The suggested readouts for each degree
of freedom are highlighted in bold and are described in the following text.
The gravitational wave signal will primarily aect DARM, and this is by design sensed by
ASDC. The common mode can be sensed at REFL11. The MICH, PRCL and SRCL cavity
error signals are dicult to separate due to the cross-coupling of control sidebands via the
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Schnupp asymmetry and the sideband asymmetry created by the presence of a detuned
signal recycling cavity. As the control system will be implemented in a LIGO CDS-style
system [142], it will be possible to dene in software error signals formed from linear com-
binations of dierent sensor signals that decouple other degrees of freedom from a partic-
ular readout, as discussed in section 7.3.3.3. In table 7.4, PRCL is dominant over MICH and
SRCL at POP11 and so this represents a good extraction point for the motion of the power
recycling cavity. MICH couples strongly to a number of ports but alongside strong sig-
nals from the other degrees of freedom. Its strongest ports, ASDC and AS57, contain much
larger signals from DARM due to the dierence in nesse between the Michelson and the
arm cavities, and this would be dicult to remove electronically given the phase degen-
eracy. A better readout could be to use POP57 with the dominant PRCL signal suppressed
with careful tuning of the demodulation phase. Residual PRCL coupling can be subtracted
electronically.
SRCL is dicult to sense with ±푓1 because they are not resonant in the signal recycling
cavity, nor a single demodulation at ±푓2 because these error signals are contaminated with
contributions from MICH or PRCL given the cross-coupling facilitated by the Schnupp
asymmetry. A possible sensing strategy could utilise the beats between sidebands found
at REFL45 or REFL68 where the contribution from MICH and PRCL can be suppressed with
suitable choice of demodulation phase. All SRCL signals contain an oset from zero due to
the detuning, since −푓2 is not resonant when the signal recycling mirror is at its operating
point (see gure 7.6). To use REFL68 for SRCL control an oset equivalent to −4.2 mW will
be necessary.
Table 7.5 shows the gradient of each degree of freedom’s error signal at each of the sug-
gested sensors. The values have been normalised with respect to the degree of freedom
to be read out. This table shows that the hierarchical control techniques discussed in sec-
tion 7.3.3 will be necessary in order to decouple the individual degrees of freedom.
Error signals corresponding to the suggested readouts for each degree of freedom are shown
in gure 7.9. These are produced by calculating the power on each sensor at the relevant
demodulation frequency as the mirrors are driven as shown in table 7.1 and represent the
low-frequency limit of the transfer functions of each degree of freedom to each sensor.
The gradient of the ASDC readout is zero when the arm cavities are tuned, consistent with
gure 7.7, showing that some classical carrier light power is always present for functional
dc readout. The SRCL error signal shows the operating point crossing at a power of 4.2 mW,
necessitating an oset.
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Figure 7.9: Sweeps through the zero-crossings of the chosen error signals in ET-LF in the detuned
conguration. Each error signal is linear about the operating point, which ensures a simple, bipo-
lar error signal is available for the purposes of controlling each associated degree of freedom. This
linearity has a dierent range for each readout, with CARM and DARM requiring the greatest pre-
cision.
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CARM DARM MICH PRCL SRCL
ASDC 1.44 × 106 4.99 × 108 1.17 × 106 1.21 × 105 1.39 × 104
ASퟏퟏ 2.25 × 106 (−32.56°) 3.00 × 107 (55.83°) 6.25 × 104 (56.09°) 7.54 × 103 (77.99°) 1.09 × 103 (58.46°)
ASퟓퟕ 1.76 × 108 (−112.30°) 3.98 × 108 (−162.68°) 8.39 × 105 (−163.43°) 6.03 × 105 (−78.31°) 6.73 × 104 (94.85°)
ASퟒퟓ 4.71 × 104 (178.86°) 3.52 × 103 (107.72°) 3.43 × 104 (85.09°) 6.44 × 104 (61.41°) 3.41 × 103 (−146.01°)
ASퟔퟖ 1.00 × 105 (−177.46°) 4.43 × 104 (−83.81°) 5.97 × 104 (43.44°) 5.13 × 104 (103.97°) 4.67 × 103 (−22.78°)
POPퟏퟏ 7.61 × 107 (−144.47°) 6.88 × 105 (−144.49°) 8.70 × 102 (−26.41°) 2.55 × 105 (−36.40°) 3.08 × 101 (−81.49°)
POPퟓퟕ 5.27 × 107 (99.38°) 4.72 × 105 (92.38°) 2.95 × 104 (50.72°) 1.26 × 105 (−130.50°) 1.08 × 104 (120.38°)
POPퟒퟓ 2.01 × 102 (−51.56°) 9.34 × 101 (−127.43°) 1.24 × 103 (1.97°) 1.61 × 104 (88.80°) 1.07 × 103 (167.69°)
POPퟔퟖ 4.94 × 102 (−22.60°) 9.93 × 101 (−15.51°) 1.07 × 103 (45.23°) 8.34 × 103 (−145.33°) 1.07 × 103 (−149.81°)
REFLퟏퟏ 1.44 × 1010 (−0.01°) 1.31 × 108 (−0.01°) 2.34 × 105 (4.53°) 5.01 × 107 (−0.41°) 2.25 × 104 (45.05°)
REFLퟓퟕ 4.63 × 109 (−75.19°) 5.69 × 107 (−86.52°) 1.47 × 105 (−83.24°) 1.58 × 107 (−76.05°) 1.67 × 104 (30.68°)
REFLퟒퟓ 3.90 × 106 (0.94°) 1.31 × 106 (0.04°) 2.19 × 105 (163.21°) 1.28 × 106 (−171.17°) 2.03 × 105 (−25.15°)
REFLퟔퟖ 4.04 × 106 (−101.97°) 1.32 × 106 (−101.79°) 2.25 × 105 (−76.80°) 1.40 × 106 (−53.54°) 2.03 × 105 (89.52°)
Table 7.4: Gradients of the error signals from each degree of freedom to each probe, in units of W m−1,
in ET-LF at dc. The suggested readout probes for each degree of freedom are shown in bold red.
The 퐼 and 푄 quadratures of each heterodyne readout have been combined into a single magnitude
and the phase representing the greatest slope and the phase at which it is achieved. They have
maximum gradient at phase angles determined by the propagation of the control sidebands through
the interferometer. Probes can be optimised to sense the motion of a particular degree of freedom by
adjusting the angle at which the sensor 퐼 and 푄 quadratures are combined, but signals on sensors
that contain strong signals from other degrees of freedom at nearby phase angles are dicult to use.
7.4.8 Sensitivity of the scheme
The sensitivity for ET-LF shown in gure 7.1 assumes that the interferometer contains
squeezed vacuum input via two lter cavities in addition to the presence of seismic and
other noise, and these features have not been modelled in this work. A comparison is
shown in gure 7.10 between the quantum noise limited sensitivity for ET-LF in the absence
of squeezing, as calculated by the tool used to present the results in the ET-D study [47],
GWINC [26], and the quantum noise limited sensitivity of the ASDC readout in this scheme
modelled with Optickle. The reference curve from GWINC has been scaled to remove the
CARM DARM MICH PRCL SRCL
REFLퟏퟏ 1.0 9.1 × 10−3 1.6 × 10−5 3.5 × 10−3 1.6 × 10−6
ASDC 2.8 × 10−3 1.0 2.3 × 10−3 2.4 × 10−4 2.8 × 10−5
POPퟓퟕ 1.8 × 103 1.6 × 101 1.0 4.3 3.7 × 10−1
POPퟏퟏ 3.0 × 102 2.7 3.4 × 10−3 1.0 1.2 × 10−4
REFLퟔퟖ 2.0 × 101 6.5 1.1 6.9 1.0
Table 7.5: Normalised gradients of the suggested sensors to be used for the control of ET-LF’s degrees
of freedom. Each row from table 7.4 corresponding to a sensor used to control a degree of freedom
has been scaled by the gradient of the error signal corresponding to the respective degree of freedom.
This shows the prominence of the other degrees of freedom on each sensor without having applied
any of the other control techniques as discussed in section 7.3.3.
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Figure 7.10: ET-LF quantum noise limited sensitivity using the conceptual control scheme, with no
squeezed light injection. The reference curve from the ET-D study is shown next to the sensitivity
calculated with the Optickle model developed in this chapter, and also a Finesse curve generated
using identical parameters. The reference and simulation curves roughly agree, showing that the
chosen parameters do not have a signicant impact upon the sensitivity, though a dierence in the
noise calculations and the DARM oset assumed in this work creates the slight mismatch in the
most sensitive region.
eect of squeezing injection, for comparison to the work presented here. Also shown is
a simulated curve generated using Finesse (see appendix C.1.1) with identical parameters
to those used in this work, showing good agreement with that of Optickle. The simulated
curves show that the choice of parameters in this work do not negatively impact upon
the design sensitivity of the interferometer. The dierence in sensitivity between the new
simulations and the reference in the region of the cavity pole (7 Hz) and the optical spring
from the detuned signal recycling cavity (25 Hz) is due to the chosen DARM oset, resulting
in dierent quantum shot noise at the photodetector, and the inclusion of additional losses
arising from the lter cavities in the reference curve.
The parameters used in the proposed control scheme are shown in table 7.6 alongside the
pre-existing parameters from the ET design study. It should be noted that the proposed
scheme is not rigorously optimised, and does not consider a number of other control possi-
bilities such as the use of secondary reections arising from the anti-reective coatings on
the beam splitter and ITMs or the use of higher order combinations of 푓1 and 푓2 such as 3f
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Parameter Symbol in text Design study value Updated value
Laser wavelength 1550 nm
Input power 3 W
Arm power 18 kW
ITM transmissivity 7000 ppm
ETM transmissivity 6 ppm
PRM transmissivity 푇PRM 4.6 %
SRM transmissivity 10 %
Signal recycling detuning 0.6 rad
Arm cavity lengths 퐿X, 퐿Y 10 km
Power recycling cavity length 퐿PRCL 310 m
Signal recycling cavity length 퐿SRCL 310 m 311.585 m
Schnupp asymmetry Δ푙SCH — 0.08 m
DARM oset 훿퐿DARM — 12 pm
Control sideband frequencies 푓1, 푓2 — 11 363 101 Hz, 56 815 505 Hz
Control sideband modulation depths — 0.1 rad
Demodulation frequencies — 푓1, 푓2, 푓2 − 푓1, 푓1 + 푓2
Table 7.6: Updated parameters for ET-LF in the detuned conguration following the development
of the conceptual sensing scheme in this chapter.
signals used in the lock acquisition sequence of Virgo [181] and Advanced LIGO [177]. It
serves, however, as a rst concept for the control of ET-LF proving that it can in principle
be controlled in its detuned state.
7.5 Outlook and future work
By utilising an RF phase modulation scheme we have shown in this chapter that ET-LF can
in principle be controlled with the presence of a 25 Hz signal recycling cavity detuning.
Control noise issues remain unaddressed, as are more exotic control schemes such as the
use of additional modulation frequencies or carriers. This section describes some future
work that will be necessary to rene and improve the results presented here towards a
comprehensive technical design.
7.5.1 Optimising the sensing matrix
In Advanced LIGO the conceptual control scheme was rst tested at the Caltech 40 m pro-
totype and it is probable that any technical design for ET-LF will require a similar test. At
this stage a quantitative assessment of the performance that a particular control scheme
might provide might take the form of a technique presented by Mantovani and Freise [182]
developed for alignment control in Virgo, but suitable for longitudinal control. This in-
volves the calculation of a quality parameter representing the controllability of a given set
of sensors and degrees of freedom. This approach only makes sense when푀 represents the
interferometer at its operating point, which means that the residual motion of controlled
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degrees of freedom does not create a signicant cross-coupling. This approach requires
hierarchical gain to be simulated as part of a lock acquisition sequence, and so some eort
will be required to design some feedback servos.
7.5.2 Switching between tuned to detuned operation
Transition from tuned to detuned signal recycling operating points and vice versa involves
a technique which can maintain control of the interferometer as it transitions between two
desired set points. When dual recycling was rst demonstrated in suspended optics in the
Garching prototype, it involved a varying frequency oset applied to the RF modulation
sidebands as the tuning was changed [55]. This control technique was evolved in GEO 600
where a complicated sequence of actions [57] including an uncontrolled “jump” between
two operating points [168] were performed to reached tuned mode from a detuned start
point. In ET-LF it is expected that the signal recycling cavity nesse will be too high to
allow for a previously demonstrated transition scheme, and so investigations are ongoing to
model the impact that combinations of phase- and amplitude-modulated control sidebands
added to the input light or subcarriers added to the squeezing injection port have on the
lock acquisition and control of the signal recycling cavity at arbitrary detunings. Another
possibility is to adapt the arm length stabilisation system developed for the lock acquisition
of Advanced LIGO [177, 183], whereby a second carrier at a dierent wavelength is used to
lock cavities. This takes advantage of the lower nesse of the second carrier’s wavelength
in the cavities, allowing for a wider locking range. The cavities are rst pre-stabilised using
this second carrier before the main carrier is brought to resonance.
7.5.3 Sensing and control of seismic and gravity gradient noise
The Einstein Telescope facility will be located and designed to minimise the impact of seis-
mic noise, but due to the sensitivity requirement for ET-LF the microseism must be sup-
pressed from around 10−6 to 10−8 m
√
Hz−1 at frequencies between 0.1 and 1 Hz to below
10−18 m
√
Hz−1 by 2 Hz. This represents a signal dierence of around 1010, and current sen-
sor electronics can typically only provide dynamic range in the region of 130 dB ≈ 3 × 106
without signicant design eort. To control seismic noise in addition to being able to sense
displacements at the required level, a sensor hierarchy will need to be developed.
There is some precedent for seismic isolation from the work carried out in current and
past detectors. In Virgo, the seismic coupling in the superattenuator was suppressed with
a local controller in addition to the global feedback from the main interferometric read-
outs [184]. In Advanced LIGO, seismic pre-isolation is performed through the use of a
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series of displacement and velocity sensors [185], and in the AEI 10 m prototype the addi-
tion of a suspension platform interferometer [186] is able to reduce seismic noise to the level
of around 100 pm
√
Hz−1 between 0.1 and 1 Hz [187]. Such a system would allow a high dy-
namic range global sensor to control the remaining motion. The particularly challenging
aspect for ET-LF is that the suppression of this motion must occur over a bandwidth below
2 Hz, which makes the implementation of stable control lters extremely challenging. The
results from the control of the AEI 10 m prototype and the advanced detectors will provide
input to the technical design of the seismic isolation system for ET-LF.
7.6 Summary
The Einstein Telescope interferometers will create new challenges not previously encoun-
tered in the control of gravitational wave interferometers. In particular, the low frequency
ET-LF detector, a dual-recycled Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer, will have signicant
cross-couplings between signals from each of the degrees of freedom due to the detuned
signal recycling cavity. We have introduced some of the techniques employed in the state
of the art Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo detectors for the control of the ve longi-
tudinal degrees of freedom in a dual-recycled Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer, and
we have shown with simulations that these methods can also be applied to the ET-LF in-
terferometer. The presented sensing matrix for ET-LF’s longitudinal degree of freedom has
reasonable error signals compatible with the experiment’s sensitivity requirement. This
result will be the basis for future work investigating the dynamics of the control system
and the noise present at the site eventually selected for the facility.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and future work
At their most sensitive frequencies, current generation detectors are limited in sensitivity
primarily by quantum and thermal noise. Improvements beyond the level already achieved
in Advanced LIGO and soon to be achieved in Advanced Virgo and KAGRA will require
signicant research and development, with the “low hanging fruit” all but gone. This the-
sis presented techniques to potentially reduce the thermal and quantum noise for future
detector facilities.
In chapter 3 we discussed the thermal noise arising from dielectric mirrors used in all pre-
vious and current gravitational wave detectors. This is a consequence of the presence of
Brownian noise within the many layers of material forming the reective coatings of the
test masses. While reduction of this noise can be made through the development of new
coating materials, progress in recent years has been frustrating. We introduced a grating
mirror with a resonant waveguide structure as a possible alternative to dielectric coating
layers, with calculations showing that the thermal noise these mirrors would produce at
cryogenic temperatures would oer a factor 10 improvement over the coatings employed
in existing detectors. One potential show-stopper with this type of mirror is, however, the
potential for phase noise coupling arising from motion of the mirror transverse to the beam
axis as seen with previous grating mirrors. The addition in this design of a resonant waveg-
uide is intended to mitigate this phase coupling. We developed an experiment to verify that
the phase noise coupling was suppressed. The results showed that, if indeed the coupling is
present, the measurement errors place an upper limit on the coupling at one part in 17 000.
While further experiments will be necessary to fully assess their suitability, these results
suggest that waveguide mirrors are a potential option for thermal noise reduction in future
detectors.
Chapters 4 to 6 discussed the speed meter topology as a way in which to reduce quantum
noise in future gravitational wave detectors. Theory has shown that this design can provide
a vast reduction in quantum radiation pressure noise beyond that of ubiquitous position
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meters. Alongside some theory highlighting the reduced noise in this design, the ongoing
proof-of-concept Sagnac speed meter experiment in Glasgow was introduced in chapter 4
with the goal of the experiment being to demonstrate a reduction in quantum radiation
pressure noise over an equivalent Michelson interferometer.
One of the key experimental challenges faced with the Sagnac speed meter is the control
of its longitudinal degree of freedom given its lack of sensitivity at low frequencies. Due
to the speed meter’s velocity response, the lack of a signal towards dc leads to long term
drift from the set point due to seismic motion, creating a signicant drop in sensitivity. This
problem will only become worse in full-scale detectors utilising this topology. A solution to
the control of this drift was presented in chapter 5 by blending a displacement signal with
the main velocity signal at low frequencies, and a realistic simulation of the full control
loop was presented to show that the drift was eectively removed without harming the
reduction in radiation pressure noise. The implementation of this control system in the
experiment once commissioned will serve as a test for its eectiveness in the correction of
long term drifts, informing the technical implementation of detector-scale speed meters in
the future.
Another aspect of research connected to the Sagnac speed meter was discussed in chapter 6
with regards to the use of a novel electrostatic drive for direct actuation upon the test masses
within the experiment. This design has a number of advantages over the approach taken
in current detectors, the foremost being the potential for reduced seismic noise coupling
to the gravitational wave channel. This chapter outlined the development of the control
apparatus for the actuator, with a particular focus on the high voltage electronics. The
development of an amplier with adequate voltage, dynamic range and noise and safety
standards was presented, and calculations of the expected maximum displacement noise
in the Sagnac speed meter experiment due to the noise of the electronics showed that the
design meets the requirements. Tests with the electronics in-situ will help to characterise
this actuator’s performance.
The last chapter, 7, discussed the challenges faced with the control of the low frequency
interferometer, ET-LF, as part of the Einstein Telescope detector. This is a proposed facil-
ity utilising two colocated dual-recycled Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometers, each respec-
tively optomised for low and high frequencies, to be built by a European collaboration in
the distant future. The detector will have a longer baseline and will use advanced materials
and special techniques to reduce thermal and quantum noise beyond the current generation.
The conceptual design for ET-LF recommended that its signal recycling cavity be detuned
in order to enhance the sensitivity within a particular frequency band, but stopped short
of discussing the control strategy. The use of detuning within dual-recycled Fabry-Perot
Michelson interferometers has been shown to create control challenges not present with
the equivalent tuned varieties, and so the purpose of the work presented in this chapter
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was to show that the interferometer can indeed be controlled. Using an approach similar
to that of the Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo detectors, we showed using numerical
simulations that the interferometer is indeed controllable, albeit with the need for a num-
ber of control procedures to obtain suitable error signals. Future work will investigate the
eect that environmental and technical noise sources will have on the controllability of the
interferometer, and the investigate more exotic control approaches.
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Appendix A
Interferometric fundamentals
Basic interferometers can be modelled algebraically with only a few simple rules. This ap-
pendix introduces some of the mathematics describing Fabry-Perot cavities and modulation
used in the description of some of the control techniques discussed in the main text.
A.1 Interferometer fields
We can dene the eld amplitude of light across dimension 푥 as
퐸 = 퐸0e−i푘푥, (A.1)
using the same terms as shown in equation (2.1). Upon reection from an optic, the reected
eld is equal to the input eld, 퐸in, scaled by the optic’s eld reectivity, 푟:
퐸r = 푟퐸in. (A.2)
The transmitted eld is similarly scaled by the optic’s eld transmissivity, 푡:
퐸t = i푡퐸in. (A.3)
Note the presence of complex coecient i, equivalent to a multiplication by ei
휋
2 . This shows
that the phase dierence between reected and transmitted elds is 휋
2
, which is required
for energy conservation. Here we choose to apply this phase shift to the transmitted eld,
but it is equally valid to apply, for instance, a negative, real coecient to the reected eld
(see appendix C.2.1.1).
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Figure A.1: Fabry-Perot cavity with its mirror input and output coecients. Coecients 푎0 and
푎6 are for the elds entering and leaving the cavity from the side of the ITM, while 푎3 represents
the eld leaving the cavity on the side of the ETM. We assume the ETM has high reectivity and
so neglect the eld entering at the ETM for simplicity. Coecients 푎1, 푎2, 푎4 and 푎5 denote the
circulating eld at various points. The mirrors in the cavity are separated by free space through
which the elds leaving each mirror’s inside surface propagate.
A.2 Simple cavities
Combining equations (A.1) to (A.3) allows us to determine the eld amplitude at dierent
ports of a collection of mirrors. Combinations of mirrors produce optical cavities, which
possess the property that they can, under certain conditions, accumulate light power. If we
take the simplest of examples, the two-mirror Fabry-Perot cavity (see gure A.1), we can
determine the elds coecients present at the output nodes of the mirrors to be
푎1 = 푖푡1푎0 + 푟1푎5
푎3 = 푖푡2푎2
푎4 = 푟2푎2
푎6 = 푟1푎0 + 푖푡1푎5.
(A.4)
Similarly, the coecients at the input nodes within the cavity can be determined from the
output nodes of the opposite mirrors and the separation 푥:
푎2 = 푎1e−i푘푥
푎5 = 푎4e−i푘푥.
(A.5)
Note the lack of a eld input from the right side of the cavity in gure A.1. In general this
eld is present and has a small eect on the coecients, but in gravitational wave detectors
it is typically small by design. As this additional term adds mathematical complexity but
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not signicant additional clarity, it has been neglected.
The coecients in equations (A.4) and (A.5) can be used to determine the eld amplitude at
dierent points of the interferometer. As there is only one input eld in this example, the
coecients can be reduced to depend only on 푎0, 푟1 and 푟2, 푡1 and 푡2 and 푥. The light reected
from the Fabry-Perot is an important eld to know as this is used in many experiments
to assist with interferometer sensing and control. Coecient 푎6 determines the reected
eld, but this depends on 푎0 and 푎5, the latter being one of the coecients inside the cavity.
Coecient 푎5 can have terms progressively substituted as follows:
푎5 = 푎4e−i푘푥
= 푎2푟2e−i푘푥
= 푎1푟2e−2i푘푥
= 푟2
(
푖푡1푎0 + 푟1푎5
)
e−2i푘푥,
(A.6)
where we nd that the equation for 푎5 depends on itself. This shows how the cavity oper-
ates: on each subsequent round trip, the cavity eld is enhanced with addition eld in the
form of light transmitting through the rst mirror. The eld builds up until the amount of
light entering the cavity is equal to the amount leaving. We can manipulate equation (A.6)
to show this:
푎5 = 푎0
푖푡1푟2e−2i푘푥
1 − 푟1푟2e−2i푘푥
, (A.7)
where it is clear to see that the cavity coecient depends on the input coecient 푎0. The
coecient representing the reected light from the interferometer is then just 푎5 scaled by
푡1, with the addition of the light reected before entering the cavity:
푎6 = 푎0
(
푟1 −
푡21푟2e
−2i푘푥
1 − 푟1푟2e−2i푘푥
)
. (A.8)
With 푎6 expressed in terms of 푎0, we can then calculate the reected eld amplitude as a
function of the input eld. The output eld as a function of input eld 퐸in is then simply
퐸out = 푎6퐸in
= 퐸in
(
푟1 −
푡21푟2e
−2i푘푥
1 − 푟1푟2e−2i푘푥
)
= 퐸in푅.
(A.9)
The term푅 is the transfer function of the cavity, i.e. the ratio of the output eld with respect
to the input eld. 푅 behaves like the reectivity of a simple mirror, but with the property
that it is frequency dependent. Transfer functions are important gures of merit for cavities
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Figure A.2: Reected eld transfer function for a simple Fabry-Perot cavity. When the cavity is on
resonance, the reected eld drops to almost zero as the eld coupling coecients of the ITM favour
transmission over reection. Away from resonance, the coupling coecients favour reection over
transmission. In this example the mirror reectivities are 푟1 = 푟2 = 0.99, which is a conguration
known as an impedance matched cavity. A more complete description of the behaviour of cavities
with dierent mirror reectivities can be found in, for example, [23].
and they are used extensively throughout the main body of this work.
The reected eld transfer function 푅 is shown in gure A.2. This shows that when the
cavity resonance condition is not met, the eld incident upon the ITM is mainly reected.
Close to resonance, the phase of the incident light and the ITM is favourable for transmis-
sion, leading to the majority of the light being coupled into the cavity. The width of the
trough is determined by the cavity mirror transmissivities and reectivities.
For asymmetric cavities, cavities with non-unity end mirror transmissivity and more com-
plicated arrangements such as compound mirrors, the algebra involved in calculating trans-
fer functions quickly becomes unwieldy and it is benecial to utilise simulation tools (see
appendix C).
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A.2.1 Cavity figures of merit
Resonance is achieved within a Fabry-Perot cavity by making the microscopic length equiv-
alent to an integer number of half-wavelengths for a given carrier. For this we can look at
the ratio of the eld in the cavity to the eld entering it:
푎1
푎0
= i푡
1 − 푟1푟2e−2i푘푥
, (A.10)
but we see that the denominator contains a complex exponential with maxima in both the
sine and cosine quadratures. In reality, we measure the light power with photodetectors,
so taking the square of the modulus leads to
||||푎1푎0 ||||
2
= 푡
2
1 − 푟1푟2e2i푘푥 − 푟1푟2e−2i푘푥 + 푟21푟
2
2
= 푡
2
1 − 2푟1푟2 cos (2푘퐷) + 푟21푟
2
2
,
(A.11)
which occurs when 푘퐷 becomes an integer multiple of 휋. This means that either the wave
number, representing carrier wavelength, or the cavity length can be controlled to achieve
cavity resonance. Both of these techniques are used in interferometry, sometimes simulta-
neously.
As the resonance condition requires only an integer multiple of 휋, it is clear to see that
resonance within the cavity is periodic as a function of laser frequency or length. A plot of
the resonance condition as a function of length and frequency is shown in gure A.3. The
resonant peaks occur for every half wavelength oset from the nominal length (10 m). Con-
versely, the resonant peaks also occur in terms of frequency osets from the nominal carrier
frequency (푓0 =
푐0
휆
). For this cavity, the frequency oset between resonant peaks is ap-
proximately 15 MHz. For a much longer cavity, such as that of Advanced LIGO—4 km—the
frequency oset reduces to approximately 37.5 kHz. The dierence arises from the fact that
a change in laser frequency will change the wavelength, and a longer cavity can t more
waves, so a smaller frequency oset is required for the same change in eective length.
The frequency oset between successive resonant peaks is termed the free spectral range
(FSR). This gure of merit provides some idea of the bandwidth a control system may need
to be able to hold a cavity resonant, and it can be dened in terms of the speed of light 푐0
and the cavity length 퐿:
FSR =
푐0
2퐿
. (A.12)
Another gure of merit for a Fabry-Perot cavity is the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM),
also known as the linewidth, which represents the width of a resonant peak at half of its
maximum power, in units of frequency. As the width of the resonant peak is a function of
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Figure A.3: Resonant enhancement of input light in a cavity. When the length oset from zero
is an integer number of half-wavelengths, the cavity enhances the input power many times over.
When the oset is between integer half-wavelengths, it is anti-resonant and the cavity power is
much smaller than the input power. In this example, the mirror properties are 푟1 = 0.99, 푟2 = 1,
푡 =
√
1 − 푟21 and the cavity’s macroscopic length is 10 m.
mirror reectivity, the FWHM is dened as
FWHM =
푐0
휋퐿
sin−1
(
1 − 푟1푟2
2
√
푟1푟2
)
. (A.13)
For Advanced LIGO the ITMs and ETMs have (power) reectivities 1.4 % and 5 ppm, respec-
tively, and so the 4 km arm cavity FWHM is around 83 Hz.
Sometimes used in the literature is the half-bandwidth, 훾 , equivalent to half of the FWHM:
훾 = FWHM
2
≈
푐0푇ITM
4퐿RT
. (A.14)
In the frequency domain 훾 denotes the cavity’s corner frequency, otherwise known as the
pole frequency. In a Fabry-Perot cavity the response is essentially at below this frequency,
and degrading proportionally to frequency above it.
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The ratio of the FSR to the FWHM denes the cavity nesse,  , given as
 = FSR
FWHM
= 휋
2 sin−1 1−푟1푟2
2
√
푟1푟2
, (A.15)
which indicates the cavity’s ability to store photons. It is closely related to the quality
factor 푄, namely the ratio of the energy stored in the cavity to the energy lost per radian
of oscillation, via the relation [188]
푄 =
푓0
FSR
 . (A.16)
The nesse and quality factor indicate the time it would take for light to escape a resonant
cavity in the event that the input light source were to be removed. A more practical use for
the nesse gure is to quickly approximate the stored power in a cavity on resonance by
multiplying it by the input power.
A.3 Signal sidebands
The eld due to motion of a mirror Δ푥 at a distance 푥 can be determined by combining
equations (A.1) and (A.2). As the light must travel distance 푥 to get to the optic, the eld
picks up a factor of e−i푘(푥+Δ푥) in phase. Upon reection, it gets a coecient of 푟 in amplitude:
퐸r (푥) = 푟퐸0e−i푘(푥+Δ푥). (A.17)
For clarity, we can express the constant 푥 term as a static phase representing the carrier,
separated from Δ푥 via the wave number:
퐸r (푡) = 푟퐸0e−i(휔0푡+푘Δ푥). (A.18)
It is possible to express any particular motion in the form of a series of sinusoidal functions.
Expressing mirror motion as a single frequency sinusoid modulating the impinging eld,
we see
퐸r (푡) = 푟퐸0e−i(휔0푡+푚 cos (휔푡)), (A.19)
where we introduce 푚 as the modulation depth, a dimensionless number expressing the
strength of the mirror motion. With some algebraic manipulation involving Bessel func-
tions, we can express this as [23]
퐸r (푡) = 푟퐸0e−i휔0푡
∞∑
푛=−∞
i푛퐽푛 (푚) ei푛휔푡. (A.20)
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When 푚 is 0 all Bessel functions 퐽푛 are 0 except the rst, which is 1; this shows that the
eld contains only the carrier component when there is no external modulation applied by
a moving mirror. Conversely, when a non-zero modulation index and signal frequency is
present, there exists a sum of sinusoidal functions as a product of the carrier, which we call
signal sidebands. For small modulation depths 푚 ≪ 1, equation (A.20) can be approximated
to
퐸r = 퐸0e−i휔0푡
(
1 − 푚
2
4
+ i푚
2
(
e−i휔푡 + ei휔푡
))
. (A.21)
Here it is clear to see the presence of upper and lower sidebands at frequencies 휔0 ± 휔.
Amplitude modulation has a similar but not identical eect to phase modulation. Devices
such as piezoelectric transducers for trimming laser outputs can perform amplitude mod-
ulation on a light eld, and the eect can be expressed again in terms of the modulation
depth and frequency:
퐸r = 퐸0e−i휔0푡 (1 + 푚 cos휔푡) , (A.22)
and we can manipulate this expression to show the presence of exactly one upper and one
lower sideband:
퐸r = 퐸0e−i휔0푡
(
1 + 푚
2
ei휔푡 + 푚
2
e−i휔푡
)
. (A.23)
An example of the sideband structure created by amplitude and phase modulation is shown
in gure A.4.
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Figure A.4: Sideband structure for amplitude and phase modulation. The carrier, at frequency 휔0, is
present in the centre. Upper and lower sidebands appear oset from the carrier due to modulation.
Amplitude modulation (AM) produces exactly two sidebands, whereas phase modulation (PM) pro-
duces innitely many, though with drastically decreasing amplitude for higher orders. The vertical
axis denotes the (arbitrary) power of each sideband, though in this example the modulation depth
has been greatly exaggerated over that which would normally be used.
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Appendix B
Control in the frequency domain
Control is an essential aspect of gravitational wave interferometry. This appendix contains
some background information on some control topics covered within the main text.
B.1 Signal to noise ratio
Signal cannot be measured below the noise present on a photodetector. Maximum sensi-
tivity can be achieved by maximising the ratio of signal power, 푆 , to noise power,푁 , in the
frequency band of interest. This is expressed as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
SNR = 푆
푁
. (B.1)
When discussing controls, the standard representation of signal to noise is in units of deci-
bels (dB), dened for signal power as
SNRdB = 10 log10
( 푆
푁
)
. (B.2)
As this representation is logarithmic, it is a useful for expressing both small and large sig-
nals and is therefore suitable for the presentation of noise sources across many orders of
magnitude, as with interferometry.
For certain aspects of controls, for example with the expression of gain—an amplitude and
not a power—the following equation is more suitable:
GaindB = 20 log10
(
Output
Input
)
. (B.3)
The factor 20 is present here instead of 10 in the case of power quantities due to the lack of
a square law dependency in the terms forming the ratio. Whether the expressed quantity
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in dB refers to an amplitude or power must be made clear from the context.
B.2 Frequency representation of signals and noise
B.2.1 Fourier transform
A Fourier transform represents a time-varying signal in terms of its frequency components,
i.e. as a series of sinusoidal waves of dierent frequency and amplitude. The Fourier trans-
form 푥 (푓 ) of 푥 (푡) can be dened as
푥 (푓 ) = ∫
∞
−∞
푥 (푡) e−2푖휋푓푡푑푡. (B.4)
Noise transients that appear in a detector have nite energy over a nite time, and can be
entirely characterised by a Fourier transform of the time series in which the event occurred.
Other forms of noise, however, cannot be represented in this way.
B.2.2 Spectral density
Apart from noise transients, the remaining noise sources within the interferometer tend
to arise from stationary, random processes. This means that the noise source’s autocor-
relation—its self-similarity—is zero for all measurement times greater than zero. The en-
ergy of this noise approaches innity as measurement time approaches innity. In this
circumstance, the Fourier transform of the underlying time-domain signal, as shown in
appendix B.2.1, does not strictly exist. An alternative representation of a noise process is
to represent the amount of work it performs per unit time: its power. The power spectral
density is a representation of the power present within each frequency of a signal in the
steady state.
The innite time Fourier transform in equation (B.4) can be truncated to instead represent
the frequency components within a certain window:
푥 (푓 ) ≈ 1√
푇 ∫
푇
0
푥 (푡) e−2푖휋푓푡푑푡, (B.5)
and the power spectrum of the signal measured by a photodetector is then
푆푥푥 =
1
푇 ∫
푇
0
푥 (푓 )2 푑푡. (B.6)
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Remembering that photodetectors measure power (section 2.1.2), this means that the pho-
todetector’s power spectrum would have units of W2/Hz. At the operating point, the pho-
todetector’s power is arranged in such a way as to be a linear with cavity mirror displace-
ment, and so a more useful unit is the amplitude spectral density 퐴 (푓 ), which is simply the
square root:
퐴 (푓 ) =
√
푆푥푥 (푓 ), (B.7)
which for the photodetector would have units W
√
Hz−1.
B.2.3 Estimation of spectral density
Equation (B.6) gives the formal denition of the power spectral density but not a practical
means to measure it. To estimate the frequency components of a measured photodetector
signal, we employ spectral density estimation techniques. The standard in experimental
interferometry is Welch’s method [189], which splits a measured time series into a series of
segments which can overlap with adjacent segments before calculating Fourier transforms
on each individual segment. The resulting Fourier transforms are recombined to produce
the spectral density estimate.
The number of samples in a given period determines the lowest frequency resolved by
the calculation. For instance, 푁 = 1000 samples at a frequency 푓푠 = 1Hz would result
in a lowest resolved frequency of 푓푠
푁
= 10−3Hz. Segmentation is a technique that can be
used to trade bandwidth for resolution. Instead of using the full duration of the recorded
data for one Fourier transform, therefore achieving resolution down to the lowest possible
frequency, segments of shorter duration can be combined to produce better resolution at
higher frequencies at the expense of lower frequencies. Specically, the lowest resolved
frequency becomes 푓푠푥
푁
, where 푥 is the number of segments the recorded data is divided
into.
Once a segment is created, the resulting Fourier transform is applied to the time series with
the assumption that the end cycles back to the start. If the data is noisy, or if the period is
not an integer number of wavelengths of all the frequency components, then this creates
discontinuities which lead to unphysical frequency domain content (spectral leakage). A
window function can be applied to emphasise the signal in the middle of the segment at
the expense of that at the edges. The window function typically used in the eld is the
Hanning window, and the eect that this has compared to a at (boxcar) window is shown
in gure B.1. A sine wave of frequency 2499 Hz and unity amplitude is recorded for a period
of 1 s, sampled at a frequency of 10 kHz. The signal frequency is intentionally chosen to
avoid an integer multiple of the sample frequency, which would remove the discontinuities
at the edge of each segment. The power spectral density has been estimated using Welch’s
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Figure B.1: The eect of windowing on a power spectral density estimate. The underlying signal
time series is a sine wave of frequency 2499 Hz, and the sample rate is 10 kHz. The power spectral
density estimates have been made using both Hanning windows, which de-emphasise the start and
end of each segment to suppress discontinuities, and a at window which performs no relative
scaling of the data points. Both methods recover the signal’s frequency, but in the former case the
noise oor is greatly reduced.
method, with both Hanning and at windows. The estimate for the noise oor in each case
is drastically dierent because of the eect of segment discontinuities.
B.3 Root mean square amplitude
A real actuator or sensor has nite range, and the sum of the signal spectral density must
be within this range to avoid clipping. The root-mean-square (rms) signal is equal to the
sum of the absolute values of each of the frequency components. The rms representation
is a useful form for the calculation of required actuator and sensor dynamic range (see, for
example, chapter 5).
The following equation converts a power spectral density dened between 푓min and 푓max
to an equivalent rms value:
푥2rms = ∫
푓max
푓min
푆푥푥 (푓 ) 푑푓 . (B.8)
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Figure B.2: A basic control loop. The plant contains the dynamics of the device to be controlled,
such as an interferometer. The set position determines the desired point at which the plant should
be held, and the error point shows the real position of the plant. The controller generates a corrective
signal from the error signal input, and this is the feedback point. Noise enters the system at both
the sensing and feedback points.
The rms representation of a spectral density is sometimes quoted with 푓min = 1Hz and
푓max set to the sampling rate, and as such this value represents the signal “in a 1 Hz band”.
It is advisable to avoid pushing the rms signal applied to a sensor or actuator too close to
its limit. Stationary random noise follows a well dened mean but can contain infrequent,
larger noise transients allowed by Gaussian statistics. In such a case the instantaneous
signal on a sensor or actuator might be greater than the rms. A good rule of thumb is to
keep the rms signal expected at a sensor or actuator a factor of about 10 below its range to
account for such events.
B.4 Control loops
A control loop can be used to sense the error in an interferometer from its operating point,
and feed back signals to the actuators to correct it. We can in general split a control loop
into two distinct parts: the plant 퐺, which is the device under control, and the controller
퐻 , which is the device that senses the plant’s error and generates the corrective feedback.
Noise entering the loop between the plant and the controller’s input (the error point) is
termed sensing noise, and noise entering between the controller’s output and the plant (the
feedback point) is called feedback noise, or, more commonly when discussing interferome-
ters, displacement noise. Figure B.2 shows this scenario.
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The controller cannot measure errors below its sensing noise and so sensing noise is not
suppressed by the control loop.
B.4.1 Control loop figures of merit
A functioning control loop will suppress feedback noise by a level determined by the open-
loop gain, dened as the product of 퐺 and 퐻 . This can be calculated by breaking the loop
and taking a transfer function between the broken edges, and it shows the combined eect
the system under control, its actuators and sensors have on their inputs at their outputs.
The closed-loop gain is the eect that the control loop has on the system when negative
feedback is being applied. If the controller is able to sense errors and fully correct them,
then the closed-loop gain is unity. The frequency domain representation of the closed-loop
gain is useful to visualise at which frequencies the gain from the controller is not being
applied: closed-loop gain higher than 1 shows that the system is not controlling the error
point by matching it with equal magnitude and opposite sign, but rather following it. The
closed-loop gain becomes particularly useful when comparing the eect of gain hierarchy,
where multiple actuators are used to correct a single error point, as shown in section 5.2.8.3.
The neither the open- nor closed-loop gain gures show the explicit eect the controller
has on the plant, which in the case of an interferometer would be the positions of the test
masses. The out-of-loop gain provides this information, and is equal to the error point of
the plant when the control loop is enabled. This gure is what is typically plotted in noise
budgets such as the one shown in gure 2.1.
B.4.2 Control bandwidth
As discussed in appendix B.3, actuators and sensors have nite range. When designing a
control system for an interferometer, or indeed any plant, the decision must be made be-
tween magnitude of the corrective feedback at some frequencies of interest, and the band-
width over which the plant is to be controlled. For example, a ground-based interferometer
typically oscillates with greatest amplitude at frequencies below 1 Hz due to seismic noise,
as discussed in section 2.2.4.1. Meanwhile, the shot noise at higher frequencies is small
enough such that the test masses do not move away from the operating point. Ideally, the
nite actuator range on the test masses should be used to correct for displacements at low
frequencies, where it is needed to keep the interferometer at the operating point. To achieve
this, the control loop must limit the bandwidth to prevent feedback at high frequencies and
enhance feedback at low frequencies. Figure B.3 shows the eect that two control servos
have given the same ability (e.g. actuator range). By shaping the controller to increase the
low frequency gain, the maximum frequency at which feedback is provided (the unity gain
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Figure B.3: Limiting a servo to enhance gain in a certain band. The gure shows the loop gain of two
servos, each consisting of a simple low pass lter. The area under each transfer function is equal,
and this represents the ability of the controller to make corrections to the system (for example, the
range of an actuator). To enhance the gain by a factor of 10 at dc, the unity gain frequency has to
be reduced by the same factor, meaning that the system will be controlled over a smaller bandwidth
but with greater eort.
frequency) is necessarily reduced. The only way to enhance feedback eort whilst retaining
bandwidth is to enhance the range of the actuators and/or sensors.
B.4.3 Stable loops
The stability of a control loop is determined by the controller’s ability to generate a correc-
tive signal that is opposite in sign to the disturbance. The interaction between the controller
and the plant and its actuators and sensors can in some circumstances create situations
where the feedback signal has the same sign as the error signal. If the feedback is of simi-
lar magnitude to the error signal, or greater, then this situation leads to positive feedback
which makes the system uncontrollable, or unstable. In terms of magnitude and phase, this
means that any points of unity gain in the transfer function’s magnitude must not be cou-
pled with a corresponding phase of −180°. To allow for some uncertainty in the system
dynamics, a good rule of thumb in the implementation of the control system is to allow for
a phase margin of around 35° [148], meaning that the phase at each unity gain point should
not be lower than −155°.
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Appendix C
Interferometer modelling
This appendix describes the process of modelling an interferometer in terms of its optical
response and noise and introduces the two numerical simulation tools used throughout this
thesis, Finesse and Optickle, introduced in appendix C.1. Appendix C.2 gives an introduc-
tion into how these tools work, and appendix C.3 describes modications made to Optickle
in order to calculate a particular type of noise amplitude.
C.1 Soware
C.1.1 Finesse
Finesse is an extensive tool for simulating complex optical environments in terms of their
transverse electromagnetic (TEM) modes. It was developed originally for use in GEO 600 [190]
but has since been used for checks and tests in the design and commissioning of the ad-
vanced detectors [191, 192] and a variety of other experiments1. Finesse’s syntax allows
for a number of dierent outputs to be generated for given excitations, for instance the
transfer function from a set of optics to a set of sensors given an arbitrary signal. Finesse’s
strengths are its numerous supported optical components, speed of computation, and sup-
port for large numbers of paraxial modes.
C.1.2 Optickle
Optickle was originally created for the design of Advanced LIGO but has been extended to
support a feature set capable of simulating arbitrary topologies. It is implemented in Matlab
and is primarily intended to simulate plane wave behaviour of interferometers, however it
1A list of known uses of Finesse for scientic research is maintained at http://www.gwoptics.
org/finesse/impact.php.
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also contains extensions to its code base for rst order modes necessary to simulate mis-
alignment eects. The output from Optickle is a series of matrices representing the trans-
fer functions from optical degrees of freedom to sensors placed within the system, and the
quantum noise upon those sensors.
C.2 Modelling an interferometer
The analytical calculation of the behaviour of interferometers beyond all but the most trivial
examples is a complicated process and has to be performed with a particular conguration
in mind. For example, adding or removing an optic from an analytical model of an interfer-
ometer may involve the addition of many new terms to the equations describing the main
readout signals. Models for dual-recycled Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometers have been
available for a number of years [167, 175, 193] but cannot be easily modied to account for
optics beyond the ones considered in the model and the equations representing the readout
signals have only been developed for the most important ports of the interferometer. In or-
der to be able to calculate the signals present at any optic or probe within an interferometer,
the most straightforward approach for an experimentalist is to use a numerical simulation
tool.
Both Finesse and Optickle use broadly the same approach to compute results based on a
technique used to model electronic circuits as for example with LISO, where the interferom-
eter is described by an often large set of simultaneous equations. The tools take advantage
of decades of development of numerical linear algebra tools to quickly solve these systems,
with the results typically available in seconds.
The primary output from the tools is the calculation of eld amplitudes or powers at ports
of the interferometer at its operating point given a set of connected optics. In order to
calculate these signals the simulation must map the eect that each optic’s motion has
onto the light elds within the interferometer, propagate these elds to each output and
then calculate the corresponding electrical signals. These processes are described in more
detail below in the context of Optickle, but the approach taken in Finesse is similar.
C.2.1 Optics
An optic refers to any component within the interferometer which has an eect on the
light’s amplitude, phase or frequency. Apart from mirrors and beam splitters, components
such as lasers, EOMs and Faraday isolators can all be handled in the same way via matrices
which translate inputs to outputs. Such transfer matrices dene the signal behaviour of the
light elds entering and exiting the component from arbitrary directions. For example, the
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transfer matrix of a simple two-surface mirror can be dened as [23]
푀 =
[
푖푡 푟
푟 푖푡
]
, (C.1)
where 푟 and 푡 represent the amplitude reectivity and transmissivity of the mirror, with the
condition 푟2 + 푡2 = 1, assuming no loss.
Using the rst mirror in gure A.1 as an example, the inputs 푎0 and 푎5 map to outputs 푎1
and 푎6 as [
푎1
푎6
]
=푀
[
푎0
푎5
]
, (C.2)
which can be re-expressed as individual transfer functions identical to those shown in equa-
tion (A.4):
푎1 = 푖푡푎0 + 푟푎5
푎6 = 푟푎0 + 푖푡푎5.
(C.3)
C.2.1.1 Reflection phase convention
To conserve energy, a phase change must be applied to either the reected or transmitted
elds at an optical surface. In Finesse, the convention is such that this phase is added to
the transmitted beam in the form of an imaginary coecient. Optickle uses the convention
that the reection coecient from the front of a mirror is −푟, and from the rear it is 푟, and
transmission is always 푡. Both conventions are valid, with Finesse’s denition closer to the
real eect that dielectric coatings would have on the transmitted light, and Optickle’s more
consistent with an innitely thin optic.
This dierence has no eect on the delity of the simulations because only the relative
phase between reected and transmitted elds is important for the calculation of transfer
functions, noise and control signals. One practical dierence is that in Finesse one arm
of a Michelson interferometer must be tuned by 90° with respect to the other to achieve
cancellation of the carrier at the output port of the beam splitter. In Optickle, due to the
reection phase convention this happens without special tuning.
C.2.2 Propagation
Propagation through free space is in general dened by equation (A.1), and in matrix form
it is:
푀 = e−푖푘푥
[
1 0
0 1
]
, (C.4)
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for wave vector 푘 and distance 푥. In Finesse and Optickle, however, this behaviour is
slightly dierent. Interferometers have path lengths of many metres, whereas the wave-
length of the light being modelled is typically microscopic. For a cavity to be resonant
its mirrors must be separated by an integer number of half-wavelengths, and so the 4 km
Fabry-Perot cavities of Advanced LIGO would actually have to be dened with length
3 759 398 497휆 = 4000.000 000 81m given its 1064 nm wavelength. To make the creation
of interferometer congurations easier, the simulation tools instead take the macroscopic
propagation length and round it to the nearest integer number of wavelengths for the car-
rier, whereupon the phase dierence from propagation is zero2. To model the eects of
non-zero phase propagation, such as a detuned cavity, the optics have additional phase
tuning factors present within their transfer matrices. By separating these macroscopic and
microscopic phase eects, issues with numerical precision can be avoided.
C.2.3 Fields
As spaces are dened as zero-phase propagation, the light between optics can be modelled
with a single amplitude for each mode within the interferometer. In addition to the carrier,
any signal sideband or control sideband present within the interferometer is considered a
mode, as well as vacuum elds entering at points of loss as described in section 2.2.1, and
so there can be many tens of gures representing the light between any two optics. These
can be considered as the interferometer’s degrees of freedom, and the propagation of each
eld through the interferometer can be modelled individually. A point in the interferometer
represented by a eld is termed a eld evaluation point.
C.2.4 Drive and field maps
The calculation of signals at photodetectors requires the calculation of the eld amplitudes
within the interferometer, which can be determined by computing the steady-state solution
of the optical system dened within a matrix mapping each eld to each other eld.
The process of calculating this interferometer matrix starts with the creation of the eld
to eld matrix, which maps the transfer function between each of the elds within the
interferometer with stationary optics without the presence of signal or control sidebands.
This matrix allows the propagation of input light from lasers or vacuum injection to an
arbitrary part of the interferometer to be calculated.
The eects of the mechanical degrees of freedom of a mirror or the electrical degrees of
freedom of for instance an EOM on the light can be described by a drive to eld map.
2In most cases. This is dierent for certain modes in which Finesse can run, controlled by the phase
command.
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Encompassed within this map are the amplitude and phase eects upon the carrier and
sidebands cause by for example the motion of a mirror in the longitudinal direction. Simi-
larly, the eld to drive map, encompassing the eect of elds on the mechanical degrees of
freedom of optics, allows the eect of radiation pressure to be handled properly.
Once the various maps between the light inputs, the mechanical and electrical drives and
the optics have been calculated, they can be combined together in the form of a block-
diagonal matrix 퐌AC representing the transfer functions between the carrier, signal and
control sidebands at each eld evaluation point to each other eld evaluation point.
C.2.5 Calculation of field amplitudes
The eld amplitudes within the interferometer are of course determined by the excitation
of the interferometer by external light injection, but in general they are also inuenced
by the signal sidebands produced by the modulation of optics within the interferometer
at non-zero frequencies. The eld amplitudes within the interferometer therefore depend
not only on the excitation but also on the existing eld amplitudes, analogous to feedback
systems. In the initial state these elds are zero and so the interferometer’s eld amplitude
vector is simply equal to the excitation vector, i.e. 푣⃗AC = 푣⃗exc. The stored light will increase
until eventually the injected excitation is equal to the light power lost in the interferometer.
Once this condition is reached the interferometer is in its steady-state, and the matrix of
eld equations this represents is the required input to the calculation of readout signals.
The steady state condition can be solved numerically using matrix inversion. As described
above, the eld amplitudes can be described as the current amplitudes plus the input:
푣⃗AC =퐌AC푣⃗AC + 푣⃗exc, (C.5)
where 퐌AC is the interferometer matrix specied earlier. This equation can be solved as
such:
푣⃗AC =
푣⃗exc
1 −퐌AC
. (C.6)
Since 퐌AC is a matrix and 푣⃗AC and 푣⃗exc are vectors, the problem can be represented as the
equation
푣⃗AC =
(
핀 −퐌AC
)−1 푣⃗exc, (C.7)
where 핀 is the identity matrix. The calculation of the eld amplitudes in the interferometer
therefore becomes a task of nding the inverse of 핀 −퐌AC, which is a problem for which
many optimised algorithms have been developed.
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C.2.6 Probe signals
With the steady-state eld amplitudes, the signals produced by the interferometer can be
determined with the application of a probe matrix 퐌probe which maps the elds in the in-
terferometer to its probes. Since the elds amplitudes are determined for every wavelength
under consideration, it is possible to calculate the signals that would appear on photodetec-
tor circuits implementing RF demodulation. The probe matrix contains complex amplitudes
to transform the elds at the location of the probe by the required amount given the de-
modulation frequencies and phase angles. The probe signals are therefore dened as
푣⃗probe =퐌probe
(
핀 −퐌AC
)−1 푣⃗exc. (C.8)
C.2.7 Calculation of transfer functions
The operation of calculating the probe signals from the eld amplitudes in the interferom-
eter can be repeated for arbitrary frequencies of excitation to produce a three-dimensional
drive-to-probe transfer matrix. This represents the transfer function from each optic’s de-
gree of freedom to each probe. As such, the signal from a particular set of mirror excita-
tions can be constructed via a linear combination of the transfer functions representing the
degrees of freedom of individual optics. The dierential arm degree of freedom transfer
function for a Michelson interferometer to its asymmetric port, for instance, can be calcu-
lated by extracting the transfer function of each end test mass to a probe situated at the
asymmetric port and taking the dierence of the two, which gives the signal due to the
length change equivalent to that shown in equation (7.1).
C.2.8 Probe quantum noise and sensitivity
The quantum noise calculations are similar in Finesse and Optickle, and they are both based
on the work by Corbitt et al. [194], which ultimately derives from the two-photon formalism
by Caves and Schumaker [129, 130]. Quantum noise is calculated using this technique
by propagating two photons through the interferometer from each point of noise entry,
in much the same way as signals are propagated. One photon represents the amplitude
quadrature and the other represents the phase quadrature, and so appropriate quantum
noise limited signals can be properly derived for any readout quadrature. A simpler, “one-
photon” calculation involving the propagation of a single complex number representing the
amplitude and phase photons is used in Optickle and Finesse [195, 196].
The sensitivity of a probe within an interferometer model is simply the noise on that probe
divided by the relevant transfer function. When only quantum noise is considered, the
sensitivity is quantum noise limited.
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C.3 Calculation of field transfer matrices in Optickle
In the process of determining a probe signal in Optickle, the quadrature sum of the eld
amplitudes immediately in front of the probe is computed and the phase information con-
tained within these elds is lost. Similarly, transfer functions from drives to probes are
provided, but not transfer functions from drives to elds.
In order to calculate the cross-correlation spectral density required for the calculation of
the optimal lter in section 5.5, the complex eld and drive transfer matrices, 퐌 and 퐑,
respectively, must be extracted from Optickle indirectly. Optickle’s calculation of the quan-
tum noise at each probe within the interferometer uses eld to eld and drive to eld ma-
trices, but because the quantum noise and drive excitations are not necessarily unity, these
matrices are not transfer matrices. In order to obtain 퐌 the code which computes the
quantum noise at each probe has to be modied to instead inject quantum noise at open
ports with unity amplitude. Similarly, 퐑 can be computed by setting the drive amplitudes
to unity. The modied source code is publicly available [197].
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Acronyms
ac Alternating current, though sometimes this refers to non-zero frequencies. 72, 89, 125,
127, 128
ADC Analogue-to-digital converter. 28, 75, 85–89, 97, 99, 118
BHD Balanced homodyne detector. 71, 72, 74, 78–85, 87, 88, 94–97, 99, 101–103, 106–108
BS Beam splitter. 147
CARM Common arm cavity degree of freedom. 145–147, 149, 150, 153, 162
CDS LIGO Control and Data Acquisition System. 47, 75, 84–87, 89, 90, 94, 96, 97, 103, 104,
109, 118–126, 129–131, 133, 161
CMOS Complementary metal-oxide semiconductor. 122, 126
CMRR Common-mode rejection ratio. 119
DAC Digital-to-analogue converter. 28, 75, 86–89, 97, 100, 120, 131, 133
DARM Dierential arm cavity degree of freedom. 11, 15, 145–150, 153, 156–162, 164, 165
dc Direct current, though sometimes this refers to zero frequency, i.e. 0 Hz. 14–16, 23, 32,
45, 59, 61–63, 67, 72, 81–83, 94, 96, 101, 115, 123, 131, 143–148, 150, 155, 157, 160, 161,
163, 170, 189
eLISA Evolved Laser Interferometer Space Antenna. 8
EM Electromagnetic. 3
ENOB Eective number of bits. 86
EOM Electro-optic modulator. 43, 44, 46, 47, 142, 145, 153, 158, 192, 194
ESD Electrostatic drive. 74, 76, 90–96, 113–119, 126, 128, 132–134
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200 Acronyms
ET Einstein Telescope. xiii, xviii, xix, 26, 36, 140–143, 147, 150–160, 162–167, 170
ETM End test mass. 26, 35, 36, 38, 40–46, 48–53, 56, 58, 68, 70, 71, 74, 82, 90–94, 96, 109,
114–118, 132, 134, 145, 147, 151, 165, 174, 178
Finesse Frequency domain interferometer simulation software. 51, 73, 78, 164, 191–194,
196
FSR Free spectral range. 152–154, 158, 177, 179
FWHM Full width at half maximum. 46, 81–83, 111, 177–179
GPS Global positioning system. 75
GW Gravitational wave. xv, xxii, 1, 2, 29, 138
GWINC Gravitational wave interferometer noise calculator. 18, 163
HF High frequency. 140, 141, 143
HR Highly reective. 147
HV High voltage. 116, 118–136
ITM Input test mass. 26, 43, 46, 49, 67, 68, 70, 71, 75, 82, 142, 144, 146, 147, 151, 164, 165,
174, 176, 178
KAGRA Kamioka Gravitational Wave Detector. 1, 7, 8, 20, 21, 36, 154, 169
LED Light-emitting diode. 122
LF Low frequency. xiii, xviii, xix, 26, 36, 140–143, 147, 150–155, 157–160, 162–167, 170
LIGO Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory. xxii, 1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 17, 18, 21, 26,
30–32, 34, 36, 74, 75, 91, 113, 114, 137, 139–141, 143, 149, 151, 154, 156, 161, 165–167,
169, 171, 178, 191, 194
LISO Linear Simulation and Optimization of Analog Electronic Circuits. 120, 121, 128, 131,
192
MICH Michelson degree of freedom. 146, 147, 150, 160, 161
MOSFET Metal-oxide-semiconductor eld-eect transistor. 123
PDH Pound-Drever-Hall. 39, 43, 45–47, 80, 101–104, 106–110
Acronyms 201
PRCL Power recycling cavity degree of freedom. 145–147, 150, 158, 160, 161
PRM Power recycling mirror. 146, 147, 165
PZT Piezo-electric transducer. 43, 47, 48
QND Quantum non-demolition. 32, 64, 68, 70, 108
RF Radio frequency. 43, 46, 47, 101, 143, 153, 160, 165, 166, 196
rms Root-mean-square. 48, 83, 91, 92, 96, 99, 103, 105, 186, 187
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio. 14, 17, 183
SQL Standard Quantum Limit. 24, 25, 32, 33, 60, 64, 69, 73, 139
SRCL Signal recycling cavity degree of freedom. 146–148, 150, 160, 161
SRM Signal recycling mirror. 146, 147, 165
TEM Transverse electromagnetic. 191
UTC Coordinated Universal Time. 1
WGM Waveguide mirror. 36–43, 48, 49, 51–56, 58
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